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FLOWFIELD  ANALYSIS FOR SUCCESSIVE 
OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVE-TURBULENT 
BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTIONS 
By Chen-Chih Sun and Morris E .  Childs 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
University of Washington 
SUMMARY 
A computation procedure i s  described for predicting the flowfields which 
develop when successive interactions between oblique shock waves  and a t u r b u -  
l en t  boundary layer occur. Such interact ions may occur, for example, i n  engine 
in l e t s  for supersonic aircraft .  Computations have been carried o u t  f o r  axisym- 
metric internal flows a t  Ma = 3.82 and 2.82. The e f fec t  of boundary layer  bleed 
has  been considered for  the Mop = 2.82  flow. A control volume ana lys is  i s  used t o  
predict changes i n  the flow field across the interactions.  Two bleed  flow models 
have  been considered. A turbulent boundary layer program has been used t o  com- 
pute changes i n  the boundary layer between the interact ions.  The resu l t s  given 
are fGr flows with two shock wave interact ions and fo r  bleed a t  the second in te r -  
ac t ion  s i te .  In principle the method described may  be extended t o  account for 
additional  interactions.  The predicted  results  are compared with measured re- 
s u l t s  and are  shown t o  be i n  good agreement when the bleed flow r a t e  i s  low (on  
the order of 3% of the boundary 1 ayer mass flow) , or when the re  i s  no bleed. 
As the bleed flow rate  is  increased,  differences between the predicted and mea- 
sured r e su l t s  become larger .  Shortcomings of the bleed  flow models a t  higher 
bleed f l o w  rates are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The interact ion of an oblique shock wave with a turbulent boundary layer  is  
known t o  induce d ras t i c  changes i n  the boundary layer properties and t o  cause 
substantial deviation of the supersonic flow field from the predicted inviscid 
flow. This deviation may be of suf f ic ien t  magnitude t o  adversely affect the per- 
formance of aerodynamic devices. Suitable methods for predicting the boundary 
layer and the freestream flow characteristics i n  the presence of such disturbance 
are required by engineers responsible for the design of aerodynamic configurations 
i n  which shock wave boundary layer interactions occur.  
A control volume  method developed by Seebaugh, Paynter and Childs [ l l ,  and 
improved upon by  Mathews [ 2 ] ,  has been used successfully i n  the prediction of 
the boundary layer  character is t ics  downstream of the interaction w i t h  a s ingle  
oblique shock wave.  However, i n  some aerodynamic devices such as mixed corcpres- 
sion supersonic diffusers, the turbulent boundary layer is subjected t o  in te r -  
actions w i t h  more than  one shock wave. In this report ,  a computation  procedure 
i s  described for predicting the flow field which develops when successive inter- 
actions of two oblique shock waves w i t h  a turbulent boundary layer occur. In 
principle the method described may  be extended t o  account for additional inter-  
actions.  
Computations have  been carried o u t  for  axisymmetric internal flows a t  Mm = 
3.82 and 2.82.  Experiments have  been conducted a t  these same  Mach numbers 
w i t h  the interactions under study occurring a t  the walls of c i rcular  wind t u n -  
nels. In the Mach 2.82 study the effect of boundary layer bleed a t  t he  second 
in te rac t ion  s i te  has been considered. The predicted results are compared with 
experimentally  observed  results. The experimental  configurations  for which 
the analysis has  been carried o u t  are discussed i n  the section which follows. 





















E [ (Y-1 )/21Me2/(Tw/Te) 1' 
a constant i n  the wall-wake prof i le  
w + [ ( Y - 1  )/21Me2)/(Tw/Te)1-1 
a constant i n  the Law of the Wall (usually equals 5.1) 
s k i n  f r ic t ion coeff ic ient ,  T ~ / ( ~ / ~ ) P ~ U ~ ~  
entrainment  function,  see E q .  (6 -5)  
kinematic  shape factor,  see E q .  (B-6) 
x-momentum of the bleed flow 
a constant in the Law of the Wall (usually equals 0 .4)  
shock wave boundary layer interaction length 
Mach number 
boundary layer mass bleed ra te  
pressure 
radial coordinate from tunnel center1 ine 
radial coordinate of d i v i d i n g  stream surface separating bleed f low 
from  main flow, (see Fig. 3) 
Reynolds number 
velocity in streamwise direction 
vanDriest 's generalized velocity, ( u e / A )  arcs i n  E [ ( 2 A 2 u / u e )  - B]/(B2+4A2)lj2 
2 
= f r ic t ion veloci ty ,  ( ~ ~ / p ~ )  J5 
x = axial  coordinate, measured from shock generator t i p  
y = coordinate normal to  the  tunnel wall 
y = r a t i o  of specific  heats 
A = mass flow  thickness,  ee Eq. (B-1)  
aE = a thickness of freestream  flow t o  allow  for boundary layer mass 
6 = boundary layer  thickness 
6* = displacement  thickness of the boundary layer 
entrainment,  (see F i g .  3) 
rl = Y / 6  
e = momentum thickness of the boundary layer 
V = kinematic viscosi ty  
II = coeff ic ient  of the wake function 
Subscripts 
e = conditions a t  the edge of the boundary layer 
w = conditions a t   t h e  wall 
m = freestream  conditions ahead of t he   f i r s t   i n t e rac t ion  
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND INSTRUMENTATION 
The experimental configurations which were used t o  produce the successive 
shock waves a re  shown schematically i n  Figure 1 .  The Mach 3.82 tunnel had a 
rad ius  of 2.58 cm and a boundary layer thickness ahead of the  f i r s t  in te rac t ion  
of 0.43 cm.  The shock wave generator was ins ta l led  on the center l ine of the 
tunnel a t  zero  angle of attack. The generator had a 10-degree  half-angle  coni- 
cal t i p  which broke t o  13 degrees 6.60 cm downstream of the t i p .  For the Mach 
2.82 tunnel the tunnel radius was 2.60 cm and the boundary layer thickness 
3 
ahead of the  f i r s t  in te rac t ion  was 0.40 cm.  The shock generator had a  10- 
degree  conical t i p  which broke t o  13 degrees 4.94 cm behind the t i p .  Both 
generators were designed t o  provide as large a region of freestream flow as 
possible between the  f i r s t  r e f l ec t ed  and second incident shock waves while a t  
the same time keeping the expansion wave off the downstream corner of the 
second conical surface from interfering w i t h  the second.interaction. 
About 7.62 cm from the t i p  of the Mach 2.82 shock generator, or approx i -  
mately a t  the p o i n t  where the second incident shock wave reached the wall, two 
rows of thir ty-eight  0.132 cm diameter bleed holes were dr i l led  around the 
periphery of the tunnel. The bleed  system was operated  in a choked flow  con- 
di t ion.  W i t h  one row of the holes open, the bleed mass flux was abou t  2.8 
percent of the boundary layer mass f lux  jus t  ahead of the second interaction. 
W i t h  two rows o f  holes open, the bleed mass flux was 5.0 percent of the boun- 
dary layer mass flux. 
Both tunnels were operated w i t h  a steady supply of dry a i r  a t  300OK. The 
freestream u n i t  Reynolds number for the M = 3.82 tunnel was 18.5 x lo6 per 
meter, that for the M = 2.82 tunnel, 19.0 x l o 6  per meter. 
S tandard  instrumentation was used t o  o b t a i n  tunnel wall static pressures 
and  boundary layer  Ditot  Dressures  profiles. Wall s ta t ic  pressures  were taken 
a t  0.127 cm intervals along the tunnels. P i t o t  prof i les  were taken 
i n  radial increments of 0.0127 cm a t  eighteen axial stations upstream o f ,  w i t h -  
i n ,  and  downstream of the  interaction  region.  Miniature  total head tubes, 
f lattened t o  a dimension of 0.024 cm h i g h  by 0.066 cm wide were used for the 
Pitot Profiles. Velocity profiles upstream of the  f i r s t  inc ident  shock wave, 
between the  f i r s t  r e f l ec t ed  and second incident shock  waves, and downstream of 
the second reflected shock wave were calculated from the p i t o t  profiles assum- 
ing i soenergetic f low.  A cal i brated venturi meter was used t o  measure the 
bl  eed f 1 ow. 
ANALY S IS 
Figure 2 shows the  flow model used i n  the analysis. R i s  the  r a d i a l  d is-  
tance from the tunnel centerline and x is  the distance downstream from the  t ip  
of the shock wave generator.  Conditions a t  s ta t ion 1 are assumed t o  be known. 
The object of the analysis, given the shock generator shape and i n i t i a l  condi- 
t i o n s ,  i s  t o  compute the locations of the reflected shock waves and the boun- 
dary  layer  properties  at  successive  stations  along  the  wall.  Reflected compres- 
sion waves are treated i n  the analysis as a single shock wave. 
The boundary layer can be divided i n t o  three subregions associated with 
the three steps in which the computation is  carr ied o u t .  
( 1 )  Region I extends from Station 1 where the  f i r s t  inc ident  shock wave reaches 
the boundary layer edge t o  S t a t i o n  3 where the reflected shock wave emerges 
from the boundary layer.  Surface 2 i s  t he  stream  surface which passes t h r o u g h  
the intersection of the reflected shock wave w i t h  the boundary layer edge. Note 
4 
t h a t  t h i s  stream surface intersects the incident shock wave outside the boun- 
dary layer edge (see F i g .  3 ) .  This choice of surface 2 allows fo r  mass entrain- 
ment i n t o  the boundary layer through the interaction region. The location of 
this surface and the pressure distributions along i t  are obtained from an i n -  
viscid  conical  flow  solution. Using this surface,  the tunnel  wall, and the 
planes normal t o  the wall a t  1 and 3 t o  define a control volume, a control vol- 
ume analysis of the region may  be used t o  determine the length o f  the  inter-  
act ion,  and the  boundary layer thickness and shape a t  3. The  method used here 
i s  quite similar t o  the methods used by Seebaugh [ l l  and  Mathews [ 2 ]  except 
for the velocity profile representations for the boundary layer.  The velocity 
profile representation used a t  Stat ions 1 and 3 and t h r o u g h o u t  the  analysis  is  
the improved wall-wake veloci ty  prof i le  developed by Sun and Childs [31 (see 
Appendix A ) .  For turbulent  isoenergetic  compressible boundary layer  flow, 
the modified prof i le  may  be expressed i n  the form, 
where 
1 n -  e 1 
K 
U* 
- (F) I n  (r) - 5.1 + -1 0 614 a K  " _  
T W 
and a = 1 i s  assumed. 
One other variation on the  ear l ie r  method has been incorporated i n t o  the 
present analysis. The flow direct ion in  the boundary layer downstream of the 
interact ion has  been taken as the average o f  the value a t  the wall ( i . e .  , 
zero) and t h a t  a t  y = 6 as  determined from the  inviscid  solution. In the 
analyses by Seebaugh [ 17 and Mathews [21  the flow direct ion downstream of an 
interact ion was taken t o  be paral le l  t o  the wall. Figures 3a and 3b show the 
control volumes used in the present analysis. A1 t h o u g h  boundary layer bleed 
was n o t  employed a t  t h e  f i r s t  i n t e r a c t i o n  s i t e  i n  the experimental studies, 
the  control volumes shown do  allow for t h a t  poss ib i l i ty .  For the  control 
volumes shown, the continuity equation may be expressed i n  the form, 
- A  
2.rrpuRdR = 2rpuRdR + hB 
w l E  Rw-63 
while the x-momentum equation may  be written as , 
5 
2nplRdR - p 2np2RdR - p - p32aRdR-2aRwLTw 
R -6  -AE w 1  R -6 -A w l E  Rw-63 
R 
r W  
R 
r W  r W  
R 
J .’ - J -63 
= lRw 2npu2RdR - 2npu2RdR + IBx 
Rw-63 R w 1  -6 - A E  
where 
T W = (T + T ) / 2  and p3 
w1 w3 
i s  t h e  average s ta t ic  pressure over the boundary layer a t  3 .  Comparable equa- 
t ions may  be writ ten for the second in te rac t ion  s i te .  Allowance fo r  boundary 
layer mass entrainment in the interaction region i s  made  by assuming an en- 
trainment rate equal t o  t h a t  for the flow upstream of an  interact ion.  
( 2 )  Region I 1  extends from S t a t i o n  3 t o  S t a t i o n  5 .  This i s  t he  region of 
boundary layer flow between the  f i r s t  r e f l ec t ed  shock and the second incident 
shock. Since no shock interactions are present i n  this region,  the  axial  pres- 
sure  gradient  is  re la t ively low. S t a r t i n g  w i t h  conditions a t  3 as determined 
by the control volume analysis of t he  f i r s t  i n t e rac t ion ,  changes i n  the boun- 
dary layer properties t o  Station 5 are  computed using a turbulent boundary 
iayer program suggested by Paynter and Schuelle [ 4 ] .  The program uses a wall- 
wake prof i le  t o  represent the velocity profile and the entrainment function 
concept proposed by Green [5]  t o  solve the boundary layer equations (see 
A.ppendix B ) .  An inviscid  flow  solution i s  used t o  provide  the wall s t a t i c  pres- 
sure  dis t r ibut ion needed for the boundary layer solution i n  this region. The 
inviscid solution, however, i s  obtained i n  a manner  which allows for the 
e f fec ts  of t h e  f i r s t  shock interaction. The  method  employed was t o  use an 
a r t i f i c i a l  wall position i n  the interaction region which would cause the re- 
flected inviscid shock wave position t o  match t h a t  determined by control volume 
analysis of region I .  The wall s ta t ic  pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n  p ( x )  as determined 
using t h e  a r t i f i c i a l  wall p o s i t i o n  i s  then assumed t o  ex i s t  a t  the actual wall 
and i s  used i n  the boundary layer calculations.  
( 3 )  Region I 1 1  extends from S t a t i o n  5 t o  S t a t i o n  7 .  This  region  covers  the 
interaction of the second incident shock wave w i t h  the boundary layer.  The 
method here i s  s imi la r  to  tha t  for  Region I ,  except tha t  the  flow a t  control 
surface 6 i s  no longer  conical.  Conditions  along this  surface were obtained 
from a method  of character is t ics  solut ion for  flow past the double-cone center- 
body. In the character is t ics  solut ion the interact ion of t he  f i r s t  r e f l ec t ed  
shock with the second incident shock must be considered. The location i n  the 
flow f i e l d  of the reflected shock wave  was determined using t h e  a r t i f i c i a l  wall 
position. 
6 
In the control volume equations ( 3 )  and (4)  the mass bleed r a t e  i n  iB i s  
assumed t o  be known. The  x-momentum of the bleed  flow depends on the manner 
i n  which the  bleed  flow i s  accomplished. In the analyses by Seebaugh [ l ]  and 
Mathews [ 2 ]  computations were made for  th ree  bleed  models:  porous  wall suc- 
t ion,  s lot  suct ion and scoop suction.  Figure 3a  shows the porous wall model. 
W i t h  t h i s  model, the x-momentum of the bleed flow, I B ~ ,  was  assumed t o  be zero. 
Figure 3b shows the s lot  suct ion model. W i t h  s lot  suct ion,  1~~ was assumed t o  
have the same value as t h a t  possessed by the bleed mass as i t  entered the con- 
t ro l  volume, i . e . ,  
'Bx = 2rpu2RdR (5)  
RB 
where Rb i s  determined  from, 
R 
r W  
me = J 2.rrpuRdR 
RB 
For the Mach 2.82 flow with bleed, the bleed holes were d r i l l ed  normal t o  
the wind tunnel  wall. A t  f i r s t  t h o u g h t ,  then, the porous  wall model m i g h t  
appear t o  provide a better representation of the bleed  flow. However, the 
bleed hole diameter of 0.132 cm was on the order of one-half the boundary thick- 
ness a t  Station 3. Thus, there  should be  x-momentum associated w i t h  the bleed 
flow and the bleed flow behavior might then be expected t o  be  somewhere  between 
t h a t  fo r  porous-wall suction and slot   suction. As will be discussed i n  the 
section on resul ts ,  th is  appears  t o  have  been the case. 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 
The coniputation of the flow a t  M, = 2.82 with 2.8 percent bleed rate will  
be used here t o  i l l u s t r a t e  t h e  computational  procedure. The computation i s  
carried o u t  in the following steps: 
( 1 )  The boundary layer thickness and veloci ty  prof i le  shape a t  S t a t i o n  1 are  
known from measurements. For the example under consideration  the f i r s t  i n c i -  
dent shock wave i s  a t  an angle of 22.75 degrees t o  the axis of the tunnel and 
reaches the boundary layer edge a t  a station approximately 5 .2  cm downstream of 
the t i p  o f  the shock wave generator. Measurements were n o t  taken exactly a t  
S t a t i o n  1 .  However, measurements were taken j u s t  upstream a t  x = 5.08 cm. We 
then assume t h a t  the boundary layer properties a t  S t a t i o n  1 can be approximated 
by those  obtained a t  x = 5.08 cm.  The best representation of the boundary layer 
veloci ty  dis t r ibut ion by the wall-wake prof i le ,  E q .  ( 1 ) ,  i s  obtained by using 
the computer program, LEAST, l i s t ed  i n  T A B L E  1 - A .  
In program LEAST, the  boundary layer thickness 6 and the coefficient of 
wall f r i c t ion  Cf a r e  regarded as two parameters and a double-loop-iteration 
scheme i s  used t o  solve for a least squares f i t  of the wall-wake prof i le  t o  the 
7 
experimental velocity distribution. This program has been wri t ten for  e i ther  
isoenergetic or non-isoenergetic  flow. The velocity d i s t r i b u t i o n  can be i n -  
p u t  i n  the form of p i t o t  tube pressure or Mach number dis t r ibut ion.  The i n -  
p u t  data l isted i n  TABLE l-B are pitot  pressure profile d a t a .  Isoenergetic 
flow has been assumed. The description of the i n p u t  is  detailed i n  the com- 
ment cards listed in the program LEAST. For the case under consideration, 
the following boundary layer properties were obtained: 
6 = .406 cm, Cf = 0.002, u.,/u; = 0.0445 
and  the freestream Reynolds number Re = 19.0  x lo6 per meter. 
( 2 )  The control  surface 2 i s  defined t o  coincide w i t h  the  stream  surface which 
extends upstream from the point of intersection of the reflected shock wave 
w i t h  the boundary layer edge. In the inviscid flow field behind a conical 
shock wave, the characteristic surfaces are conical surfaces originated from 
the t i p  of the shock generator. Therefore, the characteristics of the  flow 
field are functions only of the  half  angles  of  the  conical  surfaces. Goo tza i t  
[ 61 developed a computer program, program CgNE, which i s  used t o  compute the 
flow f ie ld  character is t ics .  The program CgNE and the input for i t  are  l is ted 
i n  TABLES 2-A and 2-B. There i s  only one i n p u t  card f o r  the program. The i n -  
p u t  FCRMAT i s  7F10.6 and the input d a t a  a r e ,  i n  order, the specific heat r a t i o  
of the gas, the freestream Mach number, the half angle of the cone and the dis- 
tance, i n  inches, behind the t i p  of the cone where the output is desired. 
The conical stream surface can be described i n  non-dimensional form as ,  
the  reference  point ( x  r ) can be any point on the shock wave as shown i n  
Figure 4a. a i s  t he  f?;w aeflection angle a t  the  stream  surface  as measured 
w i t h  respect t o  the  tunnel a x i s  and Q~ is  the incident shock wave angle.  (Note: 
the final reference radius is obtained by an  i t e r a t ive  process which allows for 
boundary layer mass entrainment.  This i s  taken  care of automatically i n  the 
program). Figure 4b  shows the  choice o f  reference radius ro and  the  conversion 
of the  stream  surface t o  control  surface 2 .  I n  the numerical  computation a 
f i n i t e  number of points is  used t o  represent the control surface and the flow 
conditions such as Mach number, pressure and flow angle on each p o i n t  are  ob- 
tained from program CgNE as functions of characterist ic angle $. 
( 3 )  The computer program ANAL for the  control volume, or iginal ly  developed 
by Seebaugh [ 7 ] ,  modified by Fathews [ 2 ] ,  and then improved u p o n  by the pre- 
sent  authors i s  used t o  compute boundary layer  prciperties a t  S t a t i o n  3 .  The 
program ANAL i s  l i s t ed  i n  TABLE 3-A,  the  inputs  in TABLE 3-8. The i n p u t  values 
a t  S t a t i o n  1 f o r  ~ i ~ . / u * ,  6,  and  the Reynolds number based on boundary layer 
thickness, ue6l/vey care obtained  in  step 1 and the  conditions on the  control 
surface 2 a r e  o b t a i n e d  from step 2 .  The flow i s  assumed t o  be isoenergetic; 
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therefore the recovery factor is  assumed t o  be 1 .  There is  no boundary layer 
suction i n  this region. The shear stress a t  the wall between s ta t ions 1 and 
3 i s  assumed t o  be the average of the value a t  s ta t ions  1 and 3. The flow 
direct ion a t  s ta t ion  3 is taken as the averagz of the values at  the wall 
and a t  y = cS3 as determined from the inviscid solution. 
flow deflection angle a2 across  the f i rs t  incident  shock. We also choose t o  
i n p u t  conical  flow  conditions behind the  f i r s t  inc ident  shock wave.  The  com- 
puted results include the interaction length and the boundary layer proper- 
t i e s  a t  station 3.  The predicted boundary layer properties a t  s ta t ion 3 
include the boundary layer thickness,  the coefficient of skin f r i c t ion ,  t he  
average static pressure across the boundary layer and the veloci ty  dis t r ibu-  
t ion.  
In t h i s  computation, we use the shock wave angle $s, instead of the 
( 4 )  The program ANAL,  which i s  based on the  control volume method, predicts 
only  the properties of the boundary layer a t  the downstream and of the inter-  
action region. For computing the boundary layer downstream of the interaction 
and fo r  computations of the next interaction, the flow field outside the boun- 
dary layer must be  known. This i s  obtained by a method of character is t ics  
computer program. The program used here i s  a modified  version of a program 
or ig ina l ly  prepared by Cavalleri  [8]. The program designates  the  region be- 
fore the incident shock wave as region 2 ,  the region between the incident re- 
f lected shock waves as region 3 and the region downstream  of the reflected 
shock wave as  region 4. The flow  in  region 2 i s  uniform and parallel  t o  the 
center l ine and the flow i n  region 3 i s  conical  flow.  Figure 5 shows the  desig- 
nated  regions and  input points a t  i n i t i a l  s t a t i o n  x = 1.835  inches (4 .65  cm) 
as used i n  the example under consideration. In computing the  external  flow 
f i e l d  allowance must be  made for  the  e f fec t  of the interact ion.  Otherwise 
the location of the reflected shock wave will be downstream of the actual re- 
f lected wave and the external flow field needed for  downstream boundary layer 
calculations  will be i n  e r ror .  In order t o  avoid t h i s  problem, an a r t i f i c i a l  
wall location which would cause the reflected shock location t o  match t h a t  
predicted by the  control volume analysis was used.  Determination of the 
amropriate  arct i f ic ia l  wall locat ion is  a t r i a l  and error process and  for the 
computations which have been carr iea  o u t  t o  date has required 
three runs of the  charac te r i s t ics  program. In t h i s  computation i t  was found 
t h a t  a tunnel radius of 0.99 inches  (2.51 cm) caused the reflected shock wave 
position t o  match t h a t  determined by the  control volume analysis.  The inputs 
t o  the program a re  l i s t ed  in  Table 4. The reader should re fer  t o  reference 8 
for the  de t a i l s  of the i n p u t s .  
(5) From s ta t ion  3 t o  s t a t ion  5 we use a turbulent boundary layer program 
BLGRFI (see Appendix B)  which i s  a modified version of one developed e a r l i e r  
by Paynter and  Schuelle [ 4 ]  based on Green's [ 5 ]  entrainment function concept. 
The control volume analysis i n  s tep 3 provides the initial conditions a t  
station 3.  For the boundary conditions on surface 4 ,  we assume that  the Mach 
number  and pressure d i s t r i b u t i o n s  are  equal to those obtained along the arti- 
f i c i a l  wall i n  the inviscid solution of s tep 4. We should also p o i n t  o u t  here 
tha t  the  computation i s  a two-dimensional approximation. However, i n  view of 
t he  r a t io  of boundary layer thickness t o  tunnel radius the results should be 
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applicable for the axisymmetric flow under consideration. The program, BLGRN,  
i s  l i s t e d  i n  TABLE 5-A, the i n p u t s  i n  TABLE 5-8. The i n p u t s  are  described 
i n  the comment cards a t  the beginning of the program l i s t i n g .  
( 6 )  A t  1 .942 inches (4 .94  cm) behind the t i p ,  the shock generator broke from 
a 10  degree cone t o  13 degrees and generated a  second  shock wave. The posi- 
tion of the second incident shock wave and the flow f ie ld  charac te r i s t ics  be- 
h i n d  the second shock wave are  computed by using the same  method of character- 
i s t i c s  program which i s  used i n  step 4. Given the geometry o f  the centerbody 
and the inviscid solution (based on t h e  a r t i f i c i a l  wall position) from step 4 ,  
we have the inputs for the computer program as  l is ted i n  TABLE 6 and i l l u s t r a t -  
ed in  Figure 6. As in the  computation  of  step 4 ,  the program designates the 
region before the second incident shock wave as region 2 ,  the region between 
the second incident and reflected shock waves as region 3, and the region 
downstream of the second reflected shock wave as  region 4 .  In regicn 2 ,  u n -  
l ike the si tuation i n  step 4 where the external flow i s  uniform, there  exis ts  
a reflected shock wave.  The program i s  not  capable of solving for the inter-  
section of two shock waves. In preparing for the input,  the first  reflected 
5 hock  wave i s  rep1 aced by a smoothed compression wave band. In the calcul a- 
t i o n  described here a l inear  compression  spaced  over six i n p u t  points was 
used. The flow between the  a r t i f ic ia l  wall radius of 0.99  inch (2.51 cm) and 
the actual wall radius of 1.02 inches (2.60 cm)  was assumed t o  be uniform and para 
le1 t o  the  wall. The resul t  shows t h a t  the second incident shock wave has an 
angle of approximately 33 degrees and t h a t  i t  reaches the boundary layer edge 
a t  x = 2.85  inches (7 .22  cm) where the boundary layer thickness is  0.125 
(0.312 cm) as computed i n  step 5. 
( 7 )  The control  surface 6 is   also  defined t o  l i e  along a stream  surface be- 
hind the second incident shock wave, b u t  the flow field i n  t h i s  region i s  qui te  
complicated. Because of the  nature of the character is t ics  program, i t  was 
necessary t o  run the program three separate times t o  determine flow properties 
a t  the three stations.  The pressure and Mach number dis t r ibut ions a t  each s ta -  
tion are obtained from the result  of the previous step. A t  x = 2.85  inches 
( 7 . 2 2  cm) where the second incident shock wave reaches the edge of boundary 
layer the cone radius  is  0.552 inch (1 .40  cm) while the distance from the cen- 
t e r l i ne  t o  the edge of the boundary l aye r  i s  0.895 inch  (2.28 cm). The mass 
flux t h r o u g h  the area between the r a d i i  i s  0.412 lbm/sec  (0.187 Kg/sec.). 
A t  x = 2.988 and 3.205 inches (7.60 and 8.15 cm) for the mass flux t o  be equal 
t o  the 0.412 lbm/sec (0.187 Kg/sec) the r a d i i  a re  0.907 and  0.922 inch  (2.30 
and 2.34 cm) respectively. Ideally, we can  compute a t  more s ta t ions t o  de- 
termir;e  the  stream  surface. B u t  the  preparation of pressure and Mach number 
prof i les  i s  very  tedious. We determine  the  stream  surface by graphically 
tracing a smooth curve th rough  the above three points. The computer program 
MFLX i s  used here t o  compute  mass flux from the profile of pressure and  Mach 
numbers. Program MFLX and  the i n p u t  t o  the program are  l i s ted  i n  TABLE 7 .  
(8) The computer program ANAL l i s ted  i n  TABLE 3-A i s  used for computation 
from stat ion 5 t o  s ta t ion 7 .  The boundary layer properties a t  s ta t ion 5 are 
obtained from step 5 and the location of the control surface 6 i s  determined 
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by.step 7. After  determining  the  control  surface 6 ,  the  flow  properties  along 
the surface are obtained from the output of s tep 6. The x-coordinate  should 
be transformed i n t o  the dis tance to  the axial  s ta t ion at  which the extension 
of the second shock wave in te rsec ts  w i t h  the tunnel centerline as shown i n  
Figure 8. For the points on the control surface the i n p u t  t o  the program, 
i .e. ,  the x-coordinates,  should be normalized by distance x. and the r-coordi- 
nates should be normalized by radius Ro. The distance x. i s  the distance from 
s t a t i o n  5 t o  the intersection point of the second shock wave w i t h  the center- 
l i n e  and the radius Ro . i s  the distance from the tunnel centerline t o  the edge 
of the boundary l aye r  a t  s t a t ion  5. For the flow  considered i n  the sample ca l -  
culations boundary layer bleed  takes  place a t  the  second in t e rac t ion  s i t e .  The 
bleed mass f l u x  i s  abou t  2.8 percent of the boundary layer mass flux a t  s ta t ion 
5. In t h i s  computation the slot  suction model has been  assumed f o r  the bleed, 
flow. The i n p u t  t o  the program ANAL i s  l i s t e d  i n  TABLE 8. The de ta i l s  of the  
input are described in the comment cards a t  the beginning of program ANAL l i s t -  
ed in T A B L E  3-A. 
RESULTS 
The r e su l t s  of the analysis for three different flow cases,  one a t  M m  = 3.82 
with no  bleed, two a t  Ma = 2.82 with bleed a t  the second in te rac t ion  s i te ,  a re  shown 
in  Figures 9 through 16.  Results from the sample calculation described herein are 
given in' Figures 1 2  and 13. Comparisons a re  made between predicted and measured 
resu l t s .  The data  for M = 2.82 flow are  from an investigation by Teeter [ 9 ] .  
Figure 9 shows comparisons  of the experimental and predicted shock wave 
patterns and  boundary layer thickness for the Mach 2.82  flow.  Since  the  pre- 
dicted shock wave locations are determined by the inviscid analysis used i n  
Combination with t h e  a r t i f i c i a l  wall posi t ion,  no induced shock wave i s  pre- 
dicted.  Also shown is  the pressure dis t r ibut ion a t  the  tunnel  side wall as a 
function of the distance aft  of the cone t i p .  The triangular points shown for 
the analysis in the static pressure p l o t  were determined by using the a r t i f i -  
c ia l  wall and the  inviscid  flow  solution. The predicted and observed  values 
are  seen t o  be in good agreement along the entire length of the double shock 
interact ion.  
Figure 10 shows 6 , e and C a t  several  stations  along  the  tunnel  side 
wall. Here also,  predicted and oLserved r e su l t s   a r e  i n  good agreement. The 
experimental values shown fo r  Cf have been determined by a least-squares f i t  
of the modified wall-wake veloci ty  prof i le  t o  the experimentally determined 
velocity prof i 1 es. 
* 
Figure 11 shows Mach number prof i les  for  the  boundary layer a t  the  down- 
stream end  of the second interact ion.  The analysis predicts the end of the 
second interact ion t o  be a t  x = 3.75 inches. Since profiles were n o t  taken a t  
t h i s  spec i f i c  s t a t ion ,  p ro f i l e s  taken j u s t  upstream a t  x = 3.70 inches ( 9 . 5  cm) 
and j u s t  downstream a t  x = 3.80  inches  (9.65 cm) a re  shown fo r  comparison. I t  
i s  apparent t h a t  the analysis leads t o  a p rof i le  which provides a good repre- 
sentation of the experimentally determined profile near the interaction end. 
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Figure 1 2  shows boundary-layer thicknesses, shock wave patterns and wall 
s ta t ic  pressure dis t r ibut ions for  the Mach 2.82 flow w i t h  2.8 percent boun- 
dary-layer bleed a t  the second interaction  si te.   Figure 13 shows ti*, e ,  and 
Cf f o r  t h i s  flow. 
Two se ts  of predicted results are given, one for  the porous-wall suc- 
t i o n  model, the other for slot suction. (For the sample calculation described 
i n  the report slot suction has been assumed). As i s  shown, the differences 
between the results for the two suction models are  n o t  large. Differences i n  
predicted results w i t h  the two models are  due solely t o  the differences i n  
values  assigned t o  the x-momentum of the bleed flux. Since the bleed r a t e  i s  
lcw, the x-momentum associated with the slot suction model i s  small and n o t  t o o  
d i f fe ren t  from the zero values for porous suction. The predicted and measured 
resul ts  are  i n  reasonably good agreement. 
Figure 14  shows boundary-layer thickness, shock wave patterns ar;d wall 
s ta t ic  pressure dis t r ibut ions for  M = 2.82 w i t h  5 .0  percent  bleed. Values for 
6 * ,  e ,  and Cf a re  shown in Figure  15,  while Mach number profiles downstream 
of the second interaction are shown i n  Figure 16.  The  Mach  number prof i les  
represented by the solid l ines i n  Figure 16  are predicted profiles for the two 
bleed  flow  models. They are shown on the figure a t  the axial positions pre- 
dicted  for  the end  of the second interaction.  Since  experimental  profiles 
were n o t  taken a t  these precise locations, experimental profiles taken i n  the 
neighborhood ( x  = 3.20, 3.30 and 3.40 inches or 8.13, 8.38 and 8.64 cm.) of the 
Predicted locations have  been shown for  comparison. 
The flow conditions u p  t o  the second interaction are the same as those 
for the  flow w i t h  2.8 percent bleed. With the  higher  bleed rate  the differ-  
ence between the resul ts  for  porous  wall and slot  suction are much  more pro-  
nounced than  w i t h  2.8  percent. The slot-suction model gives a reflected shock 
location which i s  in better agreement w i t h  the observed resu l t s .  On the  other 
hand, the values of 6 * ,  e , and Cf obtained with the porous  wall model agree 
better with  experimental  values than  do  the s lot  suct ion resul ts .  As was 
pointed o u t  in the section on analysis, the bleed hole diameter of 0.132 cm 
was on the order of one-half of the boundary-layer thickness so t h a t  the 
bleed flow behavior m i g h t  be expected t o  l i e  between t h a t  for porous wall 
suction and slot  suction. The  x-momentum of the  bleed  value m i g h t  then, in 
turn, be expected t o  l i e  between the  values used w i t h  the two models.  Indeed, 
the use of a bleed flow momentum flux between the two l imits  would lead t o  
better overall agreement between predicted and measured values of 6 * ,  e , and 
C f .  Even then, however, the  predicted  interaction  length would  be t o o  long. 
I t  should be remarked t h a t  i n  estimating IBX for the slot-suction bleed  flow 
model, no allowance i s  made for the turbulent shear stress a long  the stream 
surface separating the bleed flow from the main  body  of the flow, nor  for  the 
wall shear  stress. Nor is  the  pressure  force  along  the  separating  stream 
surface  considered. The effects  of the pressure force and wall shear  tend 
t o  cancel the effect of the turbulent shear on the separating stream surface, 
b u t  the extent t o  which they do  so i s  n o t  known. I t  should be remarked fur- 
ther t h a t  no allowance i s  made for the roughness e f fec t  of the holes on the 
wall  shear.  Further  study i s  needed on the detai ls  of the bleed  flow  behavior, 
including the roughness effect of the holes, before the effects of  bleed  con- 
figuration can be resolved. 
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The computation procedure reported here represents the results of a con- 
t i n u i n g  e f fo r t  t o  improve analytical  methods of predicting flowfields i n  the  
i n l e t  of supersonic aircraft .  In a recent analysis of inlet  f lowfields  by 
Reyhner and Hickcox [ l o ]  the  e f fec t  of the shock wave interaction on the i n -  
viscid flow was taken i n t o  account by f i r s t  obtaining a control volume solu- 
t i o n  for  the  boundary-layer properties downstream of the interact ion.  Then, 
u s i n g  an effective surface defined by the boundary-layer displacement thick- 
ness upstream and downstream of the interact ion,  and u s i n g  a patching techni- 
que across the interaction region t o  construct an effective displacement sur- 
face for  t h a t  region, the inviscid flow solution was obtained for  the  e f fec t ive  
surface. A comparable technique was t r i ed  i n  the work reported  here b u t  i t  
was n o t  as successful as the  scheme  of u s i n g  the simple reflection off the  
a r t i f ic ia l  wal l .  
CONCLUSIONS 
A cor.tro1 volume analysis method, employed i n  conjunction w i t h  a t u r b u -  
l en t  boundary-layer  computation scheme, has been used t o  predict the flow- 
f i e ld  downstream of successive shock wave boundary-layer interact ions f o r  
flows a t  F1, = 3.82 and 2 .82 .  The computational  procedure has  been outlined 
in  de ta i l .  The e f fec ts  of boundary layer bleed a t  the second in t e rac t ion  s i t e  
have  been considered. For flow w i t h  low bleed ra tes  o r  no bleed the predicted 
interaction lengths and  wall static pressures,  as well as the boundary-layer 
properties downstream of the interact ions show good agreement with measured 
resu l t s .  With  low bleed  flow the predicted results for the slot-suction and 
porous-\Gall models d i f f e r  only s l ight ly  s ince the momentum of the bleed flow 
i s  small. As the bleed  flow r a t e  i s  increased , predicted and measured re- 
su l t s  a re  a l so  i n  reasonably good agreement.  Here, however, differences be- 
tween predicted results for the two suction models are larger since the dif-  
ference between the momentum fluxes of the bleed  flows i s  l a rge r .  A value of 
bleed flow momentum between the values used f o r  the models would improve the 
agreement between predicted and measured r e su l t s .  
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APPENDIX A 
Modified Wall-Wake Profi le  
A simple representation of the mean veloci ty  dis t r ibut ion i n  a turbulent 
boundary l aye r  i s  very useful i n  integral analyses of turbulent flow problems. 
After an extensive survey of mean veloci ty  prof i le  measurement, Coles [ l l ]  sug- 
gested t h a t  for incompressible turbulent boundary layer flow the velocity pro- 
f i l e  may  be represented by a l inear  combination of two universal functions i n  
the  form, 
i s  t h e  Law of the Wall and 
i s  the Law of the Wake. 
Sett ing u / u e  and W(y/S) = 2 a t  (y/6) = 1 i n  E q .  ( A - 1 )  and subtracting 
the resulting equation from E q .  ( A - 1 )  leads t o  an expression for the velocity 
of the form, 
u / u e  = 1+(1/K)(u,/ue)ln(y/6) - ( W )  (uT/ue)[ ( 2 - W ( ~ / 6 ) 1  (A-4) 
Mathews e t  a l . ,  [ 1 2 ]  have developed a wall-wake representation of the 
veloci ty  prof i le  i n  a form applicable for isoenergetic compressible boundary 
layers.   Their  profile  is  expressed as ,  
u / u e  = (l/u’)sin {arc   s in  u’ [l+(l/K)(uT/u:)ln (y /S)  




and where (2-W) has been replaced by 1 + cos (vy/6) for mathematical con- 
ven i ence . 
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Equation ( A - 5 )  has been found t o  provide a good representation of the 
boundary layer  veloci ty  prof i le  for  a range of external Mach numbers and wall 
static  pressure  gradients.  However, w i t h  b o t h  E q .  (A-4) and E q .  (A-5) the 
velocity gradient a t  the  boundary layer edge i s  found t o  have a non-zero 
value. In the  modified wall-wake which i s  t o  be developed  here t h i s  short- 
coming i s  avoided. 
The  law of the wall may  be derived from Prandt l ' s  mixing length theory 
and the assumption that the shear stress is  constant across the boundary layer 
( C f .  Schlichting  [13]). However,  an expression  for T of the form, 
T = T [ I  - (y/6)a]  = Tw (1  - q a )  
W (A-8) 
Where a i s  a real constant should provide a more r ea l i s t i c  r e l a t ionsh ip  
for the shear stress.  
Using E q .  (A-8) we  may wri te ,  
T ( l -na )  = pK2y2 (du/dy)2 
W 
Integration of E q .  (A-9) gives 
(A-9) 
an expression for u / u T  of the form, 
u / u T  = ( l /K)ln TI + (2/aK) {(l-qa) '  - I n  [ l+ ( l -qa )4 ]}  + C1 ( A - 1  0 )  
Replacing f ( y )  in E q .  ( A - 1 )  by E q .  (A-10) we have, 
u / u T  = ( l /K)ln n + (2/aK) {( l -na) '  - I n  [ l +  ( 1 - ~ 1 ~ ) ' ] 1  + C1 
A t  the boundary layer edge   TI+^) we have, 
e/'T = C1 + ( I I / K )  W(1) = C1 + 2 n/K ( A - 1 2 )  
while near the wall (as n+O+) , 
u / u T  = ( 1 / K )  I n  (yuT/v) - ( 1 / K )  I n  ( 6 u T / v )  + C1 + 0.614/aK (A-13) 
Near the wall the expression f o r  the law of the wall as given by E q .  
( A - 2 )  i s  a lso appl icable .  E q u a t i n g  the  expression  for u / u T  we  may evaluate 
c1 , 
C1 = 5.1 - (0.614/aK) + (l /K) I n  ( 6 u  / Y )  (A-14) 
T 
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while from E q .  (A-12) 
n/K = (1/2)  [(ue/uT) - 5.1 - (l/K) I n  ( 6 u T / v )  + 0.614/aK] (A-15) 
Following procedures s imilar  t o  those used by Van Driest [14], Maise 
and McDonald [ 151 or Mathews [ 121  , 
" u - (B2+fA2)' 2A2 -B [1  + - 1 -k ( I n  TI 
U 2AL s in  {arc  s in  e ( B2+4A2 )' 'e 
n - r  U + & - 2 I n  ( l+(I-qa)+)  - q ( z - w ( ~ , ) ) I I +  B a a 
(A-16) 
where 
n/K = ( 1 / 2 )  (u:/u,) - (1/K) I n  ( 6uT/vW)  - 5.1 + 0.614/aK] (A-17) 
and  
u;/ur = ( u  e - c  / u  ) ( 1 / A )  a rc   s in  [ ( 2 A 2 - B ) / ( B 2 + 4 A 2 ) % ]  (A-18) 
For isoenergetic  flow, E q s .  (A-16) and (A-18) become, respectively,  
n - q ( 1  + cos Trrl)lI (A-19) 
and 
where 2-W(r,) has been replaced by 1 + cos IT,-, fo r  mathematical  convenience. 
As a -+ ~0 E q .  ( A - 1 1 )  reduces t o  E q .   ( A - 1 )  while E q .  (A-79) reduces t o  the 
prof i le  proposed by  Mathews e t  a1 . , Eq.  (A-5).  
The remaining problem is  the  se lec t ion  o f  the constant a .  Based on mea- 
surements  reported by Klebanoff [16 ]  and Horstman and Owen [ 1 7 ] ,  i t  appears 
t h a t  a = 1 represents a reasonable  assumption. This amounts t o  the assumption 
of a l inear shear stress distribution across the boundary layer.  
The  method of least squares has been used t o  f i t  the wall-wake prof i le ,  
E q .  (A-19) , for  b o t h  a = 1 and a + m t o  a number  of experimental velocity 
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profi les  by Seebaugh [7], Teeter [ 91 and Rose [ 181. The computations can be 
carried o u t  by using program LEAST l i s t e d  i n  TABLE l-A. An example of the  
r e s b l t s  i s  given i n  Figure 17 which  shows two prof i les  from the study by 
Seebaugh of an interact ion between a conical shock wave and the turbulent 
boundary layer  a t  the wall of  an ax ia l ly  symmetric M = 2.82 wind  tunnel. The 
prof i les  a re  for  s ta t ions  just upstream and j u s t  downstream of the interaction 
region and the experimental velocities have been calculated from pitot pres- 
sure and the wall s ta t ic  pressures  under the assumption of isoenergetic flow. 
The 10-degree half angle cone used i n  the study d i d  n o t  produce a shock wave 
of suff ic ient  s t rength t o  cause boundary layer separation. The values of Cf 
and 6 determined by the curve f i t s  a r e  l i s t e d  on the figure along w i t h  values 
for the displacement and momentum thickness 6" and e .  
As i s  shown i n  the  f igure ,  b o t h  the modified  wall-wake prof i le  ( a=1)  and 
the  prof i le  for  a + m provide good representations of the experimental velo- 
c i ty  d i s t r ibu t ion  over the ranges from y = 0 t o  the values determined f o r  6 by 
the curve f i ts .  The values of C f ,  6* and e determined for the two prof i les  
d i f f e r  only sl ightly.  However, the values of 6 as  determined w i t h  the  modified 
prof i le  show  much be t te r  agreement w i t h  the values of 6 based on U/Ue = 0.995. 
Furthermore, the velocity gradient for the modified prof i le  goes t o  zero a t  
y = 6 .  In a l l  of the d a t a  examined t o  date  the modified veloci ty  dis t r ibut ion 
than  the earlier version of the compressible wall-wake prof i le .  
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APPENDIX B 
6oundary Layer Computations 
For turbulent boundary layers i n  compressible flow, Green [5]  derived 
from Head's  (Cf. Green [ 5 ]  ) work f o r  incompressible  flow a procedure for  simu- 
lataneously calculating the development of the momentum thickness and a quan- 
t i ty  referred t o  as mass flow thickness, defined as, 
.6 
In t h i s  procedure the momentum-integral equation, 
- d e  - "  cf e d u e .  e dr 
dx 2 dx r dx (H+Z-M;) - - j - - e 
i s  integrated simultaneously with an auxiliary equation which accounts for  the 
ra te  a t  which the boundary layer  entrains  f luid from the free stream. 
d 
dx ( P e U e A )  = eue 
- F (6-3) 
In equation (B-2) the value o f  j i s  s e t  equal t o  zero for two-dimension- 
al flow, t o  unity for axisymmetric flow. 
Equat ion (B-3) can be rearranged i n  the form, 
Green [51 found semi-empirically t h a t  F has the following form, 
where 
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Paynter and Schuehle  [41,  using  empirical  expressions  for ( H I )  and Cf 
suggested by Green, developed a computer program to solve equations fB-2) , 
(8-4) and (B-5). However, as  i t  i s  suggested by Sun and Childs [ 3 ]  the  velo- 
c i t y  i n  compressible turbulent boundary layer flow can be represented by equa- 
t i o n  ( 1 ) .  Using equation ( l ) ,  we can solve  equations (B-2), (8-4) and (8-5) 
without dependence on empirical formulas for ( H l ) K  and C f .  
From equation (B-1 ) we have, 
"- de  - a e  - dCf a e  d s  a e  dMe 
dx acf dx a 6  dx aMe dx + -  - + -  -
d a  - a6*  dCf a A *  d 6  a6* dMe 
- 1 ) -  + -  -dx acf dx (as dx aMe dx  
dCf Solving equations (B-7) and (8-8) fo r  z- and dx yie lds ,  d6 
- 
dx  a6*  a e  as* a e  
(1  - ") - + -  - a 6  ac f  a C f  a 6  
( B - 1  0) 
To evaluate the displacement thickness and momentum thickness and t he i r  
partial  derivatives with respect t o  6 ,  Cf and Me we use the expression given 
by Van Driest [ 14 ]  for the temperature distribution t h r o u g h  the boundary 
1 ayer , 
T T 
(B-11) 
Equat ion  (B-11)  was used i n  the derivation of  equation ( 1 ) .  
The displacement thickness and i t s  par t ia l  der iva t ives  with respect t o  
6 ,  Cf and M e  can be written as, 
6 6 -  
6* = 1 (1  - 8 - u _ _ )  dy = I ( 1  --) TeU dy 
0 eue 0 Tu e 
(B-12) 
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6 a  = J - (- -1 dy Te u 










I f  i n i t i a l  v a l u e s  o f  6, Cf  and Me a r e  known an i n i t i a l  v e l o c i t y  p r o f i l e  
can be determined by s u b s t i t u t i n g  v a l u e s  o f  6 ,  Cf and Me i n t o  e q u a t i o n  (1) and 
v a l u e s  o f  e and 6* and t h e i r  p a r t i a l  d e r i v a t i v e s  can  be  determined.  Values o f  
( H i  )K can  be  computed  by  equation  (B-6). We then use the values obtained and 
equat ions (B-2), (8-4)  and  (B-5) t o  compute d /dx  and d /dx .   Subs t i t u t i ng   t he  
obtained values into equat ions (B-9) and (B-10) gives values for dCf/dx and 
20 
" 
dCf/dx. The Computations f o r  6 and Cf ma be carried  out i n  step-by-ste  fashion. 
Let Ax be a small increment o f  x;  then va .y ues o f  6 and Cf a t  x + A X  may  Re 
expressed a s ,  
6 ( X  i- A X )  & ( X )  i- AX 
cf ( X  i- A X )  = c f ( X )  + dx Cf AX 
(B-20) 
(B-21) 
The boundary conditions Me and dM,/dx a re  assumed t o  be known, o r  may  be 
determined from the method o f  character is t ics  solut ion.  By repeating the com- 
putation, the properties can be computed throughout the boundary layer flow. 
Program B L G R N ,  l i s ted  in  TABLE  5-A, has been developed for the numerical com- 
putations. A sample o f  the results computed w i t h  t h i s  program i s  shown i n  
Hirst  1191. As i s  shown, derivations between  computed and experimental  values 
of  H, and Reo b e g i n  t o  show up as a condition o f  separation i s  approached. 
However, the computed values of Cf agree quite well w i t h  the data over the 
en t i r e  range of the computations. 
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FIGURE 1. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 
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FIGURE 2. FLOW MODEL USED IN ANALYSIS 
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FIGURE 3 .  CONTROL VOLUME USED I N  ANALYSIS 
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FIGURE 6. INPUT  FOR  COMPUTING  EXTERNAL  FLOW  FIELD 
FOR  SECOND  INTERACTION 
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X ’INPUT DATA POINTS 
TO PROGRAM MFLX 
FIGURE 7. COMPUTATION  OF  MASS  FLUX  AS  A  FUNCTION 
OF  RADIAL  COORDINATE 
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LAYER EDGE STREAM LINE 
FIGURE 8. LOCATION OF STREAM SURFACES 
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FIGURE 9. SHOCK WAVE POSITIONS, BOUNDARY LAYER  THICKNESS 
AND WALL STATIC  PRESSURES. 
Ma = 3.82 NO BLEED 
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BOUNDARY LAYER PROPERTIES AXIAL STATIONS 
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FIGURE 10. 6*, e AND Cf ,  Mm = 3.82, NO BLEED 
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HACH NUMBER PROFILES 
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MACH NUMBER 
F I G U R E  1.1. MACH I W M B E R   P R O F I L E S  DOWNSTREAM OF SECOND 
I N T E R A C T I O I J ,  Mm = 3.82, NO B L E E D .  
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o EXPERIMENTAL , @' BEGINNING OF FIRST INTERACTION 
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FIGURE 12. SHOCK WAVE POSITION, BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS 
AND  WALL  STATIC  PRESSURES, Mm = 2.82. 2.82 PER 
CENT  BLEED. 
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0 EXPERIMENTAL a BEGINNING OF FIRST INTERACTION 
A PREDICTED (SLOT 0 END OF  FIRST INTERACTION,  PREDICTED 
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FIGURE 13. A,*, e, Cf, Mm = 2.82, 5.0 PERCENT BLEED 
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FIGURE 14. SHOCK WAVE POSITIONS. BOUNDARY LAYER  THICKNESS 
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FIGURE 15. 6*,  e, c f .  M~ = 2.82, 5.0 PERCENT BLEED. 
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FIGURE 16. MACH NUMBER PROFILES DOWNSTREAM OF SECOND 
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FIGURE 17. VELOCITY  PROFILES  UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM OF 
A SHOCK WAVE - BOUNDARY LAYER  INTERACTION. 
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FIGURE 18. COMPARISON OF BOUNDARY LAYER  PREDICTIONS OF 
BLGRN PROGRAM WITH  DATA. 
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TABLE 1 -A: PROGRAM LEAST 












































PROGRAH FOR LEAST SQUARES F I T  OF WALL WAKE P S O F I L E  
I N P U T  FORHAT 7 F l i l . 6  EXCEPT  CARD 1 












TITLEsCOLUVNS 1-72 HOLLERITH 
i-io A T  = O m  NO TOTAL  EMPERCTUZE D I S T R I B U T I O N   I N P U T  
11-20 A I P  =O. CONSTANT  PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N  
= l o  TOTAL  TEMPERATURE O I S T R I B U T I O N   I N P U T  
= l o  L INEAR  PRESSURE  D IST2 IBUTION 
=2.  P O I N T H I S E  PRESSURE I N P U T  
21-30 APT =O.  NO P I T O T  PRESSURF I N P U T  
= i o  P I T O T  PRESSURE O I S T R I B U T I O N   I N P U T  
31-40 A I M  = O o  NO HACH NUMBER D I S T R I B U T I O N   I P U T  
=I. MACH NUMBER D I S T S i B U T I O N   I N P U T  
41-50 A I Y  = O o  EQUAL  Y-INCREHENT 
pi. P O I N T W I S E  Y I N P U T  
51-60 AJB = O m  NO fl0RE JOB  AFTER T H I S   I N P U T  
1-1 0 CA Z 5 . i  
11-313 BK = O m 4  
21-3C A I D  = l o  
3 1 - 4 0  AAK =5C. 
41-50  UTFT = O . C 4  F I R S T  ASSUMED VALUE FOR UT 
1-1 0 GAHflA ~ 1 . 4  GAS CONSTANT 
11-20 PTOl   TOTbL  FRESSURE  OUTSIOE 6.L. I N   P S I A  
21 -30   TTOl   TOTAL TEMPERATURE  OUTSIOE 8 o L o  I N  R 
1-1 0 A M  NUMBEA OF PROFILES  INPUT 
1-1 0 PW STATIC  PRESSURE AT HALL 
11-20 I? LOCAL  RAUIUS O F  TUNNEL I N   C H  
21-3C X STATION  DISTANCE 
31-40 AN NUHi3ER OF F O I N T   I P U T  
4 1 - 5 0  ANN APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF P O I N T S  TO BL EDGE 
5 1 - 6 0  O Y  S I Z E  OF Y-INCREMENT I N   I C H  
1-7 0 P T   I T G T  PRESSUREIAN  VALUES I N   P S I A   ( A P T = I o )  
1-70 T i  TOTAL  EHPE2ATURE AN VALUES I N  R (AT=l.J 
1-7rJ EM MACH NUflBER.  AN VALUES  (A IK= l .J  
1-7 0 Y Y INPUT I N  I INCHIAN  VALUE ( A I Y = l . )  
1-70 P S T A T I C  PRESSURE I N P U T   ( A I P = Z .  J 
= l a  UORE JOE A F T E R   T H I S   I N P U T  
40 
4 1. 
P ~ Z P T l = P l O E / P T O l  
E H O L O = l . 6 6 6 + P T 2 P T I ' P T 2 P T i ~ 5 ~ 6 6 6 * P ~ 2 P ~ l + 5 ~  
4 ASl=(GAn22EMOLD+EHOLD/( G A N l * E H O L D * E H O L D ~ 2 . ) ) * ~ G A H M A  
A22=PT2PTi*+GA! l l  
EYNEW=SQRI  (AR3) 
AR3=(ARI*GAnZ/ARZ+GAHi)  / (  2o+GAHHA) 
I F ~ A B S t E ~ O L D ~ E M N E W ~ ~ O o O O i ~  10110920 
20 EHOLD=EHNEH 
GO TO 4 
14 I F ( L o E P . 1 )  EMNEH=EHINEI J) 
IF(L.GT.1)  CALL INTP(ZIZM.DLL.E~NEWIN) 
10  EHE=EMNEH 
C 
C COHPUTE PE BY PTOl  AND €NE 
C 
ARC=( lo+GA~l *EHE*EHE/2 . ) '+CAn3 
PE=PTOl/AR4 
P E E ( J ) = P E  
IF(AIPoEQ.2. )  GO TO 15 
00 5 I = I r N  
P(I.J)=(PEE(J)-PW(J))+YYoIAIP,PW(J)~AIP~PH(J) 
5 CONTINUE 
IF(A1PoEQoOoI   PE=PW4J)  
C 
15 IFfAIP.EQ.2o)  CALL  INTP(Z.ZPIOLL.PEIN) 
P E E ( J ) = P E  
TS=TTOl 
TTE(J)=TS 
I F ( A T o E Q o  l o  1 CALL  INTP(ZIZJ.DLL.TSIN) 
C 
C COHPUTE Ell BY PTZ/P 
C 
IF(AIHoEQ.1. )  GO T O  17 
TEST=(0.5*GAHZ)++GAM3 
0 0  6 I = l r N  
P A T I O = P T ( I I J ) / P ( I I J )  
I F ( R A T I O . L T . l o )  GO TO 30  




40 E H ( I 9  J ) = S O R T ( ~ . C ( R A T I O * * G A ! ~ ~ - I O  J /GAHlJ  
GO T O  6 
C 
C PT2  LESS THAN P 
C 
30 E H ( I ~ J ) = O o  




5 0   E H < I , J ) = l .  
G O  T O  6 
C 
C  SUPERSONIC 
c 
60 Et4MD=I.O 5 
42 
6 3  A R I = C  (2.*GAHHA*EMOLD+EHOLD-GAHl )/GAfl2)**GAHS 
AR2=RATIO*+GAH4 
€ ~ N E W = S Q R T ( 2 o C A R l * A R 2 / G ~ n 2 ~  
I F ( A B S ( E ~ G L D - E f l N E W ) - O o ~ O I I  61961r62 
6 1  E f l ( I * J ) = E H N E H  
G O  r0 6 
6 2  EtlOLD=EHNEW 
GO TO 6 3  
6 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE  UPSTREAM  PROPERTIES 
c 
17 DO 7 P l r N  
P T U ~ I ~ J ~ = P ( I I J ) * ( I . + G ~ U ~ * € ~ ( I ~ J ) * € M ( I ~ J ) ) * * G A ~ ~ ~  
T ( I ~ J ) = T T ( I ~ J ) / ( I o + G A f l 6 ~ ~ ~ ( I . J ) * E 4 I J ) ~  
RT=SQRT(T (11 J I )  
U ( I +  J )=Et l  ( I ,J)+49.O+RT 
R H O ~ I ~ J ~ ~ F ~ I ~ J ~ + l 4 4 ~ * 3 Z o Z / ~ l 7 l 6 o ~ ~ ~ I ~ J ~ ~  
7 CONTINUE 
IF(APToEQ.1.)  GO TO 177 
0 0  117 I = l * N  
P T ( I * J ) = P T U I I I J )  
IF (EM( I IJ ) .GT. I . )  P T ( I ~ J ) = P ( I I J ) * I C . ~ + G A H Z * ~ M ( I I J I ~  
I ~ + G A M 3 / ( 2 . ~ G A n H A * E f l ( I * J ) ~ E t l ( I  ~ J ) / G A H 2 - G A f l l / G A M Z ) + ~ G A H 7  
1 1 7  CONTINUE 
1 7 7   I F ( A I H . E Q o l o )  GO TO 1 8  
C 
C COMPUTE  EDGE CONDITION 
c 
TEST=(C.5~GAHZ) ' *GAH3 
PATIO=PTOE/PEE (J) 
I F ( R A T I O . L T o l . 1  G O  TO 39 




49 EHE =SQRT(Z.*(RATIO*~GAH4-1. ) /Gd t i l )  
GO TO 96 
c 
C PT2 LESS THAN P 
C 
39 EI(E=Oo 




59 E M E = l o  




69 EHOLD=Io 0 5 
163 A % l =  ( ( Z . * G A ~ ~ A + ~ H O L O * E H O L O - G A ~ l  ) /GAN21 **GAMS 
ARP=RATIO**GA34 
E M N E W = S a R T I Z o + A R l * A R Z ~ G A ~ 2 )  
I F I A B S ( E Y C L D - E M N E W ) - ~ . O ~ l )  161~161,162 







D O  313 I = 2 r N O  
I S = I - 1  
SUD=SUD+~O~~(Y(~~J)-Y(IS~~))*(ZS(I)+ZS(ISI~ 
S U T = S U T + O . 5 + ( Y ( I , J ~ - Y ( I S I J ) ) I o + Z H ( I ) + Z H ( I S ) )  
313 CONTINUE 
SQO=R(J ) *R(J ) -2o*SUD 
SPT=R(J)*R(J) -2 . *SUT 
SRD=SPRT<SQD) 
SRT=SQRT(  SQT) 
DZLSTA=R(J) -SRD 
THETA=RIJ) -SRT 
WRITE(6rZOO8)  DELSTArTHETA*UTSA 
8 CONTINUE 
I F ( A J @ o E Q . l o )  GO T O  9 0  
1 t O D  FORMAT(7Fl0.6) 
1 0 1 0   F O R M A T ( l 2 A 6 )  
2 0 1 0   F O R f l A T ( l H l ~ 3 0 X ~ 1 2 A 6 )  
2 C O C  F O R f i A T ( / 8 X * I O H S T A T I O N   X = * F l 0 . 6 r 3 H   I N r 3 X * Z H R = r F 1 0 . 3 r 3 H   1 N 1 3 X r  
1 6 H P W A L L = ~ F 1 0 o 6 r 5 H   P S I A ~ ~ X I I H O E L = ~ F I J . ~ * ~ H  IN*3X,3HCF=rF10.6, 
1 Z X * ~ H U E = ~ F ~ . ~ * Z X ~ ~ H R H O ~ = * F ~ O ~ / )  
2 0 0 1   F O R M A T t l H  r 4 X 1 1 H 1 9 9 X ~ 1 H Y . 9 X 1 2 H V Y * 8 X * 6 H P E ( F T ) r 7 X I 2 H t 4 E r 9 X *  
~ ~ H U / U E I ~ X ~ ~ H R H O / ~ H O E , ~ X I ~ H P / P W I B X , ~ H T T / T ~ ~ ~ ~ X I ~ H P T U / P T ~ )  
2002 F O R M A T ( 2 X s I 3 r Z X *   9 F 1 2 . 6 )  
2 0 0 3   F O R n A T I / B X r I O H S T A T I O N  X= rFiU.6r3H I N  ~ ~ X I ~ H P T O = ~ F ~ O . ~ ~ ~ X *  
14HTTO=rFIO.S/ I  
21304 F O R M A T ~ / ~ ~ X I ~ H I ~ ~ Z X ~ ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ X . ~ H P T ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H ~ T  1 4  
2 0 0 5  FORMAT(lOXrI3rZXr5F14.O) 
2 3 6 6  FCRNAT ( / 4 C X * 2 8 H  H ALL-WAKE VELOCITY  PROFILE /I  
20E7 F C R M A T ( Z O X r 7 H O E L T P I = r F 1 0 . 6 . 4 H  IN . r4Xr6HTHETA=*FIO.6 .  4 H   I N .  1 
2008 F O ~ n A T ( 2 9 X . 7 H D E L T A I = . F 1 0 . 6 r 4 H  I N .   ~ ~ X I ~ H T H E T A = * F : O . ~ ~  4 H  IN.* 




I F ( Z ( I I - D E L ( J ) ) Z I J * ~  
2 CONTINUE 
3 N O = I  
GO TO 30 
4 N O = I - 1  
30 0 0  i I = l r N O  




CfAA=CA-J e 6 1 4 1  ( B K * A I D )  
SIG2=2o*SIGMA/ASB 
SIG3=ASIN(BAS)  
F S I G = S I G 3 / S A  
UTIK)=UTFT 
VWUE=I l . /TJTO-S IGMAb+ '1 .76  
AAE=REOEL-FSIG*V~~VE 
6 I F ( U T I K ) )  59795 
7 PXA(K)=Oo5 
SHH=O. 
S N N = O o  
GO T O  9 
l + C I A A ) 9  
snn=o 
SNN=O 
5 P X A ~ K ~ ~ O ~ 5 * ~ 1 ~ ~ U T ~ K ~ * ~ ~ l o / B K ~ * A L O G ~ R E D E L + A B S ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * F S I G * V ~ V E ~  
9 00 1 0  I = Z r N O  
ACS=l.+COS(  3.14*Y (I) 1 
Y A A = S O R T ( l o - Y ( I ) * C A I D )  
ALG=ALOG(Y( I )  ) + E . + ( Y A A - A L O G ( l . + Y A A J ) / A I O  
A C T = l  .+UT (K) +ALG/BK-PXA  (K)+ACS 
AFF=SIN(SIG3*ACTl   /S IGZ*SIGHE/Z. /S IGMA 
A C D ~ < A C G + 0 ~ 5 + A C S * ~ A L O G ~ A ~ S ~ U T ~ K ~ ~ + A L O G ( A A ~ ~ + B K + C ~ A A + l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K  
SUN=(URAT ( I I -AFF)  *FSIG+COS  (SIG3+ACT)*ACD 
SMM=SMM+SUN 
A O O ~ A C S C U T ~ K ~ / ~ 2 ~ ' B K * O ~ l ~ J ~ ~ ~ Y A A * U T ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ K + D € L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P X A ~ K ~ * Y ~ I J *  
1 3 . 1 4 + S I N ( 3 . 1 4 * Y ~ I ) ~ / D E C ( J )  
SUU= ( U B A T  (I J-AFF) +CCS (SIG3CACT)  *FSIG*ADD 
SNN=SNN+SUU 
10 CONTINUE 
C F F ( J ) = 2 . * U T ( K ~ * F S I G + F S I G * ~ I ~ / T W T O ~ S I G M A ~ * U T ~ K ~  
i F ( A B S I S f l H )  .LE.O. C O O l l O O G l )  GO TO 20 
K = K * l  
SHMl=SMH 
GO T O  6 
SLOPE=SHH I/ (SMM-SMMl) 
U T  (&)=UT (K-2) +SLOFE+ (UT  (K-2)  -UT ( K - i J  1 
SRfl l=SMti  
G O  TO 6 
20 RETURN 
E NO 
I F  (K. 6 T . l )  GO TO 11 
UT(K)=OoB*UT(K- l )  
I1 K = K + l  
47 
SUSROUTINE PRFLtJrTYTOrURTrYrKAArUTl) 
DIMENSION URT(60)  r Y ( 6 0 )  
C O H f l O N  A I U ~ E K ~ C A ~ G A M f l A ~ G A H l r C A " 4 , t b H 5 ~ G A ~ 6 ~ E € N ~  
1 A N ( 9 )  rCFF(9 )  rDEL(S)rRHOE(9)sUE(9JrTE(9)r 
2 U ( 6 0 r 9 ) r A A K r U T F T  
T S R F = T E ( J ) * * l o 5  
T R E F = T E ( J ) + 1 9 8 * 5  
V 1 S ~ 2 ~ 2 7 * T R R F / T R € f / 1 0 o ~ ~ 8 o  




ASB=SQRT(  SAB) 
SAB=SIGMB**2o+4o*SICHA 
BAS=(  2.'SIGMA-SIGH6) /ASB 
C I A A = C A - 0 e 6 1 4 / ( B K C A I 0 )  
S IG2=2o+SIGHA/ASB 
SIG3=ASIN  (BAS) 
F S I G = S I G 3 / S A  
U T l = S Q R T I A B S ( U T 2 )  1 
U T 2 ~ C F F ~ J ~ / ~ 2 ~ * F S I G * F S I G I ( I . / T W T O - S I G f l A ~ J  
V W V E = ( l . / T W T O - S I G Y A ) " 1 . 7 6  
I F ( U T l o G l . O e )  GO TO 2 
PXA=Oo5 
G O  ro I 
2 P X A ~ O ~ 5 * ~ l o ~ U T i * ~ ~ l ~ / ~ K ~ * A L O G ~ R E O E L * A B S ~ U T l ~ ~ F S I G ~ V ~ V E ~ ~ C I A A ~ ~  
I ANI=AAK+I .  
KAA=ANI  
Y (I)=O. 
U R T ( l ) = O .  
DO 10 I z 2 r K A A  
AI=I-1 
Y [ I ) = A I / A A K  
Y A A = S G R T ( I . - Y ( I ) + * A I O )  
A L C ~ A L O G ~ Y ~ I ~ ~ + 2 ~ ~ + ~ Y A A ~ A L O G ~ l ~ + ~ A A ~ ~ / A I D  







GIMEbiSION X ( 6 0 ) r Y  ( 6 0 )  rV (60) r V V ( 6 0 )  
DO 11 I= l .NO 
I F ( X ( I ) - X O T )   1 1 , 1 2 r l 2  
11 CONTINUE 
1 2   N H = I  
NU=Nfl+2 
NL=NM-2 
I F ( N L o L T . 1 )   N L = l  
I F ( K U . G l o N 0 )  NU=NO 
NW=NU-NL+I 
L = N L + J - 1  
D O  13  J = l r N H  
V (  J )  =X(L) 
VWtJ)=YtL) 




SUBROUTINE LAGRAN ( X r Y  r X O T r  YOlrN) 
O I H E N S I O N  X ( 6 0 )  * Y  ( 6 0 )  
YOT=O.  
0 0  1 Iz1.N 
AL=I. 
00 2 J-1.N 
IF (J .EQ. IJ  GO TO 2 
A L = A L * ( X O T - X I J ) ) / ( X ( I ) - X ( J ) )  
2 CONTINUE 
1 Y O T = Y O T + A L * Y ( I )  
RETURN 
E NO 





1. 22485 1. 0 2  
1.224 3.445 
6 243 6.605 
8.715  9.143 











12.925 12 979 
13.065 13.065 
11. a51 12.055 
0. 








0 .  0. 
0.005 
5 542  5.928 
7  0959 8 e350 
10.592  10.91 










PROGRAM  CONE ( INPUT~OUTPUT,PUNCHITAPE 5=INPUT,TAPE  6*0UTPUT,TAPE 7 
l =PUNCH)  
I N P U T  FORMAT 7F10.6 
CARDlS)  COLMNS 
1 1-10 GAflMA -1.4 SPEC1  F IC  HEAT  R IO OF A I R  
1 1 - 2 0  E M 1  FREE  STREAM MACH NUMBER 
2 1 - 3 0   P H I C  HALF ANGLE OF CONE T I P  I N  DEGREE 
31-40  X L  STATION OF CUTPUT  DESIRED 
T H I S  PROGRAM CONPUTES  THE  COlvICAL  FLOV  PROPERTIES  GIVEN 
THE SHOCK ANGLE AND THE  SURFACE MACH NUtlBER 
D I M E N S I O N   E H I N F ( l Z ) , P H C ( b )  
D I M E N S I O N  P H 2 5 ~ 1 2 ~ ~ P H 5 0 ~ 1 2 ~ r P H 7 5 ~ 1 2 ~ ~ P H 1 ~ 0 ~ 1 2 ~ ~ P H 1 2 5 ~ 1 2 ~ ~ ~ H 1 5 0 ~ 1 2 ~  
DIMENSION € M 2 5 ~ 1 2 ~ r E f l 5 0 ~ 1 2 ~ ~ E f l 7 5 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ E f l 1 0 0 ~ 1 2 ~ ~ E M 1 2 5 ~ 1 2 ~ ~ E M 1 5 0 ~ 1 2 ~  
D IMENSION  PC(61 ,0 (6 )  
D IMENSION S A V E 1 ~ 3 0 0 ~ ~ S A V E 2 ~ 3 0 0 ~ , S A V E 3 ~ 3 O O ~ ~ S A V E 4 ~ 3 O O ~ ~ S A V E 5 ~ 3 0 0 ~  
l ,SPVE6(300) ,SAVE7(300)  
D IMENSION  SAVE8(300)  
T T t 2 0 0 0 .  
R-53 0 3 
THE  FOLLOUING  CARDS  READ I N  THE  DATA AS TAKEN FROH THE 
















THE  NEXT  PART OF THE PROGRAM INTERPOLATES TO F I N D  THE 
SHOCK ANGLE AND THE  SURFACE MACH NUMBER 
DMON=O.O 
C A L L   T A I N T  ( E M T N F , P H ~ ~ ~ E M ~ , P C ( ~ ) Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N E R , D M O N )  
CALL  TA INT ( E ~ I N F , P H 5 0 , E M l r P C ( 2 ) J 1 2 , 2 r N E R , D n O N )  
CALL  TAINT  (EMTNF,PH75,EMl,PC(3)9  12929NER9DMON) 
CALL TAINT (EMINF,PH100, EMl, PC (4)11292,NEP,DMON) 
C A L L   T A I N T  ~ E M I N F , P H ~ ~ ~ , E M ~ J P C ( ~ ) ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ~ N E R ~ D ~ O M )  
CALL  TAINT ( E M I N F ~ P H ~ ~ O ~ E M ~ S P C ( ~ ) ~ ~ ~ P ~ ~ N E R , D H O N )  
CALL  TAINT ( P H C , P C I P H I C , P H I W ~ ~ , Z I N E R I A ~ O N )  
CALL  TAINT ( E ~ I N F ~ E ~ Z 5 r E R l ~ O ( 1 ) 1 1 2 , 2 , N F R , D n O N )  
C A L L   T A I N T  ( E M T N F , E M 5 0 r E M l , ~ ( 2 ) , I t , 2 , N E R , D M O N )  
CALL  TA INT ( E ~ ~ I N F Y E M ~ ~ ~ E M ~ , ~ ( ~ ) ~ ~ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ E R ~ D M O N )  
CALL T A I N T  ~ E ~ T N F ~ E M ~ C O ~ E M ~ J Q ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N E R , D ~ O N )  
CALL  TA INT ( E M I N F , E M 1 2 5 ~ E M l ~ C ( 5 ) r l 2 r 2 r N E R , D n O N )  
CALL   TA INT ( E H I N F ~ E M 1 5 0 , E M l ~ Q ( 6 ) , 1 Z , Z I N E R , D n O N )  
CALL  TAINT ( P H C P Q , P H I C , E F ’ C I ~ ~ ~ , N E R , B ~ O N )  
4MUN=O. 0 
DM ON 10 0 
EMON-0.0 
CALCUTATE  THE  MAYIMUM  VELOCITY 
20 V H ~ S O R T ( 2 . 0 / G A M Y l ) * S P R T ( G A n h A * R * T T * 3 2 . 2 )  
I N I T I A L I Z E  THE VELOCITY I N  THE  ANGULAR DIRECTION 
3c  PSIO-0.0 





D l ~ A L O G ( ~ ( 7 . 0 ) * ~ E M 1 * * i ) * o I N ( P ~ I W ~ * * 2 ) - l . C ~ / 6 . C ~  
C 2 - ( ( 6 . O ) * ( E ~ 1 * * 2 ) * ( S A N ( P H I W ) * * 2 ) )  
D S - I D l - ( 1 . 4 ) * 4 L D G ( D 2 / 0 3 ) ) / 0 . 4  
DPxEXP (-DS 1 




CALCULATE THE  NTROPY FUNCTION 
D ~ ~ ( ( E Y 1 * * 2 ) * ( S I N ~ P H I W ) * * 2 ) + 5 . 0 )  
S A V E 3 ( K K K ) + P H I C * 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 9 5  
S A V E 6 ( K K K ) = P H I C * 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 9 5  
51 
E t l X = E M C  
A l l = A L O G ( 4 1 )  
B l = A l l * G A M M 4 / G A H M l  
B l l = E X P  ( 6 1  1 
A Z l = A L O G I  A21 
B Z * A 2 1 * G A M M A / G A H f l l  
B t l r E X P ( B 2 )  
S A V E 7 ( K Y K ) I D P * S l l / B 2 1  
K K K = 2  
A l ~ l o t 0 . 5 * G A ~ M l * E M l * * Z m  
A Z = l * + n . 5 * G A H H l * E M X * * Z .  
C S E T   T H E   I N C R E X E N T A L   V A L U E  OF T H E   A N G L E  TO B Y   U S E D  
5 0  DELPHI=(PHIV-PHIC)/117eO 
l r R I T E  (6,2050) 
60 DO 200 K = l r 1 1 7  
S T E P = K  
X = S T E P * D E L P H I  
P H I = P H T C C + X  
F U Z Z = S T E P - l . O  
I F ( F ~ Z Z )  6 ~ ~ 6 e ~ 7 0  
C C A L C U L A T E   T H E   V E L O C I T Y  I N  THE P N G U A L R   D I R E C T I O N  
6 8  F 3 = ( G A M M l ) + ( V R O ) * (  ( V M * * 2 ) - ( V R O * * 2 )  1 
D * - ( G A M M l / 2 . 0 ) + ( ( V M * * 2 ) - ( V R O * * Z ) )  
P S I X = P S I O + ( D E L P H I * P 3 ) / D  
GO T O  80  
P 2 ~ ~ G A M M 1 / 2 . O ~ * ~ ~ V M * * 2 ) - o ) * ( P S I O ~ * ~ C ~ ~ ~ P H I C ~ / S I N ~ ~ H I C ~ ~  
P3-(tAMb!l)*(VROI*((VM**Z)-(VR0**2~) 
P4=-(GAMRA)*(VRO)*(PSIO**2) 
P S I X = P S I b + ( ( D E L P H I ) * ( P l t P Z + P 4 ) ) / D  
70 P l ~ - ( G A ~ M l / 2 . 0 ) * ( P S J O * * 3 ~ * ~ C O S ( P H I C ) / ~ I N ~ P H I C ~ ~  
D ~ ( G A M P 1 / Z . O ) * ( P S T O * * 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ A M M l / ~ ~ O ) * ( ( V M * * 2 ~ ~ ~ V R O * * 2 ~ ~  
C C A L C U L A T E  THE V E L O C I T Y  IN T H E   R A D I A L  DIRECTION 
8 0  V R X = P S I O * D E L P H I + V P O  
C C A L C U L A T E   H E   F L O U   A N G L E  
100  T H E T A X = P H I + A T A N ( P S I X / V R X )  
110 V X = S O G T ( V R X * * ? + P S I X * * 2 )  
C C A L C U L Z T E  THE M A C H   N U M B E R  
120  A X ~ S O R T ( ( G A ~ ~ H ~ / ~ O O ) * ( V M * * ~ - V X * * ~ ) )  
130  E M X = V X / A X  
E M l U = ( E M X * * 2 ) * ( G A M P 1 / 2 ~ 0 )  
E ~ l S T = S O P T ( E n l U / E H l O )  
1 4 0  YL=XL*(?TN(PHI)/COS(PHI)) 
B U R P 1 P H T t 5 7 . 2 9 5 7 7 9 5  
W R I T E  (6,2100) V R X I P S I X Y   B U R P P A X  
W R I T E  ( b r 2 1 1 0 )  X L , Y L P T h E T A X s E H l S T P D P  
E ~ l D ~ 1 ~ O + ~ F M X + * ? ~ * ~ G A R ~ l / Z ~ O ~  
S A V E l ( K K K ) = X L  
S A V E Z ( K K K ) = Y L  
S A V E 4 ( K K K ) = E R X  
S A V E 5 ( K K K ) = D P  
S A V E 6 ( K K K ) = B U R P  
A l l - A L O G ( A 1 )  
B l = A l l * G A M M A / G A M f l l  
@ l l = E X P ( B l )  
SAVE3(KKK)=THETAX*57.29577957795 
A 1 ~ 1 . + 0 . 5 * G A M M l * E M l * * Z o  
A Z ~ l ~ + C . 5 * G A f l M l * € M X * * 2 .  
52 
I 
AZ l=ALOG(AZ)  
B2-A21*GAMMA/GAHMl 
B Z l r E X P ( B 2 )  
S A V E ? ( K K K ) - D P * R l l / B Z l  
S A V E e ( K K K ) = l . O 2 - S A V E Z ( K K K K )  
PSIO-PSLX 
VRO-VRX 
P H I C - P H I  
KKK-KKK+1 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 3 0 0 0  1 
W R I T E ( 6 9 3 0 0 1 )  ( S A V E l ( K K K ) , S A V E Z ( K K K ) J S A V E 3 ( K K K ) r S A V E 4 ( K K K ) ~ S A V E 5 ( K  
W 9 I T E ( 7 r 3 0 0 2 ) ( S P V E 6 ( K K K ) ~ S A V € 3 ~ K K K ~ ~ S A V E 4 ~ K K K ~ ~ S A V E ? ~ K K K ~ ~ K K K ~ l ~  
W R I T E ( 7 , 3 0 0 3 ) ( S A V E l ( K K K ) , S A V E Z ( K K K ) , S 6 V E 3 ( K K K ) 0 S A V E 4 ( K ~ K ) ~  
G O  TO 1 
200 EMC-EMX 
l K K ) , S P V E 6 ( K K K ) , S A V E 7 ( K K K ) r Y K K l l r l l @ 9 2 )  
1 1 1 8 9 2 )  
l S A V E 5 ( K K K ) ,   K K K - l r l l 8 9 2  1 
3000 F O R ~ A T l l H 1 ~ 1 2 X ~ 1 H X ~ 1 4 X 1 1 H Y , 1 4 X 1 3 H D E L , 1 3 X ~ l H ~ ~ l 5 X ~ 6 H P T / P T T N F ~ l O X ~  
1 5 H T H E T A , l Z X 1 4 H P / P l )  
3001   FORMAT(2Xv7F15 .6 )  
3002  FORMAT(4F10.6)  
3003 FORHAT(5F10.6) 
1000 FORMAT (2F10 .3 )  
1010 FOkMAT (4F10 .6 )  
2 0 0 0  FORHAT I ~ H ~ P ~ H G A H M A  -,F15.6,10X#4HtlC - P F ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ C X , ~ H P H I C  - 9  
l F 1 5 . 6 9 1 0 X 9 3 H X   - 9 F 1 5 . 6 )  
2 0 5 0  FORMAT ( l H 1 9 4 5 X 9 7 H R E S U L T S )  
2 1 0 0  F0R:IAT ( l H O n 4 H V R   = 9 F 1 5 . 6 ~ 1 0 X 9 5 H P S I  -,F15.691OX1 
l 4 H P H I   = , F 1 5 . 6 9 1 @ X ~ 3 H A  =,F15.6) 
2110 FORMAT (1HC93HX  -~F10.5,8X,3HY - ~ F ~ O . ~ ~ ~ X P ~ H T H E T A X  = ~ F 1 0 . 5 9 8 X i  
l 6 H M S T R   = 9 F 1 0 . 5 , 8 X ~ 1 0 i i P T / P T I N i   - 9 F 1 0 . 5 )  
END 
SUBROUTINE T A I N T ( X T A B , F T A B , X , F X , N , K , N E R ,  NON) 
DIMENSTON X T A R ( 1 I ~ F T A R l 1 I ~ T ( 1 0 ) , C ( 1 0 )  
I F  LN - K )  1 9 1 9 2  
RETURN 
CPSO400  TAINT  SUBROUTINE- I N  FORTRAN If. 
1 N E R - Z  
2 I F  ( K - 9 )  3,391 
3 I F  ( MON) 4 9 4 9 5  
5 IF t MUN-2) 6 9 7 9 4  
4 J - 0  
NM1.N-1 
DO 8 1 - 1 9  N t l l  
I F  ( X T A B ( I ) - X T A S ( I t l ) )  9911910 
RETURN 
GO TO 8 
10 J = J + l  
8 CONTINUE 
RON-1 




1 2  MON.2 
7 DO 1 3  I - 1 9 N  
IF ( X - X T A B ( 1 ) )   1 4 9 1 4 9 1 3  
1 4  J - I  
G O  TO 1 9  
1 3  CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 5  
I F   ( X - X T A B ( I ) )  16917917 
17 J = I  
GO TO 1 8  
1 6  CONTINUE 
1 5  J - N  
1 8  J = J - ( K + 1 ) / 2  
6 D O  1 6  T=l,N 
I F  ( J )  19919r20 
19 J - 1  
2 0  M-J+K 
I F  (M-N)  21 ,21922  
2 2  J I J - 1  
GO TO 26 
2 1  K P l - K + l  
JSAVE=J 
C ( L  )=X-XTAB( J)  
T ( L ) = F T A B ( J )  
DO 2 4  Jm19K 
2 6  DO 23  L m 1 9 K P l  
2 3  J - J + 1  
I - J + l  
I = I + 1  
I F   ( I - K P l )   2 5 9 2 5  924 
2 4  CONTINUE 
FX-T(KP1)  
N E R = l  
RETURN 
END 
2 5  T ~ I ~ ~ ~ C ~ J ~ + T ~ I ~ - C ~ I ~ + T ( J ) ) / ( C ( J ~ - C ( J ) )  
TABLE 2-6: INPUT TO PROGRAM CONE 
1 . 4  2 . 8 2  1 0 .  1 . 8 3 5  
54 

















































PROGRAH  ANAL IINPUTIOUTPUTITAPE5=INPUT9TAPE6=OUTPUT8 
ANA 
TWO-OIHENSIONAL AND AXIALLY  SYMHETRIC SHOCK WAVE-BOUNDARY LAYER 
INTERACT I O N  
PROGRAM I N P U T  
INPUT FORHAT fFlO.6 EXCEPT CARDS 1 AND 2 
CARD IS) 
1 AND  2 TITLESvCOLUMNS 1-729 HOLLERITH 
3 COL.1-10 E H E I  UPSTREAH  MAC  NO. 
11-23  UTUESI   UPSTREAH  DIHENSIONLESS  FRICTION  VELOCITY 
=UE/UE+ 
21-30  REDEL1  UPSTREAH  REYNOLDS NO. (DELTA) 
31-40 A INPT 1 . C  I N P U r   T H E T A 1  
2.0 INPUT  ALPHA1 
41-50 RECFAC RECOVERY FACTOR 
51-60 A X 1  0 . 0  OR 1.0 2-0 CASE 
2.0 A X 1  CASE CONE FLOW OR CENTERBODY 
61-70 SHORT 0.0 LONG OUTPUT 
1.0 SHORT OUTPUl  
4 C0L. I - IO  B L E E 3 I  SUCTION  RATE 
11-20 BLEED2 ENTRAINMENT  RATE 
21-30 A I B  0 . 0  NO BLEED 
I.@ POROUS SUCTION 
2.C SLOT  SUCTION 
3.C SCOOP SUCTION 
31-40 BK CONSTANT I N  WALL-HAKE PROFILES(USU4LLY 0 . 4 )  
41-50 C CONSTANT I N  WALL-WAKE PROFILESIUSUALLY 5.11 
51-69 STCOEF 0. I F  NO SHEAR FORCE I S  DESIRED 
0 .5  I F  AVERAGE  SHEAR STRESS IS USED 
61-70 AID0  PARAHETER I N  (l..-(Y/DELTAJ*'AIDD) [ = l o  I S  
REC3MflENDEO AT T H I S  TIME3 
5 COL.1-IO T H I O  THETA1 WHEN AINPT=l.O 
11-29 T H l Z Z  THETA1 WHEN AINPT=2.3 
ALP10 A L P H l  WHEN AINPT=E.O 
FOLLOWING FOR A X I A L L Y  SYMMETRIC  PSES ONLY (AXI=Z.OI 
6 COL. 1-10 D E L l R   D E L T A I I R  
1 1 - 2 0   A I € Z  1.0 @.Lo EGGE STREAMLINE  DATA  INPUT 
2.C CONICAL FLOW DATA  INPUT 
3.0 INTERNAL FLOW F I E L D   I N F U T  DATA 
4. C CONSTANT  PRESSURE BOUNDARY 
21-30 F L D I R 3  FLOW DIRECTION ONSTREAH OF AXISYM.  INTERACTNS 
7 COL. 1 - 1 0  AKK NO. POINTS OF I N P U T  DATA 
FOLLOWING  FOR 8.L. EDGE STREAf lL INE  INPUT(AIEZ=l .O)  
8 C O L . 1 - 1 2  Y X O  x/ x0 
11-20 RPO R/RO 
21-30 EMEZS MAGH NUMBER 
























41-50  ALPHA FLOW D I R E C T I O N  
CAPO 8 I S  REPEATED  AKK  TIMES I N  ORDER FROH  SHOCK TO CONE 
8 C O L * I - I O   P H I   C O N I C A L  RAY ANGLE 
FOLLGWING  FOR  CONICAL  FLOH  INPUT<AIEE=EoO) 
1 1 - 2 0  ALPHA FLClH D I R E C T I O N  
21-30 EMEES IIACH N U H E R  
3 1 - 4 5  P E Z P I  P I P I  
CARD 8 I S  REPEATED  AKK  TIMES I N  ORDER FROH SHOCK 10 CONE 
FOR SUCTION  WITH NO SHOCK USE I N P U T  CARDS 1-6 WITH 
AINPT=ZoO,  ALPlO=OoO 
O I H E N S I O N   T T R A T ( 2 0 0 )   * P T R A T ( 2 @ 0 )   * P T R N S ( Z O O )   r U R A T ( 2 0 0 ) r E M ( 2 0 0 J  
OIHENSION Y Y ( 2 0 0 )  r U T U E 3 1 1 0 D ) r   E t 1 O i I ) r  HR(2OO)r P H I R ( Z O J 1  
D IHENSION  REDEL31100)  
COMMON TTRAT 9 PTRAT 9 PTRNS URAT 9 
I Et4 9 HR 
2 SHORT 9 BLEED1 r BLEED2 9 BLEED 9 
3 A I B  9 TclTTE 9 G A M M A  9 T H l O  9 
4 B I H N  9 BLHON 9 B t M I  9 B L H O I  9 
5 os0 9 ODSO r BK €ME1 9 SHFAC 9 
6 S I G I  9 S I G M A 1  r S I G S I  9 F S I G I  9 Y H V E l  9 
7 CFWWI r C r STCOEF 
P H ~ R  
COHHON /UWU/AIDD 
COMHON /WUW/AINPT.THlZZ 
READ DATA  CARDS 1 AND 2 
1 C A L L  P R I M  ( 1 L I N E . I )  
READ DATA CAFiDS 3 AND 4 
R E A O ( 5 r l O C D )  EMElrUTUESlrREOELlrAINPT~RECFAC~AXI~SHORT 
R E A D ( 5 r I 3 ? 9 )  B L E E D l r B L E € O Z r A I B r B K , C I S T C O E F . A I O D  
C = C - O * 6 1 4 / ( 3 K + A I D O )  
I kPT= A I N P  T 
BLEED=BLEEDI tBLEEDE 
G I = E H E I Z E f i E I  
GAHflA=l*  4 
TWTTE=RfCFAC+  (I .-FECFAC)/(I .+  4GAHHA-lo) + G i / Z o $  
S I G l = O ~ 2 ' E f l E l + E H E 1  
S I G M A I = S I G I / ( l ~ + S I G I )  
S I G S l = S Q R T ( S I G H A I )  
FSICl=~ASIN~SIGSl))/SIGSl 
VWYEl= . (TWTTEI ( , l .+S IGI ) )  +*1.76 
F U T U E I = U T U E S l * F S I G I  
C F W W I = 2 . * F U T U E l ~ F U T U E l /  ( T W T T E * ( l o  t S I G I I  J 
T A U l P I = O *   7 + C F W W I ~ E H E 1 + E K E I  
P X I ~ o 5 + ~ 1 ~ ~ U T U E S I * ~ 1 1 ~ / ~ K ~ + A L O G ~ R E O E L I ' A 8 S 1 U ~ U E S 1 1  
I * F S I G I / V H V E I ) + C ) )  
VARIABLES  HHICH HUST  BE I N I T I A L I Z E 0  
I z=o 
Y s=o 0 
WRITE(69 1024) 





















I N P U T  PARAHEfER I S  THETA1 
READ DATA C 4 R D  5 
10 READ(5.1000)   THlD 
WKITE(6.1010) U T U E S ~ ~ R E D E L ~ ~ P X ~ ~ T H ~ D ~ E M E ~ T ~ E C F A C I ~ W ~ ~ E  
I L I N E = I L I  hE+3 
T H l = T H l D * . 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
Z = S I N  [ T H l )  **2. 
ANUti=2.* 1 G l * Z - l . )  
DNOH= ( 2 o t G I * ( G A n n A + l . - 2 . * 2 1   ) * T A N ( T H l J  
ALPl=ATANIANUfl/DNOH) 
A L P l D = A L P l / . O i 7 4 5 3 2 9  
F I N D  PRESSUPE  RATIO ACROSS SHOCK AND DOWNSTREAM  ACH NO. 
C A L L  S H O C K l 2 ~ A L P l ~ T H l ~ E ~ E l ~ E M E 2 ~ P Z ~ l ~  
GO TO 30 
INPUT  PARAMETER I S  ALPHA1 
READ DATA CAE0 5 
20  READ(5.1000)  ALPIDITHIZZ 
WRITE(~,~OI) U T U E S I ~ R E D E L ~ ~ P X ~ ~ A L P ~ O T ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ E C F A C ~ T ~ T T E  
I L I N E = I L I N E + I  
A L P 1 = A L P l C ~ . 0 1 7 b S 3 2 9  
IF(ALPlO.EQ.0.) GO TO 3 0  
F I N D  SHOCK WAVE ANGLE, PRESSURE R A T I O  ACROSS SHOCK AND OOHNSTREAH 
MACH NO-  
CALL S H O C K ~ l ~ A L P l ~ T H l r E M E l ~ E H E ~ ~ P ~ P l ~  
T H i D = T H l / . 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
R O O T = S I N ( T H l J  
ERROR E X I T   I F   S I N ( T H E T A )  GREATER  THAN 1.0 
IF(ROOT.GT.l.)GO TO i 
EQUATE  ALPHAl  AND ALPHA2 
30 A l P Z = A L P l  
ALPED=ALPID 
L = l  
U P I T E  ( 6 9 1 0 2 5 )  L r B L E E D I  
L=2 
WRfTE(6r lC25J LIBLEEOZ 
F I N D  SHOCK HAVE ANGLE, PRESSURE  RATIO ACROSS SHOCK AND OOHNSTREAH 
MACH NO. 
IF(ALP1D.EQ.O.) GO TO 3 1 0  





ERROR E X I T  IF  SINfTHETA)  GREATER  THAN 1.0 
57 
IF (ROOToGTolm1GO TO 1 
T H Z D = T H Z / o 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
310 IF(ALPlD.GT.Oo) G O  T O  311 
C 








F 3 P l = I o  
GO T O  312 
P 3 P I = P 3 P 2 * P Z P l  
W R I T E ( 6 ~ l O l Z )  P 2 P l ~ P 3 P 2 . P 3 P l r E H E l r E ~ E 2 r E H E 3  
I L I N E = I L I N E + 6  
I L I N E = I L I  NE+6 
w R I T E ( 6 * 1 0 1 3 )   A L P I O I T H ~ O ~ A L P ~ D I T H ~ D  
C DETERNINE  UPSTREAH BOUNOARY LAYER  PROFILE  PROPERTIES 
c 
312 C A L L  P R F L ( U T U E S l ~ P X l . E M E l r i . O . Z l r Y )  
I f ( S H O R 1 o E Q . O . )  CALL P R I N ( I l I N E ~ 3 1  
II=l 
WRITE (69 1 0 1 4 )  I1 
I L I N E = I L I N E + 4  
IF(SHCRToEQ.1.) GO  TO 4 C O O  
W R I T E ( ~ . ~ O Z ~ )  
DO 4G I=l,l l 
H R I T E ( 6 ~ 1 0 1 5 )  I I Y Y ( I ) , E M I I )  . U R A T ( I ) , P T R A T I I l r P T R N S ( I ) r T T R A T ( I )  
I L I N E = I L I b i E + l  
C A L L   P R I N ( I L I N E , Z )  
I F ( 1 L I N E - 2 )   3 1 r 3 1 . 4 0  
31 H R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 1 4 )  I1 
WRITE (6r1028) 
I L I N E = I L I N E + S  
4 0  CONTINUE 
4 0 0 0  DUtl=O. 
C 
C DETERMINE  UPSTREAM  BOUNDARY  LAYER  INTEGRAL  PROPERTIES 
C 
CALL F L U X ( l O I . Y Y * l . E n E l r D U M )  
H I l = ( S H F A C - S I G l ) /   ( T W T T E + ( l o + S f G l )  1 
RETHI=REDELI*OOSO 
PPANDL=m’IZ 
PRI3=PSANDL** . ( lm/3o)  
T 3 A R T C ~ ~ 5 * ~ W ~ T E + ~ 2 2 + P R l j + ( . 5 ” P R i 3 ) / ~ ~ ~ + S I G i J  
C F L T l ~ 0 2 4 6 1 E X P ~ ~ 1 ~ 5 6 1 + H I L ) + ( R E T H I + C ( ~ ~ 2 6 ~ ~ ~ ~  
1 ~ ~ 7 B A R T O ~ ~ l ~ + S I G 1 ~ ~ + * 0 ~ 7 9 6 3 ~  
W K I T E ( 6 * 1 0 1 6 )  C S ~ ~ D D S D ~ ~ L U N ~ B L M O N . S H F A C ~ H I l ~ C F W W I r C F L ~ 1  
osoI=nso 
DDSDl=DOSD 
I L I N E   = I L I N E + 6  
C 
C CONSTANTS  FO2 MASS AND MOHEt\TUfl BALANCES 
C 
H l = l o +   ( G A H H A - I o  J/Z.+EUE3+EYE3 
H Z = S P R T ~ H I )  
58 
H3=10+  (GAHMA-io )/20CGi 
H4=SQRT(H3) 
H5=1  o-OSO-ODSD 
I F ( A I B o E P . 1 . )  GO TO 4 1 0  
I F ( B L E E D 1 o E Q o O o )  GO TO 410 
WS=ABS(BLEEOI)*ELHN 
C A L L   I N T R P ( H R ~ Y Y ~ W S I Y S ~ I O I ~  
CALL I N T S P ( Y Y ~ P H I R v Y S v P H I S ~ l O 1 ~  
HRITE (6,1CZ7) W S s  YSIPHIS 
c 
C A I B = l  POROUS PLATE  SUCTION 
C A I B = t  SLOT  SUCTION 
C A I B = 3  SCOOP SUCTION 
c 
C I T E R A T I O K  TO F IND  SOLUTION TO CONTINUITY AND HOMENTUM EQUATIONS 
C 
C 
410 I F ( A I B o L E o 1 o B   L f l O H I = O o  
I F ( A I O . G E o 2 o )  B L ~ C ~ l = - G A M H A * E W E l * E ~ E l ~ P H I S  
K e = i  
WQITE (69 1 0 2 6 )  KO* B L f l O M l  
OLHOMZ=SLEED2 ~ ~ l ~ ~ D S O ~ C G A H H A * E ~ E l * E ~ E Z * C O S ~ ~ L P l ~  
KB=Z 
WRITE ( 6 9  IG26) KBI BLHOH2 
BLHOt4F=BLHOli l+BLUOfl2 
K B=3 
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 2 6 )  KB*BLHOMF 
1CHC/SQQT~I~+~GAHH~~I.)/2.+EHE2CEHEZ~ 
C 
C FOR  APPROXIHAlE  SOLUTION  ASSUtiE  THAT TAU/Pl=2.*STCOEF*TAUi/Pl 
C 
T A U P l = Z ~ * S T C O E F + T A U l P l  
H 6 = P 2 P l - l . - G A H t 4 A * G l * H 5 - B L M O H F t T A U P l / T A N ( A L P l ~  
IF (A IO.EQ.3 . )   H6=H6- (PZP l - Io )  * Y S  
IF (SHORT.EQ.2 .J   WFITE(6r1322)  ~ ~ ~ H Z ~ H ~ I H ~ ~ H ~ * H ~ , T A U P I  
A l ~ P 3 P l * E M E 3 / E M E l ~ H 2 / H 4 / ~ l o ~ D S D ~ / ~ l o ~ ~ L E E ~ ~  
A Z = ( P 2 P i - P 3 P l ) / H 6  
A3=-GAHHA*P3Pi+€HE3*EnE3/H6 
A 4 = T A U P l / T A N ( A L P l ) / H 6  
IF(SHORT.EQ.0.) HQITE(6,10179 A l . A 2 1 A 3 * 4 4  
IF(SHORT.EQ.0. )   CALL  P i31N(ILINEv31 
IF (SHORToEQ.Oo)   HRITE(6*1018J  
I L I N E = I L I  kE+Z 
C 
C APPROXIf lATE 2-0 SOLUTION  (ASSUME  REDELJ=REDELl AND TAU=TAUI) 
C 
M = l  
R E D E L J ( I ) = R E D E L l  
S I G 3 = 0  2+E HE 3*€HE3 
S I G f l A I = S I G 3 / ( l . t S I G 3 )  
S IGS3=SQ2T(SIGHA3)  
FSIG3=(ASIN(fIGS3))/SIGS3 
V W Y E 3 = ( T W T T E + ( l . + S I G 3 ) ) r 1 1 . 7 6  
UTUE3(11=I .5 'UTUESl  
IF (AIB.GE.Lo)  UTUf3(1)=3o*UTUESl 




G O  TO 43 
41 J=J+l 
I F ( J o E Q . 8 0 )  GO TO 50 
UTUE3 (J) =UTUE3 (J-II-. 0 1  
P X 3 = ~ 5 r ( l . ~ U T U E 3 ( J l r ( ( l ~ / 6 K ~ * A L O G ~ R E D E L 3 ~ M ~ * A ~ S ~ U T U E 3 ~ ~ ) ~  
I * F S I G 3 / V W V E 3 ) + C ) )  
43 C A L L   P R F L   ( U T U E 3 ( J ) r P X 3 r   E t I E 3 r P 3 P l r  1 r Y Y )  
C A L L  F L U X ( I O i r Y Y ~ l . E M E 3 r D U H I  
E ( J ) = A 2 + A 3 - A l + ( A 1 - A 3 ~ ~ D S D - A 3 ~ O D S O + A 4  
1FISHORT.EP.I.) GO TO 440 
W f i I J E ( 6 r 1 0 1 9 1  J I U T U E ~ ~ J ) , E ( J I  
I t I N E = I L I k E + 3  
CALL P R I N   ( I L I N E r 2 )  
I F t I L I N E - 2 )  4 3 0 r 4 Z 0 9 4 4 0  
4 3 0  W ~ I T E ( 6 r l O l 8 1  
I L I N E = I L I N E + E  
4 4 0  T E S T = A B S ( E ( J ) )  
I F ( T E S T . L E . 0 . 0 0 0 C I I  GO TO 60 
I F ( f ( J ) . L T o O . )  GO T O  45 




P X 3 ~ ~ 5 * ~ 1 ~ ~ U T U E 3 ~ J ~ + ~ ~ l ~ / B K ~ * A L O C ~ R E O E L 3 ~ M ~ * A B S ~ U T U E 3 ~ J ~ ~  
I + F S I G 3 / V H V E 3 )  +C) 8 
I F ( J o E Q . 6 C )  GO TO 50  
G O  TO 4 3  
IZ=l 
GO TO 80 
5 0  WQITE 1 6 9  1l lZOJ 
C 
C 
C S O L U T I O N  OBTAINED ( A P P R O X I H A T E )  
C 
C 
C DETERMINE DOWNSTREAM  BOUNDARY LAYER  PROFILE  PROPERTIES 
C 
6G CALL FRFL(UTUE3(J)~PX3~EHE3rP3Pi~ZrYVl 
IF(SHORT.EP.0.)  CALL P R I N ( I L I N E r 3 1  
I I = 3  
H R I T E ( 6 r l O l 4 )  I1 
U R I T E f 6 * 1 0 3 3 )   U T U E 3 ( J J *   R E D E L 3 f H ) r P X 3  
I L I N E = I L I  AE+6 
IF(SHORT.EQ.l.& GO TO 7 0 0 0  
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 2 8 )  
D O .  79 I = l v  101 
W I I T E ( 6 r l 0 1 5 3  I r Y Y ( I I ~ E M ( I J ~ U R A T ~ I ) ~ P T R ~ T ( I ) ~ P T ~ N S ~ I ) ~ T T R A T ( I )  
I L I N E = I L I N E * l  
C P L L  F R I N  ( I L I N E q Z J  
I F t I L I N E - 2 )   6 1 9 6 1 9 7 0  
61 W S I T E ( 6 r l 0 1 4 )  I f  
k l R I T E ( 6 r 1 0 2 8 J  
I L I N E = I L I  kE+4 
7r! CONTINUE 
c 
C DETERHINE  DOWNST3fAM BOUNDARY LAYER  INTEGRAL  PROPERTIES 
C 
7 0 0 0  CALL F L U X ( l O l r Y Y ~ l r E H E 3 r D U f l )  
F U W E 3 = U T U E 3 ( J ) * F S I G 3  
CFWW3=2o*FUTUE3*FUTUE3/  (THTTE*( 1. * S I G 3 ) )  
F Y I = I o + S I G l  
F U 3 = l o + S I G 3  
H I 3 = ( S H F A C - S I G 3 ) / ( T W T T E * f I 4 3 )  
RETH3=REDEL3dH)*DDSD 
TE!ARTG=m5*TWTT€+.22~PRl3+  ~ o 5 - ~ Z t + P R I 3 ~ / 1 I ~ + S I C 3 )  
C f L T 3 = . 2 4 6 * E X P ( - 1 . 5 6 l * H I 3 1 * ~ R E T H 3 * * ~ ~ ~ 2 6 8 ~ ~ ~  
l ( ( T B A R T O * I 1 . * S I G 3 ) ) * ~ G ~ 7 9 6 3 J  
W R I T E ~ 6 ~ 1 U i 6 )  OSDvDDSOr B L H N I B L ~ ~ O N * S H F A C I H I ~ ~ C F H W ~ * C F L T ~  
0 1 3 = A l * ( I  . - D S D )  
031=1 . /013  
DS31=OSO+D3I /DSDI  
00s 31=00S01DJ l /ODSOi  
IF1ALPIDoEQ.O.) GO TO 79 
C 
C INTERACTION  LENGTH 
C 
ELOl= [ l . - t 3 1 1  /TAN (ALPI I  
If (AIB.EQ.3.J E L D l = d i . - D 3 l - Y S J / T A N ( A L P l ~  
79 IF(ALPiD.EQ.0. )   ELDl=Oo 
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 2 1 )   D 3 1 r U S 3 l r O O S 3 l ~ E L O l  
C 
C TWO-CIHENSIONAL  EXACT  SOLUTION (ONLY FOR 2-0 CASES) 
C 
IF t t i .GT.1)  GO TO E O  
IF (AXIoEP.2 . )  GO TO 8 0  
IF IO31 .LT .O. )   WRITE  16 r1034J  
IF(D31eLT.C. )  GO TO 1 
C A L L   P R I N ( I L I N E r 3 )  
W R I T E ( 6 r i C 2 9 J  
I F  (SHORT.EQ.1.) GO TO 5 0 0  
WRITE ( 6 9  1 0 3 0 )  
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 3 1 1   M * R E D E L 3 ( M )  
I L I N E = I L I   k E + 4  
500  H = H * l  
I F  (t loEQ.11) G O  TO 5 3 0  
R ~ O E L 3 ~ M ~ ~ ~ ~ D E L I ~ D 3 1 * P 3 P l * ~ E f l E 3 / E M E l ~ * ~ F ~ 3 / F M l ~ * ~ l o 2 6  
FUTUE3=UTUE31JJ*F SIG3 
CFWW3=2.*FUTUE3+FUTUE3/ (TWTTE* ( Io+SIG3)1  
TAU3Pl ta .   7*CFWW3+EHE3*EHE3*P3Pl  
TAUPl=STCOEF*(.TAU1P1+TAU3Pl) 
I F ( S H 0 R T o E Q o I o )  G O  TO 6 5 0  
W R I T E ( 6 r 1 0 3 1 )  H.R.EDEL3(H) 
I L E N E = I L I K E + E  
C A L L  P R I N  ( I L I N E . 2 )  
I F I I L I N E - Z )   6 @ 0 * 6 0 0 r 6 5 0  
6 0 0  W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 3 0 1  
65G T E S T R = A 8 S ( ( R E O E L 3 ( ~ - l l - R ~ U E ~ 3 ( ~ ) J / R ~ D E L 3 ( f l - l J J  
I L I N E = I L I   h E + 2  
IF(TESTRoLE..GOI) GO T O  6 0  
U T U E 3   ( 1 1 = I o 5 * U T U E S I  
IF tA IB.GE.1 . )   UTUE3(1)=3. *UTUESI  
PX3= .5* (1 . -UTUE3( l ) i (  (l./BK)+ALOG(REDEL31fl~~~BS(UTUE3(1) J 
61 
l * F S I G 3 / V W V E 3 ) + C ) )  
J=l 
GO TO 503 
5 0 1  J=J+l 
I F ( J o E Q . 8 0 )  GO TO 50 
U T U E 3 ( J ) = U T U E 3 ( J - l ) - . O l  
P X 3 ~ ~ 5 * l l ~ ~ U T U E 3 1 J ~ + ~ ~ l ~ / f l K ~ ~ A L O G ~ ~ D E L 3 ~ N ~ * ~ 5 S ~ U T U ~ 3 ~ J ~ ~  
l * F S I G 3 / V H V E 3 ) + C ) )  
5 0 3   C A L L  PRFL(UTUE3(J)rPX3rEHE3rP3PIrlrYYb 
CALL F L U X ( l O l r Y Y r l r E H E 3 r D U f l )  
H6=P2Pl-l~-GA~tlA+G1*H5-BLMOHF+rAUPI/TAUPl/TAN(ALPl~ 
IF(AIB.EQ.3.) H ~ = H ~ - ( P ~ P ~ - I . O ) * Y S  
I F 4 S H O R T o E Q . O . I   W R I T E ( 6 r 1 0 2 2 J   H i , H Z r H 3 r H 4 r H S r H 6 r T A U P l  
A 2 = ( P 2 P l - P 3 P l J / H 6  
A3=-GAHHA*P3Pl*EtlE3*EHE3/H6 
C 
C A4 IS THE SHEAR TERfl I N  THE flOflENTUt4 EQUATION 
C 
A 4 = 7 A U P l / T A N ( A L P l I / H 6  
1FtSHORT.EQoO.J H . R I T E ( 6 r l 0 1 7 )   A l r A 2 r A 3 r A C  
E ( J ) = d 2 + A 3 - A l t ( A l - A 3 ) * D S D - A 3 ~ D D S D + A ~  
TEST=ABS(E(J)  J 
I F ( T E S 1 o L E o  0. GO0011 GO TO 5 2 0  
I F ( J o L T . 3 )  GO T O  5 0 1  
5 0 5  S L O P E ~ ~ E ~ J - l ~ - E ~ J ~ ~ / ~ U T U E 3 ( J - I ) - U T U E 3 ( J ~ ~  
UTUE3(J+l )=UTUE3(J) -E(JJ/SLOPE 
J=J+l 
P X 3 ~ ~ 5 4 ~ l o ~ U T U E 3 ~ J ~ * ~ ~ l o / B K l * A L O G ~ ~ E D E L 3 ~ ~ ~ * A B S ~ U T U E 3 ~ J ~ ~  
l * F S I G 3 / V W V E 3 )  +C)) 
I F ( J o E Q . 8 C )  GO TO 5 0  
GO TO 5 0 3  
520 D l 3 = A l * I l o - D S D )  
D31=1. /013 
G O  TO 5 0 0  
I Z=l 
GO T O  80 
530 W R I T E 1 6 r l 0 3 2 )  
Of,! I F ( A X I . L T o 2 . J  GO TO 1 
I F ( A L P 1 o t T o O . J  CALL AXIS(ELDlrUTUESlrUTUE3(J)* 
l R E D E L l ~ P X l ~ A L P l ~ E H E 1 ~ 1 2 ~  
IF(ALPl.EC.0.)  CALL A N O S ( U T U E S l ~ U T U E 3 ( J ) . R E D E L I , P X l r  
1 0 3 l r E f l E l r I Z )  
G O  TO 1 
1COO FORTlAT(TFlUo6) 
1010 F O R H A T ( 1 H O t   9 X r Z l H O P T I O N  I I N P U T   T H E T A l / I C X r 9 H U T U E S l  = r F l 0 . 6 r  
15Xr24HREYNOLDS NO. ( D k i T A l )  = r E l 4 . 6 r 5 X r 6 H P X l  = rFIOo6/5Xr 
2 5 X r 9 H T H E T A l  = r F l O o 6 r B H  D E G R E E S r 5 X r 5 H H l  = ~ F 1 0 . 6 /  
3 lOXrl8HRECOUERY  FACTOR = r F l O a 6 * 5 X * 9 H T W / T T E  = rFlC.6) 
1 0 1 1   F C R f l A T ( l H 5 r   9 X r 2 l H O P T I O N  2 I N P U T   A L P H A 1 / 1 O X ~ 9 H U T U E S l  = ' r F l O . 6 r  
ISXrZCHREYNOLOS NO. ( D E L T A I J  = r E 1 4 0 6 r 5 X r b H P X l  = r F l O o 6 / - 5 X r  
2 5 X r S H A L P H A l  = r F i C o 6 c  8H O E G R E E S r 5 X r S H H l  = r F l O o 6 /  
310Xrl8HRECOVERY  FACTOR = r F I U . b r 5 X r 9 H T W / T T E  = rF10.6)  
1 0 1 2  F O ~ ~ A T ( l H 0 / 1 3 X r 3 C H B O U N D A ~ Y  LAYER EDGE CONDITIONS//  
l l O X , 8 H P Z / P I  = r F 1 0 . 6 r 5 X r B H P 3 / P 2  = r F l 0 . 6 r 5 X . 8 H P 3 / P l  = ~ F l 0 . 6 /  
2 1 0 X r 5 H H 1  = r F 1 0 . 6 r B X r 5 H f l 2  = r F l O o 6 * 8 X * S H H 3  = qFiO.6) 
1 0 1 3  FCRflAT(IHO/lOXr3ZHSHOCK AND FLOU GEFLECTION  dNGLES// lOXr 
I l S H I N C I D E N T  SHOCK r 5 X r B H A L P H P  = rF lOo6r814   DEGREESr5Xr  
62 
28HTHETA = rFl.O.69 9H OEGREES/lOXrI5HREFLECTEO SHOCKr5XrBHALPHA = 9 
3F10.6r8H  DECREESr5XrBHTHETA = r F 1 0 0 6 r B H  DEGREES) 
1014   FORNAT(1HCr  9X.35HBOUNOARY LAYER  PROFILE  RATA  STATION. 13) 
1015   FCRNAT(1H  r6X113r6F14 .6 )  
1 0 6 6  F O R H A T ( l H O / I O X ~ l 4 H D E L S ~ A R / O E L  = T F ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ O H H O H / D E C  = 9 
IFl4~6/1CX~28HNON-DIMENSIONAL MASS FLUX = rFlO.6/ 
210Xr32HNON-DIMENSIONAL HOHENTUH FLUX = * F l O . 6 / l O X *  
J ISHSHAPE  FAClOR = rFl0.6r5X.3CHINCOMPRESSIBLE SHAPE  FACTOR = 9 
4 F10.6/10Xr16HCF(WALL-WAKEI = r F l 0 . 6 ~ 5 X r 2 2 H C F ( l U O H E I G   T I L L M A N I  = 9 
5F10.6) 
1 0 1 7  F O R N A T l i H O ~ l O X ~ 5 H A l  = r F 1 0 * 6 r 5 X * 5 H A 2  = t F l O o 6 r 5 X r 5 H A 3  = ~ F i 0 . 6 ,  
1 SXr5HA4 = rFlO.6) 
1 0 1 8  F ~ R f l A T < I H O / l C X ~ 3 2 H R E S U L T S  OF  ITERATIONS  FOR  UTUE*3//)  
1019 F O S H A T ( l H G r l O X r 4 H J  = r I 3 , 5 X r 9 H U T U E * 3  = r F l 0 . 6 r 5 X 9 4 H E  = rF10.6) 
l G 2 0  FORMAT  <lHO. 6x9  25HNO  CONVEQGENCE  FOR  UTUE*3) 
1021 FCRtIAT(lHUflOXrl2HDEL3/DELl = rFIOo6/ l@X. 
l Z O H O E L S f A R 3 / D E L S T A ~ l  = . F 1 0 . 6 / i 0 X r l 2 H f l O ~ 3 / H O H l  = 9FI0 .6 / /10X1 
E B H L / D E L l  = rFlO.6) 
1 0 2 2   F O R H A T ( i H O / I O X r 5 H H i  = ~ F I O - ~ T ~ X T ~ H H Z  = t F l 0 . 6 r 2 X * 5 H H 3  = . F 1 0 * 6 r  
12Xr15HH4 = r F 1 0 . 6 r Z X r S H H 5  = rF10.6*2X,5HH6 = r F l 0 . 6 /  
2 I O X * 9 H T A U / P l  = r F10.6) 
1 E O E L I l ~  
1 2 0 H   ( B L E E O   P O S I T I V E   I N ) )  
1 0 2 4  F C R H A T ( ~ H O / ~ O X T ~ ~ H T W O - D I M E N S I O N A L  PPROXIMATE SOLUTION (REDEL3 = R 
1 0 2 5   F O R f l A T ( I H 0 t  S X r B H ( f l ~ B L E E D r I I ~ l I H / ~ M ~ 6 ~ L ~  = rFlO.69 
1 0 2 6   F O R H A T ( I H C r   ~ X T ~ ~ H M O M E N T L J H   F L U X   A S S O C I A T E D   W I T H   B O L O   B L E E D . I I T  
13H = rF14 m 6 r 1 4 H  ( P O S I T I V E  I N 1  8 
1 0 2 7   F O R M A T ( I H O / l O X ~ S H W S  = r F 1 0 - 6 r 5 X t 5 H Y S  = rF10.6 .   5X97HPHIS = rFlO.6) 
1028 F C S H A T t l H O r  
1 9 X ~ l H I ~ B X ~ I H Y ~ l 4 X ~ 1 H M ~  1 2 X . 4 H W U E r   S X * 6 H P T / P T l *   6 X * I C H P T ( N S J / q T l 9  
2 E X r 6 H T T / I T l / / )  
1 0 2 9  F O R H A T ( I H O ~ ~ X T ~ ~ H T H O - D I ~ ~ E N S I O N A L  EXACT  SOLUTION) 
1 0 3 0  F O R H A T I ~ H O / ~ O X I ~ ~ H R E S U L T S  OF I T E R A T I O N  FOR REDEL3J 
1 0 3 2  F C R t I a T  ( i H 0 ~ 6 X 9 2 5 H N O  CONVERGENCE FOR  REDEL3) 
1 0 3 1   F O R ! l A T ( l H O ~ I O X ~ 4 H M  = r I3 r5X.2ZHREYNOLDS NO. (DELTA) = *E14.6) 
1033 FCRf lAT( lHO. lOX.9HU~UE+3 = rFlO.6.5Xr9HREDEL3 = * E 1 4 . 6 * 5 X r  
16HPX3 = r F l O . 6 1  
1 0 3 4  FORHAT ( I H O ~ ~ X I Z B H D E L ~ / D E L I  NEC. (NO SOLUTION))  
END 
SUBROUTINE A X I S < E L O ~ ~ U T U E S ~ ~ U T U E ~ ~ R E O ~ L ~ ~ P X ~ ~ A L P ~ ~ E U E E I Z ~  
C A X I A L L Y  SYMflETRIC FLOW ANALYSIS 
OIMENSION  TTRAT (2001  .PTRI \T(   203)   rPTRNS(200)   rURAT ( 2 0 9  1 r E f l ( 2 0 0 )  
DIMENSION El(100) t E Z ( I O O l ~ E L O 1 A ~ l O J ) r  U T U E 3 A I 1 0 0 ) r Y Y ( Z 0 0 )  
D I H E N S I O N   X X O t   5 0 1 1   R R O I   5 0 ) r E M E 2 S (  SG)r  P E E P I (  5G) 
D I M E N S I O N   P H I (  5 G ) r  A L P H A (   5 0 ) r   R R (   5 G ) r   D E L 3 0 R I  5 0 )  
OIHENSION E f 2 (  5 0 ) .  E L D 2 (  5 0 )  r X R (  5 0 ) r W R ( 2 0 0 ) r   P H I R ( 2 O O )  
COflflON  TTRAT  PTRAT r PTRNS URAr  9 
I Eli 9 HR t P H I R  
2 SHORT 9 BLEED1 9 BLEED2 * BLEED 
3 A I B  9 THTTE s GAflMA T H I O  w 
4 
5 
6LMN  BLHO  9 B L M I  9 BLMOI  9 
D SO 9 DOSO r BK EHEl 9 SHFAC 9 
6 SIGI 9 S I G M A 1  r S I C S 1  9 F S I G l  9 YHVEl  r 
7 CFHWl c 9 STCOEF 
63 
COMMON /HUW/AINPT rTH iZZ  
REAO DATA C 4 R D  6 
P E A D ( 5 r l O G O )   D E L I R I A I E Z ~ F L D I S ~  
CALL F R F L ~ U T U E S l ~ P X l r E H E l ~ l ~ O ~ Z ~ ~ Y ~  
C A L L   F L U X   ( 1 0 l r Y Y *   2 * f N E l r O f L l R )  
SNI= ( l r -OSD) /ODSO 
SN2=SNi -3rO 
SN3=4LOG ( SNZ) 
SNS=€XP(SN4) 
FENT=FEN*ELDl/BLHN 
FEHT=fENT+BLHI /BLPOI  
SN4=-G  .6169+SN3 
FEN=O rU299*SN5 
RGO=l.-DELlR 
R 0 0 1 = R O O + R 0 0 - 2 ~ ~ B L f l I + F E N f  
RORI=SQRT  (ROOI) 
I f Z = A I E 2  
A L P I D = A L P l / . 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
CALL F R I N ( I L I N E . 3 J  
W R I i E   ( 6 ~ 1 0 1 1 1  
GO TO ( 1 0 * 2 0 * 3 5 ) r I E 2  







REAO OATA  CARD 7 
1 0   R E A D ( 5 ~ 1 0 0 0 )  AUK 
KK=AKK 
DO 11 I = l r K K  
READ  DATA  CAFOS 8 
R E A 0 ( 5 r 1 0 0 0 )  X X O ~ I ~ ~ R R O ~ I ~ ~ ~ H E Z S ~ I ~ , ~ E Z P ~ ~ I ~ , A L P ~ A ~ I J  
11 CONTINUE 
H R I T E  ( 6* 1 0 2 5 )  
I L I N E = I L I  hE+5 
DO 1 2  I = l r K K  
W R I T E ( 6 r l C Z 6 1  I ~ X X O ( I ) r R R C ( I ) r E M E 2 S ( I )  r P E Z P l ( 1 )  r A L P H A ( I 1  
I L I N E = I L I   K E + l  
C P L L  P R I N  ( I L I N E . 2 )  
I F t I L I N E - E )  13r13r12 
13 MRITE ( 6 9  1025) 
I L I N E = I L I N E * 5  
12 CONTINUE 
GO T O  25 
PROG9AH  CALCULATES  CONICAL FLOW STREAMLINE  FKOH  INPUT  DATA FROM 
CONICAL FLOW PROGRAM 




20 REAO(5ri000~ A U K  
KK=AKK 
DO 2 1   I = l , K K  
P H I  I S  I N  DEGREES 
C ALPHA I S   I N  DEGREES 
C 
R E d l I ( 5 ~ 1 9 0 0 )  P H I ( I ) r   A L P H A ( I 1 9   E H E Z S < I I .   P E Z P l f I )  
2 1  CONTINUE 
IF(SHORT.EQoOo1 WRITE(6.1027)  
I L I N E = I L f N E + 5  
DO 8 2 2  I = l r K K  
P H I ~ I I = P H I I I ) C o U 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
ALPHACI)=ALPHAf  I ) ' .U1745329 
c 
C P H I  IS I N  RADIANS 
C ALPHA I S   I N  RADIANS 
C 
IF(SHORT.EQ.l.1 GO T O  822 
H R I T f ( 6 r l 0 2 8 1  I I P H L ( I ) ~ A L P H A ( I )  r E H E 2 S ( I l ~ P E Z P l ~ I J  
I L I N E = I L I  K E + l  
C A L L   P R I N ( I L I N E . 2 )  
I F t I L I N E - 2 1  621.821r822 
8 2 1  WRITE(6r  1027) 
I L I N E = I L I h E + 5  
822 CONTINUE 
C 




X X O f l l = I .  
RRO(II=lo 
T P l = T A N ( P H I  (1) I 
DO 22 K = E , K K  
P H I B A R = ( P H I ( K - l ) + P H I ( K ) ) / 2 .  
A L P B A R = < A L P H A ( K - l l + A L P H A 0 ) / 2 .  
TPB=TAN(PHfBARI 
TAB=TAN(ALPBAR) 
X X O < K ) = E X P ( T E R M I )  
T E R M l = T E l M l + ( l o  t T P B + T P 6 ) L   ( P H I   ( K ) - P H I  ( K - 1 )  1 / (TAB-TPB) 
TERHZ=TERM2tTAB+( X X O  I K I  - X X O  I K - 1 ) )  
RRO(K)=1.+TERHE/TPl  
I F ( X X O t K i  eGT.20.) GO TO 922  
2 2  CONTINUE 
922  IF(SHORT.EQoOo) WRITE(6.10251 
I L I N E = I L I N E * 5  
0 0  24 P I T K K  
ALPHACI l=~LPHA( I ) /oOl745329  
C 
C ALPHA I S  I N  DEGREES 
C 
IF(SHORT.EQ.1.) GO TO 24 
H R I T E ( 6 r i O 2 6 )  11 XXO(1) 9 R R O I 1 ) t  E H E Z S l I ) .   P E P P I [ I ) . A L P H A I I )  
I L I N E = I L I  RE+i  
C A L L  F R I N  ( I L I N E . E #  
I F t I L I N E - 2 )  23923.24 
. .  
23 W i ? I T E ( 6 r 1 0 2 5 1  
I L I N E = I L I  NE*S 
24 C ONT I NU€ 
c 






T H i l = T H l D * 0 . 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
I F ( A I N P T o E Q . 2 . )   T H l i = T H l Z Z ' 0 . 3 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
T P I = T A N ( T H l I )  
XOR=I.*ROR/TPl 
DO 2 6   K = l r K K  
RR(K)=RRO(K)*ROR 
XR(K)=XXO(K)+ROR/TPl  
E L D Z ( K ) = ( X S ( K ) - X O R ) / D E L l R  
26 C ONT INUE 
DEL30K(K)= I . -RR(K)  
IF(SHGRToEQ.1.) GO T O  2800 
W R I T E ( 6 s 1 0 2 9 )  
I1 I NE= I L  I k€+5 
DO 28 I = l r K K  
WRITE(6 .10331 I ~ X X O ~ I J . R R G ~ I ) ~ R R ~ I ) ~ E L 0 2 ~ I I r D E L 3 0 R ( I J ~ X R ~ I )  
I L I N E = I L I N E + l  
C A L L  P R I N  ( I L I N E . 2 )  
I F ( I L 1 N E - E )   2 7 1 2 7 . 2 8  
2 7   H R I T E ( 6 . 1 0 2 9 )  
I L I N E = I L E  HE+5 
28 CON T I NUE 
C 
C CALCULATION OF FORCE  ALONG  BOUNDARY OF CONTROL  VOLUtlE ADJOINING 
C REGION 2 
C 
28GG €IE(l)=O. 
00 280 K = 2 r K K  
RRBAR=(QS(K-l)tRR(K))/Zo 
P E 2 P i B ~ ~ P E 2 P I ~ K ~ l ~ + P E Z P I o ) / 2 .  
ES2(KI=EI2(~-i)-PE2PlE*RRBAG*(RR(K-l)-RR~K)~ 
2 8 0  CONTINUE 
IF(SHORT.EQ.I.) G O  TO 3 0 0 0  
I L I t i E = I L I h E + 5  
WRITE (6.1030) 
l , P E 2 P I ( I )  9 E I 2 l I )  r A L P H A ( 1 )  
I L I N E = I L I  h E + l  
C A L L  P R I N  ( I L I N E . 2 )  
I F t I L I N E - E )   2 9 9 2 9 . 3 0  
29 W;IITE(6-r 1 0 3 0 1  
I L I N E = I L I h E t S  
30 CONTINUE 
3oao GO TO 37 
C 
C CONSTANT  PRESSURE BOUNDARY 
C F I N D  SHOCK WAVE ANGLE, PRESSURE R A T I O  ACROSS SHOCK AND QOHNSTREAH 
C HACH NO. 
C 
35 CALL SHOCK(lrALPirTHlrEMEi~EH€2~P2Pl) 
A L P I D = A L P i / o 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
ALPE=ALPI  
A LPZO= ALP 10 
C 
66 
c FIND SHOCK W A V E  ANGLE. PRESSURE arra  AaZass 




P 3 P I = P 3 P Z * P Z P I  
WRITE  (6.1034) 
SWCK 11NO DOWNSTREAH 
W R I T E ( 6 r i 0 l Z l  P2Plrf3P2.P3PirEUEirEME2~ 
W R I T E ( 6 . i O I 3 1   A L P I D I T H I O I A ~ P ~ D ~ T H ~ D  
I L I N E = I L I N E + 6  
I L I N E =  ILI hE+6 
C 






CALL P R F L ( U T U E S l r P X i ~ E ~ E I , l ~ O . 2 ~ Y Y )  
IF(SHORT.EQ.0.J CALL P R I N  ( I C I N E s 3 J  
II=l 
H R I T E ( 6 . i C I 4 )  I1 
I L I N E = I L I N E + 4  
IF(SHORT.EQo1.J GO TO 4000 
WRITE(6r10391 
00 4 0  I=lriOi 
W R I T E I ~ T I O I S )  I . Y Y ( I J  , E H ( I J  ~ U R A T ( I I ~ P T R A T ~ I I r P T R N S ~ ~ ~ ~ T T R A T ~ I 1  
C A L L  F R I N  t I L I N E . 2 )  
I F l I L I N E - 2 )   3 8 9 3 8 . 4 0  
W R I T E ( 6 r i O i L l  XI 
I L I N E = I L I  NE+I  
I L I N E = I L I  hE+4  
CONTINUE 
W ? I T E ( b r l @ 3 9 )  
C DETERMINE  UPSTREAH BOUNDARY LAYER  INTEGRAL  PROPERTIES 
C 
4000 C A L L  FLUX I ~ O ~ T Y Y I ~ , E H E ~ ~ D E L I R )  
HII=(SHFAC-SIGil/ ( T H T T E + ( i . + S I C I l  1 
RETHl=RED  ELl*ODSD 
PRANDL=.72 
PR i3=PRANOL** ( l o /3 .1  
T 3 A R ~ C ~ ~ 5 ~ T W T T E + ~ 2 2 * P R l 3 + ~ ~ S ~ ~ 2 2 ~ ~ R l 3 l / ~ i ~ ~ S I G l ~  
CFLTi=.246+EXP(-i.56i*HIi)*(R€THl**(~~268~)/ 
l ~ ~ T 8 A R T O * ~ i o + S I t l ~ l ~ ~ ~ o 7 9 6 3 1  
WQITE(6 .1016)  O S D ~ D D S D . E L ~ N r 8 L M O N ~ S H F A C ~ H I i ~ C f ~ ~ l ~ C F L T l  
I L I N E  = I L I N E + 6  
DSDI=DSD 
cDsDI=ociso 
WRITE(6 ,1017)   DEL lR .BL f l I *BLHOI  
I l I N E = I L I N E + 3  
1=1 
U T U E 3 A ( I ) = U T U E 3  
F f l l = B L M I  
F H O i = B L l l O I  
F f l O l = F f l O l * ( l . + F E M T )  
F M i = F t f l * ( l . + F E N T )  
J=i  




H R I T E ( 6 r 1 0 3 6 )   L s B L E E D l  
L=2 
W R I T E ( b r l C 3 6 )   L r B L E E D P  
W R I T E 1 6 r 1 0 3 5 )   B L E E O r R 3  
IF ( IZoEQ.1 )   RETURN 
IF(ELOl.LT.0.)  RETURN 
YRS=O. 
IF IA IE!oEQ. Io )  GO TO 500 
I F ( B L E E O I . E Q o O o )  G O  TO 500 
WSA=AES( B L E E D 1 )  *Z .o *F f l l  
CALL I N T 3 P ( W R ~ Y Y ~ W S A r Y Y S ~ l O l J  
C A L L  I N T R P ( Y Y I P H I R ~ Y Y S * P H I S A ~ ~ O ~ )  
YRS=YYS*OELlR 
WRITE(6 r I037 )   WSAsYeSgPHISA 
R3R=I .  
IF (A IB .EQo3o)   RJR=Io -YRS 
C 
C AIB=2  SLOT  SUCTION 
C A I B = 3  SCOOP SUCTION 
C 
c aIB=I POROUS PLATE SUCTION 
5 0 0   I F ( A I E * L E . l . )  BLHCHI=O. 
I F ( A I B o L E o 3 . )   R 3 R - I o  
IF fA IBoGE.E* )   BLHCl l l = -PHISA 
K B = l  
WRITE(6*1038)   KB IBLHOH~ 
I F ( S H O R T o E Q . l * )  GO TO 5 0  
C A L L   P R I N ( I L I N E t 3 J  
W 2 I T E ( 6 r l O l 8 )  
I L I N E = I L I  hE+2 
5 0  GO TO ( S l r 5 1 , 5 1 . 5 5 ) r   I E Z  
C 
C I T E R A T I O N  PROCEOJRE FO? SOLUTION OF CONTINUITY  EQUATION 
C 
5 1  C A L L  I N T R P ( E L 0 2 ~ E f l E 2 S t E L O l A ( 3 ) r E M E 2 t K K )  
C A L L  INTRP(ELOZ~PE2PlrELDlA(J)~P2Pl~KK) 
C A L L  I N T ~ P ( E L D Z r A L P H A * E L D l A ( J ) r A L P Z D t K K J  
ALPZ=ALPZD+.O1745329 
C 
C A L L O W  FOR NON-ZERO F l O H  ANGLE DOWNSTREAMr F L O I R 3  
C 
ALPZ=ALPZ-FLOIRJCoOI745329 
A L P 2 D = A L P Z / o 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
C 
C DETERMINE SHOCK WAVE ANGLE*  PRESSURE  RA7IO ACROSS SHOCK  AND 
C OOWNSTREAII MACH NO. 
c 
CALL S H O C K ( I s A L P 2 r J H 2 ~ E ? i E Z ~ E M E 3 s P 3 P Z )  
P 3 P I = P 3 ? Z + P Z P l  
THZD=THZ/ 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 9  
IF(SHORT.EQ.I.1 G O  TO 55 
W R I T E ( 6 r l O l 2 1  P 2 P i r P 3 P Z r P 3 P l r E H E l r E n E 2 r E H E 3  
I L I N E = I L I h E + 6  
I L I N E = I L I  NE+6 
WRITE(6q1013)  A L P I D ~ T H 1 D ~ A L P 2 D s T H 2 0  
55 R1=2. 
G A H l = ~ G A f l I I A - l o ~ / E o  
68 
R l A = I  tGAHI+Ef lE3+EHE3 
R i B = l o ~ G A ~ l + E ~ E l * E H E i  
R 2 = - 2 o ' P 3 P l * E ~ E 3 + S Q ~ T ( R i A / R l B ~ ~ E H E l  
I F ( A I E o E Q * 3 o )  RZ=RP*R3R+R3R 
R3=BLEED+2o*Ff l I  
I F ( I E P o E Q . 3 )  D 3 1 P = l o - E L D I A (  JJ + T A N ( A L P l )  
IF(IEPoEQ.3oANO.AIBoEQ.3.) D 3 I P = I ~ - Y Y S - E L D I A ( J ) * l A N ~ A L P l )  
I F ( I E Z o L T . 3 )   C A L L  I N T R P ( E L D Z ~ D E L 3 O R ~ E L D l A ~ J ) ~ D E L 3 R P ~ K K )  
I F ( I E 2 . L T o 3 . A N D o A I B . E 0 . 3 . )  OEL3RP=DEL3RP-YRS 
I F  ( I E Z   o L T  3 )  D3 iP=DEL3RP/   CEL lR  
R E D E L 3 ~ R E O E L I * D 3 l ~ * ~ 3 P l ~ ~ E ~ € 3 ~ E f l E l ~ ~ ~ R l A ~ R l 5 ~ ~ * i o 2 6  
SIG3=GAHl*EHE3*EUE3 
S I G M A 3 = S I G 3 / R l A  
SIGS3=SQRT(SIGUA3) 
F S I G 3 = 4 A S I N   ( S I G S 3  1 )  / S I C S 3  
V i d V E 3 = ( T W T T E * 4 I A J * * I o 7 6  
I F ( R E D E L 3 . L f o O o )  RETURN 
P X 3 = ~ 5 + ~ 1 . - U T U E 3 A ( I ) * ~ ~ l ~ / B K ~ * A L O G ( R E D E L 3 * A B S ~ U T U E 3 A 4 1 ~ ~  
l * F S I G 3 / V W V E 3 )  +C) J 
61) C A L L  P R F L ( U T U E J A ( 1 )  r P X 3 r E H E 3 9 P 3 P l r l r Y Y )  
GO TO ( 6 l r 6 1 ~ S l r 6 2 ) r   I E 2  
61 C A L L  I N T X P ( E L D Z I E I Z ~ E L D I A  ( J ) r E I E P R * K K J  
CALL INTRP(ELD2~OEL30RrELDlA(J) rDEL3RqKK) 
IF(SHORT.EQ.Io) G O  TO 6 3  
WRITE (691O32) E L O I A  (J) 9 EIZPR. DECBR 
I L I N E = I L I  k E * l  
C A L L   F R I N ( I L I N E e 2 J  
I F t I L I N E - 2 )   6 1 0 1 6 1 0 ~ 6 2 0  
6 1 0  H R I T E  ( 6 - 1  018) 
I L I N E = I L I N E + E  
6 2 0  G O  TO 63 
62 0 3 1 = 1 o - E L O l A (  J ) + T A N ( A L P I )  
O E L 3 R = D 3 I * D E L l R  
63 CON=OEL3R 
D3PR3=  (DEL3R-YRS)  /R3R 
IF(AIB.EQ.30)   OEL3R=03PR3 
IF4SHORT*EQoOo)   WRITE(6r lOQO)  R3Rr03PR3 
I L I N E = I L I N E + Z  
DEL3R=COH 
F H 3 = B L H I  
FMO3=BLHOI 
E I ~ J ) = R l * F ~ l + R P * F ~ 3 + R 3  
CALL FLUX ( IDl rYYrZ,Ef lE3,DEL3R) 
I F  (SHOSToEQ.1.) GO TO 65 
W R I T E ( 6 ~ l C l 9 )  R l r R 2 r R 3 ~ F N l ~ F H O I ~ F ~ 3 ~ F ~ D 3  
W R I T E ( 6 r l O Z O )  I * U T U E 3 A ( I )  * E Z ( I )  * J I E L D I A ( J ) ~ E I ( J )  
I L I N E = I L I  NE+6 
C A L L  P R I N  ( I L I N E 9 2 )  
I F t I L I N E - 2 )  64964965 
64 H R I T E ( 6 r l O l B )  
I L I N E = I L I h E + Z  
65 TEST=ABS(  E 1 4 J ) )  
I F ( T E S T o L E o 3 o @ 0 0 0 1 )  GO TO 80  
IF(JoGEo2) GO TO 70  
J= 2 
GO TO 50 


















STOP CASE NO CONVERGENCE ON J 
71 W R I T E ( 6 r l O Z l )  
RETURN 
STOP CASE L I D E L 1  LESS THAN 0. 
7 2  W R I T E ( 6 r l C 4 2 )   J * E t D l A ( J ) r I  
RETURN 
I T E R A T I O N  PROCEDURE  FOR SOLUTION  OF  HOHENTUH  EQUATION 




S5=2.+GA~HA+EME3*EflE3+P3Pir l - i . )  
S 6 = G A ~ n A * E H E i + E ~ E l + B L n O H i  
S ? = - 1 *  
TAUiPi=O.   7*CFWWI*EHEl*EHEI 
F U T U E 3 = U T U E 3 A ( I ) * F S I G 3  
CFWH3=2.+FUTUE3*FLTUE3/  (TWTTE*(I.+SIG3)J 
TAU3P1=0.7*CFHW3*EHE3*EnE3rP3Pi  
T A U P l = S T C C E F *   ( T A U i P i t T A U 3 P 1 8  
SB IS THE  SHEAR TERM I N  THE MOMENTUM EQUATION 
SB=2.+TAUPi 'DELiRIELOlA (J) 
RlC=I .+GAHi*EHE2*Ef lE2 
S9 I S  THE  NTRAINflENT TERM I N  THE HOHENTUM E Q U A T I O N  
S 9 = 2 ~ * B L E E D Z C F H 1 ~ C O S ( A ~ P l ~ * E M E i * E M E Z + G A n M A * S Q R T ~ R i B / R l C ~  
T l = 2 . * D E L i R - D E L i ~ * D E L i R  
T 2 = 2 .  *DEL  3R-DEL3R*DEt3R 
I F  I IE2 .EC.3 . )   T l=Z. *OELiR+DELlR*DELlR 
I F  (IE2.EC.3.)  I2=2.*DELJR*OEL3R*OEL3R 
T 3 = P Z P i * (  T i - T 2 ) / 2  
I F ( A I B . E Q . 3 . )   T Z = ( Z . * D 3 P ~ 3 - D 3 P R 3 * 0 3 P R 3 ) * R ~ ~ * R 3 R  
14=0 
IF(AIB.EQ.3.)   T4=2**YKS-Y4S*YRS 
IF(AIB.E3.3.)   S5=S5*R3R*R3R 
I F  ( I E 2 . L T  - 4 )  T 3 = E I Z P R  
EZ~IJ=Sl*Tl+SZ~T21P3Pl+S3*~3+S4*FHOltS52F~O3+S6+S7*~4-S6+S9 
IF(SHORT.EQ.1.) GO TO 8 2  
W R I T E ( 6 r l O Z Z )   S C r S 5 . S 8 r T l r T Z r T 3 r T 4  
W S I T E ( 5 v 1 0 2 3 )  I * U T U i 3 A ( I )  r E 2 l I )  r J r E L D l P ( J l r E l ( J )  
I L I N E = I L I  LE+6 
70 
C A L L  P R I N  ( I L I N E . 2 )  
I F t I L I N E - 2 )  81.81.82 
81 W R I T E ( 6 r l O l B )  
I L I N E = I L I N E + L  
82 TEST =ABS(EE<I )  ) 
IFITEST.LE.0.  O O C O i J  GO TO 1 1 0  
IF (I- 6E.2) GO TO 90 
I = 2  
UTUE3A( I l=0 .9 *UTUE3 
I F < E ~ E l . L T . 2 . 5 . 4 N O . A L P l D ~ ~ T ~ 3 ~ 5 ~  U ~ R ~ r t l + U T U E 3  
GO TO 1 0 0  
U T U E 3 A ( I + l ~ = U T U E 3 A ~ I ) - E 2 o / S L O P E 2  
I = I + l  
I F ( I . E Q . 5 1 )   W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 2 3 )  
I F ( I . E Q . 5 1 )  RETURN 
9 0   S l O P E 2 = ( E Z ( I - l ) - E 2 1 I J   ) / ( U T U E 3 A ( I - l D 1 k e ~ )  
1 0 0   E L D I A ( l ) = E L D I A I J )  
J= I 
GO TO 50 
C 
C SOLUTION TO CONTINUITY AND NOflENTUH  EQUATIONS HAS BEEN  DETERMINED 
C 
I 1 0   U T U E 3 = U T U E 3 A I I J  
E L D l F = E L D l A ( J )  
C 
C DETERMINE DOWNSTREAM  BOUNDARV LAYER  PROFILE  PROPERTIES 
C 




C4LL FRFL [UTUE3rPX3rEML3rF3Pl .2 , rY)  
IF(SH0RT.EQ.U.I C A L L  P R I N ( I L I N E . 3 )  
IF(SH0RT.EQ.J.J   WRITE  (6r lOl .81 
IFLALP1D.EQ.O.) G O  TO I 1 0 0  
W R I T E ( 6 r l U l 2 )  P2PlrP3P2rPJPl~EHEirEMEZrE~E3 
W Q I T E ( 6 w 1 0 1 3 )  A L P 1 D r T H 1 0 1  P L P P O r  TH2D 
1FISHORT.EP.O.J CALL P Z I N ( I L I N E . 3 1  
I I = 3  
W R I T E  ( 6 r 1 0 1 4 )  I1 
WRITE(6,1043)UTUE3rREOEL3.PXJ 
I L I N E = I L f N E + 6  
I F  (SHOST.EQ.1.) GO TO 1200 
H R I T E ( 6 . 1 0 3 9 )  
DO 1 2 0  I=l.lOl 
HRITE16 .1915)  I I Y Y I I )  , E H ( I )  r U R A T ( 1 )  .PTRATII)rPTRNSII)rTTRAT(IJ 
I L I N E = I L I N E + l  
C A L L  P R I N  ( I L I N E r 2 J  
I F l I L I N E - 2 )   1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 ~ 1 2 0  
WRITE (69  1014)  I1 
I L I N E = I L I L E + 4  
CONTINUE 
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 3 9 )  
C DETERMINE OOHNSTREAH  BOUNDARY LAYER  INTEGRAL  PROPERTIES 
c 
1200  IF(AIB.EQ.3.1  OEF3R=D3PR3 
CALL FLUX 1 lU l rYY.2rEME3,0EL3RI  
FUTUE3=UTUE3+FSIG3 
CFWd3=2.*FUTUE3+FUTUE3/   (TWTTE+( l .+SIG3))  
H 1 3 = ( S H F A C - S I G 3 ) / ( T W T ~ € * ( l ~ t S I G 3 ) )  
71 
RETH3=REDEL3+DOSD 
T B A R T O ~ o 5 + T W T T E + ~ 2 2 + P R l 3 + ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ Z 2 ~ ~ R l 3 ~ / f l ~ t S I G 3 ~  , 
CFLT3=o246+EXP(-1.56iCHI3)+IRETH3*+(-.268) ) /  
I ( ~ T B A R T O + ( l . + S I G 3 ) ) * ~ 0 ~ 7 9 6 3 )  
W E I T E ( 6 ~ 1 0 1 6 )  O S D ~ D D S D ~ B L ~ N ~ ~ L H O N ~ S H F A C ~ H I 3 ~ C F W ~ 3 ~ C F L T 3  
IF(AIBoEQ.3.)  DEL3R=D3PR3+R3R 
HRITE(6 .1317)   DEL~RIBLHI IBLHOI  
I L I K E = I L I K E + 3  
0 3 I = D E L 3 Q / D E L l R  
D S3I=OSD+ 03 l / D S D I  
DOS 3 l=DO SDVJ31/DOSDl  
H R I T E ( 6 r 1 0 2 4 )   D 3 l r O S 3 1 ~ D D S 3 I ~ E L D l F  
I F I A I B o E Q o J . )   H R I T E ( 6 * 1 0 4 1 )   Y R S 9 D 3 P R 3 r R Z R  
RETURN 
I 0 0 0   F C R f l A T ( 7 F l 0 . 6 )  
IGl F O R H A T ( I H G / I O X ~ 3 5 H S O L U T I O N  FOR A X I A L L Y  SYMMETRIC  FLOH) 
1012 F O R H A T ( 1 H   / I O X I ~ O H ~ O U N O A ~ Y   L A Y E R  EDGE CONDITIONS/ /  
I I ! I X 9 8 H P 2 / P I   r F l C . 6 * 5 X ~ 8 H P 3 / P 2  = . F l 0 . 6 * 5 X * 8 H P 3 / P l  = *F i0 .6 /  
210X.5HHl = rFl0.6.8X.5HM2 = * F 1 0 0 6 r 8 X * 5 H M 3  = , F 1 0 0 6 )  
1013  FORUAT( lHO/ lOX.3ZHSHOCU AND FLOW DEFLECTION  ANGLES// lOX* 
I I E H I N C I D E N T  SHOCK .5X*BHALPHA = * F l C o 6 r B H  DEGREESI~X. 
EBHTHETA = rFIJ.6.8H  DfGKEES/1OX~l5HREFLECTED  SHOCKI~XIBHALPHA = 9 
3F10.6*8H DECREES. SXIBHTHETA = r F l C 0 6 * 8 H  DEGREES) 
1014   FGRf lAT( iH0r   9X*35H80UNUARV  LAYER  PROFILE DATA  STATION. 13) 
1015  FORUAT(1H  r6X.13rhF14.6)  
1 0 1 6  F C R H A T ( I H O / I O X ~ I 4 H D E L S T A R ~ D € L  = . F l 4 o 6 ~ 4 X ~ l O H H O H / D E L  = 9 
lFl4o6/1DX~26HNON-GIMENSI~N4L UASS  FLUX = rFIO.6/ 
21!lK.32HNON-DIHENSIONAL HOMENTUH FLUX = * F I O a 6 / 1 0 X *  
Zl5HSHAPE  FACTOR = ~ F 1 G . 6 ~ 5 X ~ 3 0 H I N C O H P R E S S I B L E  SHAPE  FACTOR = r 
4 F I O . ~ / ~ ~ X I ~ ~ ~ C F ~ H A L L - W A U E )  = rFIO.6 .5X~ZZHCF(LUDWEIG  T ILLHAN!  = 
5F10.6) 
1 0 1 7   F O Q H A T ( 1 H  r SX*BHOEL/R = ~ F I O O ~ / I @ X . ~ I H B O L .  HASS  INTEGRAL = 9 
l F l 0 0 6 / 1 0 X ~ 2 5 H 3 o L o  MOMENTUM INTEGRAL = r F l D . B / )  
IO18 FGRf lAT I lHOt  9Xv42H2ESULTS OF ITERATION FOR UTUE+3 AND L / D E L l )  
1 0 1 9  FORUAT( lHO* 9 X 9 5 H R i  = r F 1 0 0 6 9 6 X r S H R 2  = r F 1 0 . 6 r 5 X 9 5 H R 3  = *F10.6/ 
110X16HFMl  = *F lO .h*5X*7HFMOI  = ~ F 1 0 0 6 / 1 0 X ~ 6 H F f l 3  = rF10.695X. 
27HFM03 = rF10.6)  
1 0 2 0  FGRHAT(1H 9 9 X * 4 H I  = r I3 .3X*9HUTUE*3 = r F 1 9 . 6 * 5 X * 5 H E Z  = rFIO.6/ 
1 1 0 X 1 3 H J   = , 1 4 r S X * 7 H L / O I  = r F 1 0 . 6 * 5 X r 5 H E l  = rFlC.6) 
1021   FCRMAT( lHO*   6Xe19HNO CONVERGENCE ON J J  
1022   FORHAT(1HCr   9X95HS4 = r F 1 0 0 6 * 5 X * 5 H S 5  = .Fl0.6.5X.5HS8 = r F 1 0 0 6 /  
l l d X 1 5 H T 1  = r F 1 0 0 6 r 5 X r 5 H T 2  = r F l Q o 6 r 5 X s 5 H T 3  = * F i 0 . 6 * 5 X * 5 H T C  = 9 
2 F10.6) 
1023 F O R f l A T I l H O *   6 X * 1 9 H N O  CONVERGENCE ON I) 
1 0 2 4   F C R M A T ~ i H O / I O X ~   1 2 H D E L 3 / D E L l  = F l J o 6 / l G X .  
I Z ~ H D E L S T A R J / D E L S T A R i  = ~ F i O o 6 / 1 0 X ~ 1 2 H H O U 3 / f l 3 H i  = +F lC .b / / IOXr  
2 9 H L / D E L I  = * F 1 0 o 6 )  
1 0 2 5  FORMAT ( L H O / ~ O X I ~ ~ H B O U N D A R Y   L A Y E R  EDGE STREAYLINE  DATA//  
I 9 X + l H K r  B X ~ ~ H X / X O ~ ~ ~ X I ~ H R / R O ~ ~ ~ X , ~ H U ~ € ~ ~ ~ X ~ ~ H P E ~ P ~ ~  
2 9X*SHALPHA/ / )  
1 0 2 6   F C R t I A T I l H   r 6 X r I 3 r 5 F 1 4 . 6 3  
1 0 2 7  F O R H A T ( l H O / l O X ~ 3 4 H C O N X C A L  FLOH  STREAMLINE  INPUT  DATA// 
I 9X*IHK*9X*   ~HPHI . IOXI~HALPHA,   9X13Ht42E1  BX,5HPE2Pl / / )  
1 0 2 8   F O R M A T ( 1 H   r 6 X . 1 3 r k F l 4 0 6 )  
1 0 2 9  F O R M A T ( l H O / l O X ~ 2 5 H C O N V E R T E D  STREAMLINE  DATA// 
I 9 X ~ l H U ~ 8 X ~ 4 H X / X O ~ l O X I 4 H R / R O I I O X . 4 H R S / R I  9 X * 6 H L / D E l I *   8 X * 6 H D E L J / R  
2. IOX*3HX/  R//) 
72 
1030 FCRHAT(lHO/lOX.3lHSUHHARY OF  EDGE STREAULINE  DATA//  
1- 9 X ~ 1 H U ~ L X ~ 4 H X / X O r l O X I 4 H R / R O I  B X * k H R S I R *  7x1 
2 6 H L / C E L l r   7 X r 6 H O E L 3 I R r   B X r 3 H H 2 E .   7 X 9 5 H P E 2 P i r  7x9 
3 5 H ( I I E 2 r   7 X * S H A L P H A / / J  
l L 3 1  FORMAT( I H   * 6 X r I 3 * 9 F 1 2 . 6 1  
1 0 3 2  F C R f l A T l I H  r l O X r 9 H L I D E L l  = rF14. 6 9 5 x 1  B H ( I l E 2  = r F 1 4 0 6 r S X r  
l B H D E L 3 R  = rF14.6)  
1033 F CRHAT(1H 96X113r 6F14.63 
1034 F C R N A T ( l H O / I O X r 3 8 H C O N S f A N T  PRESSURE BOUNDARY I N  REGION 21 
1035 FORHAT(1H 9 X ~ 1 9 H ~ H ~ B L E E D / ~ H l B a L ~  = r F l O a 6 /  
i l O X ~ l 9 H I H l B L E E D / ( ~ ) D U C T  eF10.6) 
1 0 3 6  F O R H A T ( 1 H  9x9 8H (MI B L E E D , I l r  l l H /  (HI B.L. = rF1O-6. 
1 2 0 H  ( B L E E D   P O S I T I V E   I N ) )  
1 0 3 7   F O R H A T ~ l H O / l O X ~ 6 H Y S A  = *F10.6*5X*6HYRS = + F 1 0 . 6 * 5 X * 8 H P H I S A  = 9 
l F 1 0 - 6 3  
1038 FCRMAT(lHOI  9XIbOHMOtliNTUt4  FLUX  ASSOCIATED  WITH B a L I  BLEED* I l r  
1 3 H  = r F 1 4 . 6 r 1 4 H   ( P O S I T I V E   I N 1 1  
1039 FORMAT(lHO* 
1 9 X ~ l H I ~ 8 X ~ l H Y ~ l 4 X ~ l H n r l 2 X . 4 H U / U E ~  S X * 6 H P T / P T l r   6 X r l C H P T ( N S ) / P T l r  
2 EX. 6 H T T / T T l / / )  
1040 F C R H A T ( l H O * I J X r 7 H R 3 / R  = *Fl0.6,5X. iZHDEL3PR/R3 = rF10.61  
1041   FCRt IAT( lH3r   BX*2BHSCOOP CASEISCOOP  HEIGHTIR = rF1016.5X. 
l l Z H D E L 3 P R / R 3  = r f  10.6*5X*7HR3/R = r F i O o 6 J  
191.2 FORt IAT( lHO/   6X* l7HSTOP CASE L / O E L l ( r I 3 r 4 H l  = r F l O a 6 * 5 X * 4 H I  = 9131 
1043 F O R M A T ( l H O ~ l O X ~ 9 H U T U E ~ 3  = *F10.6*5X*9HREDEL3 = r E 1 4 0 6 * 5 X r  






SUBROUTINE A N O S ~ U T U E S ~ I U T U E ~ ~ R E D E L ~ ~ P X ~ ~ D ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ E ~ I ~ ~  
A X I A L L Y  S Y M M E T R I C  FLOW ANALYSIS  BLEED  UITH NO SHOCK WAVE 
DIHENSION TTRAT(EO0) rPTRAT(2UO) r P T R ~ S ( 2 0 C J ~ U R A T ( 2 ~ O ) ~ E H ~ Z O O l  
DIMENSION E l ( l O O 1  E 2 ( 1 P O J + O E L 3 0 R ( l O C )   U T U E 3 A ( l U O ) r   Y Y ( 2 O O I  
DIMENSION W R ( Z O O J  * P H I R  ( 2 0 0 1  
c o n n o N  T T R A T  P T R A T  , PTRNS URAT * 
1 EM * UR * P H I R  , 
2 
3 
SHORT BLEED1  BLEED2 BLEED 
4 BLUN BLf lON  BLMI  r B L f l O I  
5 0 SD r DDSD BY r E Y E 1  
6 
9 SHFAC 
SIC1 S I G H A I   S I G S l  F S I G l  V W V E l  
7 CFWWl r C r STCOEF 
A I B  TUTTE GAMMA 9 T H l O  * 
READ  DATA  CARD 6 
REAO(5r IOOO)   OEL lR  
C 4 L L   P R I N   ( I L I N E . 3  1 
W R I T E ( 6 r l O l l I  
DETERHINE  UPSTREAfl  BOUNDARY LAYER  PROFILE  PROPERTIES 
37 CALL P R F L I U T U E S l r P X 1 ~ E H E 1 r l ~ O ~ 2 ~ Y Y ~  




W 9 I T E ( 6 r l 0 1 4 )  I1 
I L I N E = I L I   h E + 4  
IF (SHORToEQo1o)  G O  TO 4 0 0 0  
WRITE (6,1039) 
00 40 I=l,iOl 
H R I T E ( 6 r l O l 5 )  I . Y ~ ( I ) ~ E M f I ) . U R A T ( I ) . P T R A T [ I ) . P T R N S ( I ~ r T T ~ A T ( I )  
I L  I N E = I L I  h E t i  
C A L L  F R I N  [ I L I N E , Z l  
I F t I L I N E - 2 )  38*38r40 
38 W F i I T E 1 6 r l O l 4 )  I1 
I L I N E = I L I N E t Q  
WRITE  (6,1039) 
40   CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERflINE  UPSTREAH BOUNDARY LAYER  INTEGRAL  PROPERTIES 
C 




PR13=PRANCL** I l o /3o )  
T ~ A R T O ~ ~ S * ~ W T T E + o Z Z ~ P R l 3 t ~ o S ~ o ~ 2 * P ~ l 3 J ~ ~ l o ~ S I G l J  
C F L T l ~ ~ 2 4 6 * E X P I ~ 1 ~ 5 6 1 + H I I ) C ( R E T H l * ~ l ~ o 2 6 8 ~ ~ ~ /  
l ~ ~ T B A R T O * I l o + S I G 1 ~ ~ * * O o 7 9 6 3 ~  
W R I T E ( 6 r 1 0 1 6 )  D S O ~ D D S D ~ B L M N ~ B L f l O N ~ S H F A C . H I I . C F H n l r C F L T l  
I L I N E   = I L I N E + 6  
DSDl=OSO 
DOSDl=OOSO 
W R I T E ( 6 r l O i 7 )   0 E L l R . B L f l I r B L H O I  
I L I N E = I L I N E t 3  
1=1 




UEL30R(J )=D322O*DEL lR  
R3=BLEED+ 2. * F H l  
L = l  
W R I T E ( 6 , 1 0 3 6 J   L I B L E E 0 1  
c= 2 
H R I T E ( 6 9 1 0 3 6 )  LIBLEEDZ 
WRITE (69 10351 BLEEOI R 3  
I F ( I Z o E Q . 1 )  RETURN 
Y RS=O 
IF(A1B.EQ.i.) G O  TO 5 0 0  
IFfBLfED1oEQoO.) GO TO 500 
WSA=AES(BLEEDI) *Zo+Ff l l  
C d L L  I ~ T R P ~ H R ~ Y Y ~ W S 4 r Y Y S . 1 0 1 )  
Y RS=Y Y S*U E L l R  
C A L L   I N T K P t  Y Y  ~ P H I R ~ Y Y S , P H I S A I I O I I  
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 3 7 )  U S A  .YRS,PHISA 
R3R=l. 
74 
IF(AIB.EQ.3.)  R3R=I.-YRS 
C 
C A I B = I  POROUS PLATE  SUCTION 
C A I k 2  SLOT  SUCTION 
C A I B = J  SCOOP SUCTION 
C 
500 IF(AIB.LE.1.) BLHGHI=O. 
IF(AIE.GE.2.)   BLHOHI=-PHISA 
K e = l  
WSITE ( 6 9  1 0 3 8 )  K E I  eLMOH1 
IF(SHORT.EQ.1.) G O  TO 5 0  
C A L L  P R I N  t I L I N E . 3 8  
W R I T E ( 6 r l O l B )  
I L I N E = I L I  h E + 2  
C 
C I T E R d T I O N  PROCEOURE FOR SOLUTION O F  CONTINUITY  EQUATION 
C 
50 R1=2m 
G OHl= (GAMMA-1  1 /2 
RZ=-2 
IF(AIB.EP.3.)  RZ=RZ*R3R*R3R 
P3=BLEEO*Z.'FHI 
60  DEL3RP=OEL30R(J)  






S I G M A 3 = S I G 3 / ( 1 . + S I G 3 J  
V W V E 3 = ( T W T T E ' ( i . + S I G 3 ) ~ * * 1 . 7 6  
P X 3 ~ ~ 5 + ~ 1 ~ ~ U T U E 3 A ~ I ~ r o C A L O G ( R E O E L 3 ~ A B S ~ U T U E 3 A ~ 1 J J  
I L F S I G ? / V W V E 3 ) + C J l  
DfL3R=OEL30R(  J) 
CON=OEL3R 
D3PR3=  (DEL3R-YRS)  /R3R 
C A L L  F R F L ( U l U E 3 A ( I )  r P X 3 * E M E 3 r P 3 P i t l r Y Y )  
IF(AIB.EQ.3.)   DEL3R=03PR3 
IF(SHORT.EQ.O.3 W F I T E 1 6 r l O C U )   R 3 R r O 3 P R 3  




E I ( J ) = R 1 * F M I + P Z * F M 3 + R 3  
CALL FLUX(lOlrYY~ZrEME3rDEL3R) 
IF(SHORT.EQ.1.) G O  TO 65 
W R I T E ( 6 * l C I 9 )  R l r 9 Z . R 3 , F M l r F H O I r F M 3 r F H 0 3  
W 2 I T E l 6 * l C 2 0 )  I * U T U E 3 A ( I J  * E Z ( I )  r J * D E L 3 0 R ( J ) r E l ( J J  
I L I N E = I L I R E + 6  
C A L L  F R I N  ( I L I N E I Z )  
I F t I L I N E - 2 )   6 4 , 6 4 9 6 5  
6'4 WRITE  (69 I C l 8 )  
I L I N E = I L I K E + 2  
65 T E S T = P B S ( E l ( J ) )  
I F ( T E S T ~ l E ~ C ~ O O O C 1 )  GO TO B O  
IF(J.GE.2) GO T O  7 0  
J=2 
75 
D E L 3 0 R ( J ) = 0 0 9 L O E L f O S l i )  
GO TO 60 
D E L 3 0 R ~ J + l ~ = D E L 3 0 R f J ~ - E l ~ J ~ ~ S L O P E l  
J=J+l 
GO TO 60 
7 0  S L O P E l = ( E I ( J - I ) - E l ( J )   ) / ( D E L 3 0 R (   J - l ) - D E L 3 0 R < J ) )  
I F ( J o E P o S 1 )  GO TO 71 
C 
C STOP CASE NO CONVERGENCE ON J 
C 
7 1  WRITE 1 6 9  1 0 2 1 )  
RETURN 
C 
C I T E R A T I O N  PROCEDURE FOR SOLUTION OF HOHENTUM EQUATION 
C 










IF(AIB.EQo3. )  S5=S5+R3R1R3R 
S ~ = B L H O H ~  
E 2 ~ I ~ = S l C T l + S 2 + T 2 ~ P 3 P i + S 3 + T 3 + S 3 ~ T 3 + S 4 ~ F M O l ~ S 5 * F M O 3 + S 6 t S 7 * T 4  
IFISHORT.EQ.1.) GO TO 8 2  
W ~ I f E ( 6 r 1 0 2 2 J   S i t r S 5 r T l t T 2 r T 3 r T 4  
H R I T E ( b ~ l O 2 0 ~  I * U T U E 3 A ( I )  r E 2 t I )  r J r D E L 3 0 R ( J l r E I ( J )  
I L I N E = I L I K E t 6  
CALL P R I N  ( I L I N E r E I  
I F ( 1 L I N E - 2 )   8 1 r 8 1 r 8 2  
61  WSITE ( 6 r 1 ~ i ~ )  
I L I N E = I L I N E + Z  
8 2  T E S T   = A E S ( E 2 ( I t )  
IF(TEST.LE.O.OOF01) GO T O  1 1 0  
I F ( I o G E o 2 )  GO T O  90 
1=2 
U T U € 3 A ( I ) = O o 9 * U T U E 3  
G O  TO 1 0 0  
U T U E 3 A ~ I + l ) = U T U E 3 A ( I ) - E Z I I ) / S L O P E 2  
I=I+l 
I F ( I ~ E Q . 5 1 )   H S I T E 1 6 r l 0 2 3 )  
I F ( I o E Q . 5 1 )  RETURF! 
9 0  S L O P E 2 = ( E Z ( I - I ) - E i ( I ) ) /  ( U T U E 3 A ( I - l ) - U T U E 3 A ( I ) )  
100 D E L 3 0 R ( I ) = D E L 3 0 R ( J )  
J= l  
GO TO 60 
C 
C SOLUTION T O  CONTINUITY AND HC~IENTUH  EQUATIONS  HAS  BEEN  OETERMINEO 
C 
C 
C DETERMINE DOWNSTREAM BdUNDARY LAYER  PROFILE  PROPEI~TIES 
c 
llf! U T U E J = U T U E 3 A l I )  
76 
CALL PRFLtUTUE3rPX3rEHE3pP3Pl*Z*YY)  
I F ( S H C R T o E Q o U o )   C A L L   P R I N ( I L I N E m 3 1  
W S I T E ( 6 r l O l B )  
i 1 0 0  I I = 3  
W R I T E ( 6 r l O l 4 )  I1 
W ? I T E ( 6 * l C 4 3 ) U T U E 3 ~ R € D E L 3 * P X 3  
I L I N E = I L I  NE+6 
IF(SHCRToEQ.1.) GO TO 1 2 0 0  
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 3 9 )  
DO 1 2 0  I=lrlOi 
W C ! I T E ( 6 r l C l S )   I . Y Y ( I ) + E f l ( I )  r U R A T I I ) r P T R A T t I ) . P T R N S ( I ) . T T R A T ( I )  
I L I N E = I L I N E + I  
CALL  PRIN ( IL INE.2 )  
I F ( I L 1 N E - E )  l l l r l i l ~ i 2 0  
ill WRITE (69  1014)  I1 
I L I k E = I L I N € + b  
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 3 9 )  
120  CONTINUE 
C 
C DETERHINE OOWNSTSEAH BOUNDARY LAYER  INTEGPAL  PROPERTIES 
C 
1 2 0 0   I F ( A I B ~ E Q o 3 . )   D E l 3 R = D 3 P R 3  
CALL FLUX(lOlrYY~ZrEHE3,DEL3R) 
FUTUE3=UTUE3*FSIG3 
CFWH3=2.*FUTUE3+FUTUE3/ ( T W T T E * ( l o t S I G 3 ) )  
HI3=(SHFAC-SIG31/(TWTTE'(lg+SIG3) 1 
RETH3=REDEL3+DOSD 
T B A R T O = . S + T W T T E + . 2 2 + P R l 3 + ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ 2 Z ~ P R 1 3 ) / 1 l o + S I G 3 ~  
CFLT3=.246*EXP(-1.56l+HI3~'(RETH3+*(-.266))/ 
l ( ( T B A R T O + I l . + S I G 3 ) ) * ~ ~ . 7 9 6 3 )  
W R I T E ( 6 9 1 0 1 6 )  DSD.ODSD.BLMN~BLMON.SHFACIHI3rCFWW3,CFHW3,CFLT3 
IF(AIBoEQ.3.)   OEL3R=03PR3*R3R 
W K I T E ( 6 r l C 1 7 )   D E L Z R ~ B L H I I B L H O I  
I L I  K E = I L I  NE+3 
031=OEL35 /DEL lR  
DS31=DS0*031 /0SOl  
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 2 4 )  D31,OS31rDOS31 
IF(AIB.EQ.3.) WRITE(6,10411 Y R S I D ~ P R ~ ~ R ~ R  
oris ~~=ODSD*D~I/DDSDI 
RETURN 
1 0 0 0   F O Q f l A T < 7 F l O o 6 )  
lC11 F O S # A T < l H G / 1 O X r 3 5 H S O L U T I O ~  FOR A X I A L L Y  SYMMETRIC FLOW) 
1014  FCSMAT(1HOt  9Xv35HBOUNOARY  LAYER  PROFILE  DATA  STATIONqIJJ 
1015 F O R f l A T f l H   1 6 X 9 1 3 9 6 F 1 4 . 6 )  
1 0 1 6  F O ~ M A T C l H 3 / 1 0 X ~ l 4 H D ~ L S T A K / D E L  = r F l . 4 . 6 ~ 4 X ~ l O H H O M / D E L  = 9 
lFl4~6/1@X~28HNON-DIMENSIONAL HASS FLUX = *F lOo6/  
2 I C X I 3 2 H N O N - D I M E ~ S I O N A L  MOMENTUM FLUX = rF lC .6 /10X.  
315HSHAPE  FACTOR = rFlC.6~5X.30HINCOMPZESSIBLE SHAPE  FACTOR = 
& F l O o E / I O X ~ l 6 H C F ( W A L L - H A K f )  = r F l P o 6 , 5 X , Z ~ H G F ( F U D W E I G   T I L L H A N )  = 9 
5F10.6) 
llr17 FCRMAT(1H 9 SXrBHDEL/R = ~ F l 0 . 6 / 1 C X 1 2 l H ~ . L ~  MASS  INTEGRAL = 
IF10.6/13X,25HB.L. MOMENTUM INTEGRAL = rFl iJ.6) 
1018  FORHATI lHG.  SXI~EHRESULTS O F  I T E R A T I O N  FOR UTUE'3 AND DEL3/R) 
1019 FCRMA?( lHO* 9X.SHR1 = ,F10.6*6X*5HRZ = *F3.0.6*5X.5Hi33 = rFlO.6/ 
l i O X . 6 H F M l  = .F1@.6.5X.7HFM01 = rF l0 .6 /10X.6HFH3 = .F10.6,5X1 
2 7 H F f l 0 3  = 9F10.6) 
1 0 2 0   F O R H A T t l H   9 X r 4 H I  = .13r3X.9HUTUE13 = v F l O . 6 r 5 X r S H E E  = r F l O o 6 /  
77 
SUBROUTINE SHOCK( ISHIALP,TH,EHXIENY*PRAT) 
C SUBROUTINE T O  CALCULATE CHANGES I N   P R O P E R T I E S  PCROSS AN  OBLIQUE 
C SHOCK HAVE 
DIMENSION T T R A T ~ 2 3 0 J ~ P T R A T ~ 2 O C ~ + P T R N S ( 2 C O ~ ~ U R A l ~ Z O O ~ ~ E M ~ Z O O ~  
D I M E N S I O N   A C ( 4 ) r   W R ( 2 6 0 ) *   P H I R ( Z O 0 )  
COMMON TTRAT  PTRAT 1 PTRNS 1 URAT * 
I En W R  P H I R  9 
2 SHORT I B L E E D 1  I BLEED2 BLEED 
3 A I B  TWTTE GAMMA 1 THlD 1 
4 BLHN BLHON * B L H I  1 B L H O I  1 
5 0 so 1 DDSO BK E Y E 1  * SHFAC 9 
6 S I G I  S IGMA1 9 SIGSl  F S I G I  1 V H V E I  
7 C F H H l  9 C 1 STCOEF 
Gl=EMX+EMX 
GZ=GI*GI  
I F t I S H - 1 )   1 0 1 1 0 1 2 0  
C 
C DETERMINE' SHCCK WAVE ANGLE 
C 
1 0  G 3 = ( G l + 2 0  ) / G I  
G 4 = ( 2 o * G l + l o ) / G 2  
G S ~ ~ G A H f l A t l ~ ~ + ~ G A ~ H ~ + I . , / 4 . + o / t l  




A C ( 4 ) = 1 .  
c 
C F I N D  ROOTS OF CUBIC  EQUATION I N   ( S I N ( T H € T A ) ) + + ?  
C 
78 
CALL  CUBIC(AC.2) 
ROOT=SQRl(ZB 
IF(R0OT-1.)  12.12111 
C 
C ERROR E X I T  I F  SIN(THETA8  GkEATER THBI) t-l 
C 
11 W R I T E ( 6 ~ l ~ l O )  ROOT 




C DETERMINE  PRESSURE  RATIO ACROSS SHOCK AND  OWNSTREAH  ACH NO. 
C 
20 GAHl=GAHH A + l o  
GAH2=GAHHA-l. 
GAH3=GAHl*GAHl 
Z=SIN  (TH) + * E .  
P R A T = ( Z . * C A M H A * G l * Z - G A ~ 2 ) / G A H l  
A N U ~ ~ G A H 3 * G E * Z ~ 4 ~ * ~ G l * Z ~ l o ~ * ~ G A ~ H A * G l ~ Z + l ~ ~  








SUBROUTINE F L U X ( K , Y ~ I N O I C ~ E M E ~ O E L R )  
SUBROUTINE  TO  CALCULATE MASS AND HOHENTUH FLUX  OF B.L. 
ALSO  CALCULATES  DISPLACEMENT AND flOHENTUfl  THICKNESSES 
INDIC= I   TWO-DI f lENSIONAL FLOW 
= Z  A X I A L L Y  SYMMETRIC FLOW ON COWL 
=3 P X I A L L Y  SYMHETRIC FLOW O N  CENTERBODY 
DIHENSION TTRAT(ZO0)  *PTRAT(ZOOl  rPTRNS(230)  ~URAl42GO) rE t l (ZOO)  
D IHENSION Y(23O)rVY(20C)rBLnR(200) r B L M O R ( Z C 0 )  r B L H I R ( 2 0 0 )  
O I M E N S I O N  F M O I R ( 2 0 0 ) r Y R ( 2 C O ) r W R ( 2 0 0 ) r  PHIR(ZO0) 
COflMON TTRAT  PTRAT 9 PTRNS . URAT . 
I E H  . WS 9 P H I R  s 
2 SHOiZT 9 B L E E C I  9 BLEED2 . BLEED 9 
3 A IB TWTTE 9 GAHHA 9 T H l O  . 
4 
5 
BLHN 9 BLHON r B L H I  1 B L H O I  
0 SO 9 DDSD BK 
6 
9 € H E 1  9 SHFAC 9 
S I G l  s S I G H A I  9 S I C S 1  F S I G l  9 VWVEl 
7 cFwni . c 9 STCOEF 
0 0  1 0 0 - 1  = IrK 
PRAT=l.  
TTOl= l .+ (GAHHA- I .   ) *EMI I ) *EH l I ) /Z .  
T T O T E = l . + ( G A M H A - l o ) * € M E * E ~ E / 2 ~  
T O T E = T T O T E * T T R A T ( I l / T T O T  
RHRAT=PRAT/TOTE 
GO TO (13 r20.3U) r I N D I C  
THO-CIMENSIONAL FLOW 
10 BLHR( I )=RHRAT*URAT( I )  
BLHOR(I)=BLHR(I)*URAT~II 
IF(URAT(I ) .LE.O.)   BLHORII )=-BLMOR(I)  
79 
Y Y  ( I ) = Y ( I )  
G O  TO 100 
C 
C A X I A L L Y  SYf lNETRfC FLCW ON COHL 
c 
20 B L f l R ( I ) = R H R A T * U R A I < I J  
U L ~ O R < 1 ~ ~ 6 L ~ R ~ I ~ * U R A T ( I I  
IF (URPT( I ) .LE .O. I   dLHOR( I )= -BLHOR( IJ  
Y Y ( I l = Y ( I )  
Y R ( I ) = Y Y ( I ) * O E L R  
B L H I R ~ I ~ ~ B L M R ~ I ~ * ~ I ~ - Y R ( I ) )  
8 ~ O I R ~ I ~ ~ B L H O R ~ I ~ + ~ I . - Y R ( I ) )  
G O  TO 100 
C 
C A X I A L L Y  SYMMETRIC FLOW ON CENTERBODY 
C 
30 G O  TO 100  
1bO CONTINUE 
G O  T O  ~ 1 1 0 ~ 1 2 0 ~ 1 3 0 J ~ I N O I C  
C 
C THO-CIHE  NSIONAC FLOW 
c 
I I U  
115 
C 
DO 115 1 Z l . K  
C A L L   I N T E G ~ I ~ Y Y ~ B L H R ~ A R E A I )  
CALL  INTEG[I~YY.BLHOR.AREA21 
WR(1) = A R E A 1  









C SUBROUTINE T O  CALCULATE  DISTRIBUTIONS OF FROPERTIES 
C FOR BOUNDARY LAYER  WITH WALL-WAKE VELOCITY PROFILE 
DIMENSION TTRAT(ZO9)  rPTRAT(2OO) tPTRNS(Z70)  ~URAT<200) tEM(ZDO)  
OI f fENSION Y Y  ( 2 0 0 )  9WRtZOOJ T PHIR(2OO) 
COMNON TTSAT 9 PTRAT t PTRNS 9 U R A l  9 
1 EM T UR T P H I R  
2 
3 A I B  B TWTTE t GAMMA t T H l O  
4 BLHN t BLHON t B L M I  9 BLUOX 9 
5 DSD t DOSO T BK t €ME1 t SHFAC 
6 S I C 1  t S I G M A 1  t S I C S 1  T f S I G 1  t YWVEl 9 
7 CFWWl t C T STCOEF 
SHORT t B L E E D 1  t BLEED2 9 BLEED 
COMMON /UWU/AIDO 
P I = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 7  
EXPZ=GAMnA/(GAM~A- lo )  
EXP3=1./ ( G A M M A - 1 . 1  
G A l t l = ( G A H M A - l o ) / 2 o  




S I G G 3 = A S I N ( S I G G l )  
TTRAT( l )=TWTTE 
EM( l )=Oo 
Y Y ( l ) = O *  
P T R A T ~ l ~ ~ ~ l ~ / ~ l ~ + G A H l * E M E l ~ E M € l ~ ~ * * E X f 2 * P K P l  
PrRNS (I) = P T R A T ( l )  
DO 1 0 0  I=P9101 
A I=I- 1 
Y Y f I ) = A I / l O O o  
Y A A = S C R f ( l . - Y Y ( I ) + * A I D D )  
A L G = A L O G ( Y Y ( I ) J + 2 ~ * ~ Y A A ~ A L O G ~ l o + Y A A ~ ~ ~ A I O D  
URAT(I)=SIGG21SIN(SIGG3-SIGG3*PX* ( l o + C O S f P I z Y Y L I ) )  ) +  
S I G f l A = G A f l l ~ G i / t l o + G A M 1 4 G l )  
S I G G E = l o / S I G G l  
U R A T ( l ) = O o  
l(lo/BK)*UTUEST*SIGG3*ALG) 
T T S A T ( I ) = T W T T E + ( I . - T W r T E ) + A B S ( U R A ~ ~ I ) ~  
U 2 = U R A T ( I ) + U R P T ( I )  
E H ~ I ~ ~ S Q R T ~ U Z / ~ ~ l ~ / G l + G A ~ l ~ 4 ~ T R A l ~ I ~ ~ G A H l ~ U 2 ~ ~  
I F ( U R A T ( 1 ) o L E o O o J   E M ( I ) = - l o * E M ( I )  
I F ( I 0 P T - 1 )   1 0 0 ~ 1 @ 0 t 2 0  
C 
C CALCULATION OF TOTAL  PRESSURE  DOWNSTREAfl O F  NOSMAL SHOCK 
c 
20 P f S A T ~ I 1 ~ ~ ~ l ~ + G A M l + E n o + E H ( I ~ ) / ( I . + C A n l * E ~ E l ~ E ~ € l ~ ~ ~ * E X P Z * f ~ P l  
I F ( E H f I ) - l o J  4 0 . 4 0 9 5 0  
4@ PJRNS (I1 =PTRAT (I) 
GO T O  109 
5 0  PTRNS (I)= (GAtlZ*EM (I) * E M 4 1 ) / 2 . / (  l o + G A t i l * 3 l E l ~ E H E l )   ) + * E X P 2 * ( G A H E /  
I ( 2 o * G ~ H H A * E H ( I ) * ~ ~ ( I ) - G A M 3 ~ ) ~ ~ E X P 3 ~ P K P l  
1@ 0 CONTINUE 
REfURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE  XNTRP(XtY*XX.YYtN) 
81 
C L I N E A R   I h T E R P O L A T I O N  
OIHENSION X12OOJ+Y (200 )  
DC 30 I = l t N  
I F  (XX-X[ I) J 10 , 20 9 3 0  
10 K = I - l  





20 Y Y = Y t I )  
30  CONTINUE 
SUBROUTINE C U Q I C ( C s Z 1  
C SUBRGUTINE TO DETESHINE ROOTS OF A CUBIC  EQUATION 
c NASA. AYES RESEARCH  CENTER,  YOFFETT FIELO9 C A L I F .  
UIHENSION c ( 4 )  . V L S T (  7 )  
ACOS ( X ) = A T A N I  SQRT f l . O - X * + Z l / X l  
P=-C(3)"2/3.0 + C(2) 
Q=2.OiC(3)+*3/27.fl - C ( Z J * C ( 3 ) / 3 . 0  + C t f )  
RSQ = - C  .5*Q/ SQRT ( - P + + 3 / 2 7 . 0 )  
PHI=ACOS f RSQ) 
I F  (ABS(RSP1 .GT. 1.01 RSQ=SIGN(l.O.RSQ) 
TEM=2 .J*SCRT(-P/3 .0)  
X I =  TEM+COS(PHI/3.0) 
X2=  TEH+COS(PHI/3.0 + 2.09439510) 
X3=  TEM+COS(PHI/3.0 t 4.18879020) 
I F  ( X 2 - X 3 1  153915O.160 
1 5 0  Y l = A H P X I ( X l ~ X Z 3  
Y l = A M I N l ( Y l r X 3 )  
GO TO 175 
I 6 0  Y l = A M I N l ( X l , X P )  
Y I = A H A X I ( Y l , X 3 1  
175 Y l = Y i - C ( 3 ) / 3 . 0  
t3 Z = Y l  
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE  INTEG(K.Y,Z*AREA) 
C INTEGRATION  USING  SIHPSONZS RULE 
UIHENSION Y ( Z 3 0 1 .  Z ( 2 0 0 1  
IF(K.CE.5) GO TO I 
1FfU.EQ.I)  GO TO 21 
I F ( L . E Q . 2 )  GO TO 22 
IF(K.EQ.3) GO TO 23 
IF (K.EQ.4)  GO TO 24 
I AK=K 
6 K= A K/ 2. 
KK=BK 
C K=KK 
I F  ( B K - C U I  4,294 
C 
C K IS EVEN 
a2 
C 
2 N=K-l  
GO TO 5 
C 




EVEN = 0. 
J=N-3 
EVEN = EVEN + Z ( I )  
ODD = 000 + Z ( I + i )  
AQEA = ( Y  ( 2 1 - Y  (1) )/3.*(Z(i)+Z(NJ+4o~(EVENtZ(N-l)J+2.~000) 
I F l B K - C K )  14*12!r14 
DO l a  1=2,.4 * 2  
10  CONTINUE 
c 
C K I S  EVEN 
c 
12 AREA = AREA t C r ( K ) - Y ( K - l ) ) , ( Z ( K ) + Z ( K - i ) ) / 2 .  
RETURN 
C 
C K IS ODD 
C 






2 1  A R E A = O o  
22 A S E A = ( Y ( Z ) - Y ( l ) ) * ( Z ( 2 ) + 2 ( 1 ) ) / 2 .  
23 A R E A = ( Y I 2 ) - Y ( l ) ) l ( Z ( 3 )  +40*Z(2) +2(1))/30 
24 AREA=(Y(2)-Y(lJ)C((Z(4)+Z(3))/2.+(Z(3)f4.*Z(2)+Z(1~)/3o~ 
S U B X O U l I N E   P R I N ( I L I N E I I N D )  
C SUBROUTINE 1 0  COUNT L I N E S  OF OUTPUT ON PAGE, CHANGE  PAGE HHEN 
C NECESSARY AND W R I T E   T I T L E  ON EACH  PAGE 
O I H E N S I D N   T I T L E ( l Z J r T I T L l ( l 2 )  









F I R S T  PAGE T I T L E  
R E A O ( 5 ~ I O O U )   ( T I T L E t J )   r J = l r l 2 J  
W R I T E ( 6 . 1 O l E )   ( T I T L E ( J ) r J = l r l Z )  
W R I T E ( 6 r l 0 1 2 )  ( V I T L l ( J I r J = l r l 2 1  
I P A G E = l  
RETURN 
W R I T E ( 6 * 1 0 1 1 )   I P A G E  
TEST FOR  END O F  PAGE 
I F ( I L I N E - 4 8 ) 2 i r 2 2 r 2 2  
83 
2 1  RETURN 
C 
C CHANGES  PA  
C 
22 I L I N E = 2  
IPAGE=IPAGE+I  
C 
C PAGE T I T L E  
C 
W R I T E ( 6 r l O l J )   ( T I T L E ( J ) r J = l r l 2 1  
W R I T E ( 6 r l G l Z )   ( T I T L I ( J ) r   J = l r l Z )  
W R I T E ( 6 ~ 1 O l I )   P A G E  
RETURN 
C 
C PROGRAHYEO PAGE CHANGE 
c 
30 IPAGE=IPAGE+l  
H R I T E ( 6 r l O l O )   < T I T L E ( J ) + J = l , l E )  
WRITE(6rlBl2) ( T I T L l ( J ) . J = I , I E )  
W R I l E ( 6 + 1 0 1 1 )   I P A G f  
I L I N E = E  
RETURN 
IOOC FORt IAT( IEA6)  
1010 F O R M A T ( l H l r 3 0 X r i Z A 6 )  
1011 FCRHAT(1H  rlOOX,SHPACE ,131 
1012 FCRHAT ( I H  9 3 0 x 9   l Z A 6 )  
E NO 
TABLE 3-8: INPUT TO PROGRAM ANAL 
IC OEGFEE CONE NC ALPHAZI. 
CHEN Ct- IH SUN 
2.82 6.0446 71205. 2. 0.0 1. 
0 . 0  
1. 
0. C P . 4  
22.7 
5 . 1  1.0 
0.15 2.0 0. I 
50. 
a.c 
22.751213 2.30298? 2.654648 1.229258 
i2.311516  3.182413 2 . 6 7 3 3 0 1  1.253928 
22.091E68 3.366284 2.6684L8 1.260316 
21.6718'9 3.C23223 2 . 6 6 3 9 7 1  1.269043 




20 -992425 3.847539 






































10 -659546 9.374038 
10.439697 9.574088 
10.219849 9.7-82512 









2 62721  6 
2.624522 
2.619333 
2 e61683 0 
2 b1438  3 
























2  -561137 
2.563173 
2.559297 
















1 364  847 
1.370022 

































TABLE 4: INPUT TO METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS PROGRAM 
3 I 1 2 7  
3 2 3 5 6 0  10 . @ O O O O @  
3 4 5 3 6 5  9 o 3 7 4 L 3 8  
- 3 6 7 3 5 5  8 . 8 1 8 2 2 7  
- 3 8 9 3 2 6  8 . 3 1 8 7 5 4  
e 4 1 1 4 5 5  7 , 8 6 4 9 9 1  
- 4 3 3 6 9 3  7 . 4 4 8 4 5 2  
,456964 7.G541P9 
- 4 7 8 5 5 7  6 . 7 3 5 1 8 8  
e 5 0 1 1 8 6  6 .367793 
e 5 2 3 9 5 7  6 e G 4 8 1 6 0  
0 5 4 5 8 7 9  5 .7h2972  
2 . 8 2 0 0 0 0 0  
2 . 5 5 6 4 4 6  
2 .557266  
2 . 5 5 9 2 9 7  
2 . 5 6 2 1 8 4  
2 . 5 6 5 7 5 6  
2 .569a79  
2 . 5 7 4 4 6 3  
2 .579447  
2 e 5 8 4 7 9 2  
2.59048G 
2 , 5 9 6 5 0 6  
1 .0000000  
. 9 9 9  357 
. 9 9 9 0 5 7  . 9 9 9 9 5 7  
. 9 9 9  057 
- 9 9 9 0 5 7  
9 9 9 0   5 7  
9 9 9 0 5 7  . 9 9 9  057 
9 9 9 0 5 7  
- 9 9 9 0 5 7  

























































999057 . 999051 
0 999  051 
999057 
999 0 57 
999  057 
999  057 
999057 
a7 
TABLE  5-A: PROGRAM BLGRN 
PROGRAH  BLGRN(INPUT,TAPE 5 = I N P U T . O U ~ ~ a ~ = O U J P U f )  
C INPUT FORMAT 10F7.0  EXCEPT CARD 1 
C CARD(S)  
C 1 T I T L E ,  COLUMNS 1 -729   HOLLERITH 
C 2 COL.1-7 AJ AJzG. FOR 2-D FLOW 
C AJ=1.  FOk  AXISYMHETRIC FLOW 
C 8-14 TO TOTAL  TEKPERATURE ( R )  
C 1 5 - 2 1  TU  WALL  TEMPERATURE ( R )  
C 22-28 REYNOF  FREE S T R E A ~  REYNOLDS NO. PER FT /lboooo. 
C 29-35  SIGMA  PRANDTL NURBER (1.72) 
C 36-42  CF COE FICIENT OF S K I N   F R C T I O N  
C 43-49  DEL BOUNDARY LAYER  THICKNESS  ( IN. )  
C 3 COL. 1-7 X 0  VALUE OF X FUR STARTING  POINT  (HAY  EQUAL TO ZFRO) 
C 8 -14  DXMN MINIMUN  PERMASSIBLE  STEP  S IZE( IN. )  
C 1 5 - 2 1  DXHX MAXIMUM P E R H I S S I B L E  STEP S I Z E   ( N . )  
C 22 -28  ANP FREOUENCY OF PRINTOLT AS MULTIPLE OE STEP  STZ€ 
C 29-35 ANXP NUMBER OF POINTS  AT  UHICH  EXTRA  PRINT IS REOUIRED 
C 4 CGL.1-7  XEND VALiJE OF X FOR ENDUNG POINT 
C 8-14 ASEA  PAR METER IN ( l . - (Y /DEL) * *ASEA)  (rl. I S  RECOMKENOE 
C 5 COL.1-7  ANFE NUMBER OF VALUES G I V E h   I N  MACH NUHBER ARRAY(8ETWEE 
C 4.  AND 200. )  
C 8 -14  ANSME NUMBER OF ShOOTHING  PASSES ON MACH NO. DATA 
C 6 COL.1-70 AHE VALLES OF MACH  NUPiOER A R E  INPUT)  MORE THAN ONE CAR 
C CAN B E  USED I F  NECESSARY 
C 7 COL.1-70 X CENTERLINE  UISTANCE(1N.)  AT  WHICH MACH NUMPERS 
C \RE   INPUT 
C 8 COL.1-7 ANR NUMBER OF bALUES  GIVEN I N  RADIUS ARRAY (AT  LEAST 4 
C 8-14 ANSR NUMBER OF SROOTHING  PASSES O N  INPUT DATA 
C 9 COL.1-70 R VALUES 0 6  R ARE INPUT. MORE THAN ONE  CARD CAN  BE 
C USED I F  N€CESSARY 
C 1 0  COL.1-70 X CENTERLINE  DISTANCE ( I N )  AT  UHICH R VALUE 
C ARE I N P U T  
C O M M O N / X C H G E / S I G N l r P , F F , T O R R  
COMMbN/HONE/Hl,H2 
C O M M C h / A N S / T B T A , D E L S T A p G A S G T ~ B M U , G d n Z 1  
C O M M O N / A P R R / K R ~ N R t X I R ~ 2 O O ~ ~ A I R ~ 2 0 0 ) r D I R ~ 2 O O ~ ~ X C R ~ 2 O O ~  
COMMON/BBDD/AJ,AAME(2OO)~AAR(ZOO) 
C O M M O N 1 C O N S T / R ~ S ~ G ~ P I , C Y I T O k r B 1 E 9 l ~ E 9 2 ~ H ~ A M E ~ D H E ~ P T 3 ~ R E Y 3 ~ T E ~ I R Y  
C O H H O N / I N T E G I C F J D E L Y D C F , D D L , O X ~ D X M ~ , D X M ~ , D X M X , X ~ X E N D , M E N D  
C O M M O N / R F I N / T O , T W Y S I G M A ~ G A M M A , R E Y N O I A S E A  
C O M M O N / A R R M E / K M E ~ N ~ E I X I M E ~ ~ C O ~ J A I M E ~ Z @ O ~ ~ D I M E ~ ~ O O ~ Y X C H E ~ ~ O O ~  
925   FORMAT( lOF7 .0 )  
904   FORMAT( lX , l 3F10 .6 )  
903 F O R M A T ( / / ~ X I ~ H X I ? X , ~ H T H E T A , ~ X , ~ H D Z S P . T H . ~ ~ H  H , ~ X , ~ H H ~ J B X , I H P , ~ X , ~  
~ H F J ~ X Y ~ H R * T H ~ ~ ~ ~ O Y ~ X ~ ~ H M E ~ ~ X Y ~ ~ D E L T A J ~ X ~ ~ H C F ~ ~ X J ~ H D D E L / D X ~ ~ X ~ ~ H D C F  
2 / D X / / )  
9 0 2   F O P M A T ( / / 1 7 H   I N I T I A L   D E L T A   - 9 F 9 . 6 9 7 H   I N C H E S 1 5 X p 1 3 H   I N I T I A L  CF = J F  
19.6) 
9 0 1  FORMAT ( *  TO = * r F 7 . 2 /  
88 
1 * TU = 
2 * SIGMA * 
3 * GAMMA 
4 * P S I A  = 
4 * REYNC * 
5 * x0 = 
6 * DXMIN = 
7 * DXNAX * 
8 * XEND = 
9 * NPRINT = 
4 0  FOl ihAT(  EA101 
4 1  FORPIAT( / / > 8 A I O / / )  
4 9  FORMAT( 1H1)  
12344   FORPiAT(16H PROGRAM 
* rF7 .2 /  
* rF6 .3 /  
*r F6.31 
*pF7.3/ 
* r F 9 . 2 / /  
*pF7.2 /  
* r F 7 . 4 /  
*D F 7 . 4 /  
* r F 7 . 2 1  
*D 13) 
RAN  AT  1231H.r 1 2 ~ 3 H .  8 Z A l O / f  / I  
200 F O K ~ A T ( 1 H 1 1 5 X ~ l d O H T E f l Z 3 5  - A COflPUTER PROGRAM TO PREDICT  HE OEVEL 
lOPMENT OF A COPPRESSIBLE  TLRBULENT BOUNDARY L A Y E R  1 
D I M E N S I O N   T I T L E ( 8 )  
CALL  CLOCK(IHR,MINIISEC) 
CALL  DATE f A 7 9  8 7 )  
URITE(6 ,20C)  
URITE(6,12344)IHR9MIN~A7~67 
5 CONTINUE 
C READ  HEADING 
R E A D ( S J ~ O ) ( T I T L E ( I ) D I * ~ ~ ~ )  
IF (EOF95)6 ,7  
6 CALL   EX IT  
7 CONTINUE 
IRY=O 
R E A D ( 5 9 9 2 5 )  AJYTO,TWPREYNOF,SIEMA,CFJCEL 
TOLRER=eOOCOB 
TORR=.0000005 
G A M f i A = l  4 
REYNO=REYNGF/lZ. 
REYNO~REYNO* lOOOOO~ 
R E A D ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) X O , D X M N D D X ~ ~ X ~ A N P D A N X P  
NPRINT+4NP+O.l  
C NXP I S  NUMBER  OF POINT A T  WHICH  EXTRA  OUTPUY I S  REQUIRED. 
NXP=ANXP+O.l 
READ(59925)  XENDIASEA 
W R I T E ( ~ Y ~ ~ ) ( T I T L E ( I ) ~ I ~ ~ , ~ )  
NHE = 0 
c R E A D  AND PRINT M A C H  NUMBER DISTRIBUTION 
KHE=NME+l 
R E A D ( 5 ~ 9 2 5 1  ANREDANSME 
I F ( A N S M E ) 2 3 0 ~ 2 2 5 ~ 2 2 5  
R E A D ( 5 9 9 2 5 ) ( A I W E ( I ) , I = K H € ~ N ~ E )  
READ ( 5 r 9 2 5 ) ( X I M E ( I ) r I t K P I E I N n E )  
DO 3388 I=KMEDNME 
C CHECK  THAT X I S  INCREASING 
NME*KME+IFIX(ANHE-O.9) 
225  NSflE=ANSPE+O.l 
3388 A A M E ( I ) = A I M E ( I )  
KP =KME+l  
GO 2 2 8  I t K P p N H E  
I F  (XI~E(I)-XIME(I-1))-226~226~228 
226   WRITE (69934)  X I M E ( I - l ) r X I M E ( I )  
89 
I E = - 1  
228 C O N T I W E  
CALL S ~ ~ O O T H ( N S M E , K H E J N ~ ~ E ~ X I M E I A I ~ E , D I ~ ~ E )  
NR-0 
4 0 0   K R = N R + l  
C READ AND P R I N T  CONTOUR 
READ (5,925) ANRIANSR 
IF(ANSR1  410,420,420 
R E A D ( 5 r 9 2 5 ) ( A I R ( I ) r I I K R , N R )  
D O  3 3 9 9   I + K R s N R  
READ ( 5 1 9 2 5 ) ( X I R ( I ) , I f K R , N R )  
NR=KR+IFIX(ANR-0.9)  
420  NSR=ANSR+O*I  
3 3 9 9   A A R ( I ) = A I R ( I )  
C K THAT X IS INCREASlNG 
KP-KR+ l  
DO 4 2 2   I - K P J N R  
I F  ( X I R ( I ) - X I R ( I - l ) I  421,421,422 
I E = - 1  
4 2 1  WRITE ( 6 1 9 3 4 )  XIR(I-l)rXIR(I) 
422  CONTINUE 
C SMOOTH R A D I I  AND P R I N T  SMGCTHED VALUES 
CALL SM~OTH(NSR,KR,NRIXIR,AIR,DIRDIR)  
IF(KR.NE.1) G O  TO 425 
X C R ( l ) + X I R ( l )  
KR=KR+1 
X C R ~ I ~ ~ X C R ~ I - 1 ~ + S Q R T ~ ~ X I ~ ~ X ~ - X I R ~ I - l ~ ~ * * 2 + ~ A I R ~ I ~ - A I R ~ I - l ~ ~ * * 2 ~  
4 2 5  DO 430   I -KRpNR 
430  CONTINUE 
C GBTAIN HE A S  A FUNCTION OF ARC LENGTH 
GG 440   I=K f lEpNf lE  
CALL PI(KRYNR~XIRJXCR,XIME(I)YXCME(I)) 
CALL P I  (KRINR, XIR~XCRIXO,X) 
4 4 0  COEiTIIvUE 
C CON ST ANT 
C SQRT(2. )=1 .414214 
R85 3 rn 3 5  
6 - 3 2  1 7 4  
S=0.5*GAMMA-O.5 














CALL  DERIV 
GAM2ls  ( 6AflFA-2 1 / (GAHHA-1.1 
P T 3 = R E Y N O * l 2 . / ( R E Y 3 * A n E )  
PTTsPT3 /144 .  
90 
RRRT=REYND*THTA11000m 
W R 1 T E ( 6 ~ 9 0 1 )  T O ~ T W ~ S I G M A ~ G A M M A ~ P T T J R E Y N 0 , X O I D X f l N ~ D X H X ~ X E N D ~ N P R I N T  
U R I T E ( ~ Y ~ O ~ ) D E L , C F  
h ' R I T E ( 6 ~ 9 3 5 )  ANHE9ANSHE 
WRITE(69.936)  
W R I T E ( 6 r 9 3 7 ) ( A A M E ( I ) r I I K M E , N n E l  
YRITE(6 ,938)  
Y R I T E ( 6 , 9 3 7 ) ( X I M E ( I ) ~ I ~ K M E ~ N M E )  
935 FORMAT (*ONHEs*,F7*2p*  NSHE = *pF7.2)  
936 FORMAT ( *  I?E VALUES*) 
937 FORMAT ( l X ~ l O F 1 0 . 3 )  
538 FORPIAT(*  CGRRESPONDIKG X VALUES*) 
9 3 4  FORMAT(*OTWO SUCCESSIVE X FOUND WHICH  ARE  NOT  INCREASIKG *t 
1 2F12 .4 )  
C SHOOTH MACH NURBER AND PRINY SHOOTH  VALUEY 
2 3 0  WRITE  16,939) 
939 FORMAT ( 8  SHOOTHED  MACH  NUHBERS*/ 
1 * X HE DME*) 
WRITE ( b r 9 4 0 ) 1 ( X I M E ( I ) r A I H E ( ~ ) r D I H E ( I ) ) r I I K n E I N ~ E ~  
9 4 0  FORMAT ( lX ,3F lC .3 )  
C 
l d R I T E ( 6 ~ 9 5 5 )  ANRrANSR 
W R I T E ( 6 9 9 5 6 )  
W R I T E   ( 6 , 9 3 7 )   ( A A R ( I ) r I = K R p N R )  
W R I T E ( 6 9 9 3 8 )  
U R I T E   ( 6 ~ 9 3 7 ) ( X f R ( 1 ) , 1 = K R p N R I  
9 5 5  FORMAT  (*ONR  =*pF7.2,*  NSR *pF7m2)  
956   FORHAT(*  R VALUES*) 
4 1 0   Y R I T f   ( 6 , 9 5 9 )  
959 FORMAT ( *  SHOOTHED R A D I I * /  
1 * X R D R *  1 
k R I T E  ( ~ Y ~ ~ O ~ ( ( X I R L I ) ~ A I R ( ~ ) ~ D I R ( I ) ) , I I K R , N R !  
U R I T E ( b r 9 0 3 )  
W R I T E ( ~ ~ ~ O ~ ) X ~ T H T A I D E L S T A , H , ~ ~ ~ P Y F F , R P R ~ ~ A H E Y D E L , C F , D D L ~ D C F  
C 
I R Y  =2 
42   CONTINUE 
1 0  CALL  hERSON 
11 I F  fMEND.EQ.1) GO TO 16 
I F  (NPC.EQ.NPRINT) GO TO 1 6  
EtPC=KPC+l 
GO TC 10 
C RESET COUNTER 
1 6   N P C = l  
C 
RRRT=REYNO*THTb/lOOO* 
W R I T E ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) X , T H T A , D E L S T A , H I H ~ , P I F F , R R R R T ~ A H E ~ D E L ~ C F ~ D D L ~ D C F  
I F ( ( . C F . G T . O . ) . A N D . ( C F . L T . T O L R E R ) )  GI! TO 4 3  
IF((CF.LT.O.).AND.(DX.LT.mCCOO65)) G O  TO 4 3  
IF (MEND.EQ.0) GO TO 10 
GO TO 88 




CALL  DERIV 
4 3  CFs-CF 
91 
I 
." ." - - -- . ."... ." _" _..___... . . . - . . . . . . . . _. - . . . . . . 
RRRT~PEYNO*THTA/1000.  
Y R I T E ( ~ # ~ ~ ~ ) X , T H T A I D E L S T A # H , H Z # P , F F , R R R R T , A ~ E # D E L # C F , D D L , D C F  
GO TO 42 
8 8  CONTINUE 
Y R I T E ( 6 9 4 9 )  
60 TO 5 
END 
SUBROUTINE MERSON 
C MERSON INTEGPATION 
C V I S  THE  VARIABLE A R R A Y  (BOTH  INPUT AND OUTPUT)# D IS T h E   D E R I V A T I V E  
C ARRAY. 
C DX IS CURRENT STEP LENGTH,  DXHN AND  XMX HIN IMUM AND MAXIMUM  VALUES OF 
C DX. X I S  INDEPENDENT  VARIABLE# AND XEND I T S  UPPER L I M I T .  
C 
C O M ~ O N / C O N S T / R ~ S ~ G I P I ~ G U ~ T O ~ ~ B ~ E ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ H ~ A M E ~ D ~ ~ E ~ P T ~ ~ R E Y ~ ~ T E ~ I R Y  
COMMON / I N T E G / V ( ~ ) I D ( Z ) , C X Y D X W N ~ D X ~ X , X J X E N D # ~ E N D  
DIMENSION U ( Z ) Y V E ( Z ) Y D A ( ~ ) , D C ( ~ ) , G D ( ~ ) , D E ( Z )  
C BUJBL ARE UPPER AlrD LOWER BOUNDS ON TRUNCATION ERROR. 
C 
C HARK IS SET NON-ZERO TO PREVtNT  INCREASING THE  STEP  LENGTH I F  FITHER 
C XEND IS REACHED, OR THE  STEP  LENGTH HAS JUST  BEEN DECREASED. 
DATA B U 1 B L ~ 0 ~ ~ 0 0 5 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 5 /  
HARK-0 
I F  (X+DX-XEND) 5 ~ 7 . 1  
C PREVENT  GVERSHOOTING X END. 
7 MARK+ l  
H i N D = l  
DX=XEND-X 
C SAVE  PCINT A. 
1 0  U ( I ) = V ( I )  
1 5  DXZ=DX/Z. 
D X 3 r D X I 3 .  
DX6=DX/6. 
DX€!=DXf 8. 
C F I N D   P O I N T  B o  
5 DO 1 0  I f 1 9 2  
C 
CALL  DERIV 
DO 2 0  I r l 9 2  
D A ( I ) + D ( I )  
2 0  V ( I ) = U ( f ) + D ( I ) * D X 3  
C F I N D   P O I N T  C. 
X=X+DX3 
CALL  DERIV 
Y I 1 ? = ( D ( l ) + D A ( l ) ) * D X 6 + U ( l ~  
V ( 2 ) = ( D ( Z ) + D A ( 2 ) ) * D X 6 + U ( Z )  
CALL  DERIV 
X=X+DX6 
DO 40 I=1,2 
D C ( I ) = O ( I I  
C F I N D   P O I N T  0. 
4 0  V(I)~U1I)+DXB*(DA(I)+3.*D(I)) 
C F I N D   P O I N T  E. 
CALL  DERIV 
92 
X=X+DX2 
D O  5 0  1 - l r 2  
D D ( I ) = D ( I )  
5 0  V E ( I l = V ( I )  
CALL   DERIV  
t l I N C - 0  
NDEC-0 
V ( I ) = U ( I ) + D X Z * ( D A ( 1 ) - 3 . * D C ( 1 ) + 4 . * D ( I ) )  
C F I N D   P O I N T  F a  
D O  60 I s l r 2  
V ~ I ~ ~ U ~ I ~ + D X 6 * ~ D d ~ I ~ + 4 ~ * D D ( I ) + D ~ I ~ + D ~ I ~ ~  
I F  ( V E ( 1 ) )  5 1 ~ 6 0 ~ 5 1  
C TRUNC I S  A MEASURE OF THE  TRUNCATION ERROR. 
5 1  TRUNC=ABS(l.-V(I)/VE(I)) 
I F  (TRUNC-BU) 5 4 . 5 4 ~ 5 2  
5 2  t lDEC=MDEC+l 
5 4  I F  ( T R U N C - B L I   5 6 r 5 6 r 6 0  
5 6   M I N C - M I N C + l  
60 CONTINUE 
IF (HDEC.GT.0) GO T O  70  
IF ( H I N C . E Q . 2 . A N D . N A R K ~ E Q . O )  G O  TO 80 
6 5  RETURN 
7 0  H A R K = l  
71 X=X-DX 
C I F   E I T h E R   T R U N C A T I O N  ERROR I S  ABOVE THE  UPPER BOUND, DECREASE  STEP LEN 
IF (DX-DXMN) 65 ,65971 
C HALVE  STEP LENGTH. 
DX=AMAXl(DXZ,DXMN) 
C I N  CASE MEND HAS BEEN SET, RESET 17. 
fiEND=O 
GO TO 1 5  
C I F  BOTH  TRUNCATION ERRORS ARE BELGW THE LOWER  BOUND, INCREASE STFP LEN 
8 0  I F  (DX-DXMX) 81,65,65 
6 1  X=X-DX 
C DOUBLE  STEP  LENGTH. 
DX=AMINl(DX*Z.,DXNX) 
GO TO 1 5  
END 
SUBROUTINE  PI(K,N,XyUrXl,Vl)  
C INTERPOLATES BY POLYROMIAL F I T T I N G .  
C GIVEN  V(K),V(K+l),...,V(N) AT  X(K19X 
C ORDER POLYNOHIAL  TC  THE  THREE  POINTS 
C AT X 1 0  F A I L S   I F  ANY TWO OF THE X ARE 
C THE  SUBROUTINE  ALSO  RETURNS A RESULT 
C 
C 
DIMENSION X ( l ) , V ( l )  
(K+l) , . . . rX(N),   FITS A SECOND 
NEAREST X 1  AND  RETLRNS A VALUE V 1  
EOUAL. I F  N-K EQUALS ZERO OR OWE . 
C CHECK I F  ONLY ONE OR TWO POINTS I N  ARRAY. 
c 
C RETURN  CONSTANT  VALUE IF N=K 
I F  (N-K-1) 2 ~ 4 ~ 6  
2 V l = V ( K )  
GO TO 100 
C INTERPOLATE  LINEARLY I F  N = K + l  
93 
4 VlIV(K)+(V(N)-V(K))/(X(N)-X(K))*(Xl-X(K)) 
GO TO 100 
C 
C LAGRANGIAN  INTERPOLAfIOk. 
C 
C F I N D   N t A R E S T  THREE  POINTS. 
6 DO 10  J=K,N 
I F   ( X l - X ( J ) )   1 5 , 1 0 1 1 0  
1 5  I = J  
GO TO 17 
10 CONTINUE 
I = N  
17 IF ( I .GT.K+ l )  GO TO 20 
C USE F I R S T  THREE  POINTS. 
I = K - 1  
GO TO 25  
20 I F  (1.NE.N) GO TO 22  
C USE  LAST  HREE  POINTS. 
I=N-3  
GO TG 2 5  
C USE TWO POINTS  WHICH  STRADDLE X 1  AND SELECT  HE  THIRD. 
2 2   I F   ( X ( I - 2 ) + X ( I + 1 ) - 2 - * X 1 )   2 3 , 2 3 r 2 4  
23 111-2 
2 4   I = I - 3  
GO TO 2 5  
C INTERPOLATE  USING  LAGRANGES  FORHULA. 
2 5  S = O ' o  
DO 40 J f l r 3  
P=1. 
DO 30 L z l r 3  
I F  (J.EQ.L) GI? TO 30 
P=P*(Xl-X(I+L))/(X(I+J)-X(I+L)) 
30 CONTINUE 
4 0   S = S + V ( I + J ) * P  
v 1  -s 
EN0 
100 RETURN 
SUBROUTINE  SMOOTH(K~L~H,XIYIDY) 
C INPUT Y ( 1 )  AS A FUNCTION  OF X ( I )  FOR I=LpL+lr...,H. 
C SHOOTH I N  K PASSES. 
C OUTPLT Y ( 1 )  SHOCTHED AND THE  DERIVATIVES  DY(1 ) .  
C ROUTINE F A I L S  I F  ANY TWO X EQUAL 
D I H E N S I O F I   X ( l J ? Y ( l ) , D Y ( 1 1  
N=M-L+ l  
C N I S  THE NUMBER OF POINTS TO  BE SMOOTHED. 




I F  (K.EO.O.OR.N.LT.4) GO TO 50 
3 
H3=fl -3 
D O  40 JR1,K 
C O  40  I=L ,H3 




B = Y ( I ) - A * X ( I )  
D = Y ( I + l ) - C * X ( I + l )  
I F  ( A - C )  1 0 1 1 2 ~ 1 0  
1 2   I F   ( 6 - D l   1 4 1 4 0 ~ 1 4  
1 0  X I N T = ( B - D I / ( C - A )  
C DO NOT SMOOTH I F  THE FOUR POINTS ARE COLINEAR. 
C X I N T   I S   I N T E R S E C T I O N  OF L I N E S   J C I N I N G   A L T E R N A T E  P O I N T S  
I F  (XINT.GE.X(I+l).ANE.XINTaLEaX(I+2)) GC TO 40 
1 4  Y(I+1)~0.5*(Y(l+l)+A*X(I+l)+B~ 
Y ~ l + 2 ~ = @ . 5 * ~ Y ~ I + 2 ~ + c * x ~ I + 2 ) + o ~  
40 CONTINUE 
L 
C CALCULATE  DERIVATIVES 
C 
5 0  I F  (N.EP.1) GO TO 7 0  
I F  (N.EP.2) GO TL‘ 8 0  
C AT F IRST  POINT.  
D l = X ( L + l ) - X ( L )  
D 2 = X ( L + 2 ) - X I L )  
S l = ( Y ( L + l ) - Y ( L ) ) / D l  
S 2 = ( Y ( L + Z ) - Y ( L ) ) / D 2  
DYIL)~(D2*Sl-Dl*SZ)/(DZ~Dl) 
L l = L + l  
M l = M - l  
DO 6 0  I = L l , H l  
D l = X ( I ) - X ( I - l )  
D Z = X ( I + l ) - X ( T )  
S l = ( Y ( T ) - Y ( I - l ) ) / D l  
S 2 = ( Y ( I + 1 1 - Y ( I ) ) / D E  
C AT INTERMEDIATE  POINTS. 
60 DY(I)=(Dl+SZ+D2*Sl)/(Dl+DZ) 
C AT L A S T  POINT. 
D l = X ( M ) - X ( H - l )  
D2=X ( M  ) -X(H-2) 
S l = ( Y ( M ) - Y ( H - l ) ) / D l  
S 2 = (  Y (  Fo-Y (M-2 1 )  /DZ 
D Y ( f l ) ~ ( D 2 * S l - D l * S 2 ) / ( 0 2 - 0 1 )  
66 RETURN 
C 
C ONLY ONt  POINT  GIVEN. 
7 0  DY (L )=O. 
60 TO $6 
C OpiLY TWO POINTS G I V E N .  
e o  D Y ( L ) = ( Y ( H ) - Y ( L ) ) / ( X ( ~ ) - X O ) )  
D Y ( M I = D Y ( L )  
GO TO 66  
END 
d 
SIJBROUTINE  DERIV 
C O M M O N / X C H G E / S T G N l r P I F F , f O R R  
COMHON/HONE/HlrH2 
C O M ~ O N / A R R R / K R ~ N R ~ X I R ~ Z O O ~ ~ A I R ~ ~ O O ~ I D I R ~ ~ O O ~ ~ X C R ~ ~ O O ~  
C O M M O N / B B D D / A J I A ~ H E ( Z O O ) ~ A A R ( ~ O O )  
95 
C O H M O ~ / A R R M E / K M E J N H E J X I M E ~ ~ O O ~ J A I M E ~ ~ O O ~ ~ D I M E ~ ~ O O ~ ~ X C M E ~ ~ O O ~  
C O M H O N / A N S / T H T A J D E L S T A J G A S Q T J B M U J G A ~ ~ ~  
C O M H O N / R E I N / T O ~ T Y ~ S J G r A I G A M n A I R E Y N O ~ A S E A  
C O M M C N / C O N S T / R J S ~ G J P I J G W ~ T O Y , B I E ~ ~ ~ E ~ Z Y H J A R E ~ D M E J P T ~ ~ R E Y ~ ~ T E , I R Y  
L O R M @ N / I N T E G / C F ~ D E L J O C F , D D L ,  G X J D X H N J D X M X , X I X E N D , n E N D  
C A L L  P I ( K M E ~ N M E J X C M E J A X M E J X J A M E )  
C A L L  ,PT ( K M E J N M E J   X C M E J  D I M E J  X p D H E )  
C A L L   P I ( K R ~ N R J X C R J A I R J X S R R )  
C A L L   P T ( K R J N R J X C R J D I R J X , D R )  
S I G N 1 1 - 1 .  
I F ( C F . G T . 0 . )   S I G N l = l .  
S I G N I 1 .  
C51=5.1-0.614/(0.4*ASEA) 
C 5 2 = 5  *1 
G l K t O .  
G 2 K * O  
HG l K = O  
H G 2   K = O  
G 1 = 0 .  
62-0 0 
H G l S O .  
HG 210 0 
D G l C F = O .  
D G Z C F s O .  
D G l D L T O .  
D G 2 D L t O m  
D G l t l E = O .  
DG2HE-C.  
H D G l C F = O o  
HDGZCF+O.  
H D G l D L + O .  
H D G Z D L - 0 0  
H D G l M E + O .  
HDG2ME+O. 
A M t 2 = A H E * A H E  
C l l = G U * S l  
C Z Z = S l - S l * G W  
C 3 3 = - S * A H E 2  
T E + T C / S l  
T O T T = ( T C / T E ) * * G A H P l  
R E Y 3 = f A S Q T * T O T T * T E 1 9 B / B H U  
S l = l . + S * A H E 2  
TE198=(TE+198.6)/(TO+l98~6) 
I F ( I R Y . a L T . 1 )  GO T O  4 0  
R E Y N O = P T 3 * A H E * P E Y 3 / 1 2 *  
40 C O N T I N U E  
A S C = S * A M E 2 * T O W / S 1  
A S S O R T (  A S Q )  
A S B + 2 . * A S Q - B  
X Y Z l = E . * S * A f l E  
S T k E = S Q R T ( O e 5 * T W / T E )  
B 2 4 = B * B + 4 . * A S Q  
S Q B A = S Q R T ( B 2 4 )  
S A R C = A S I N ( A S B / S Q B A )  
U S T T - A I S A R C  
U S T A = S T W E * U S T T  





I F  (CF mLT.0.) SIGN=-1. 






IF(CF3.LT.TORR) GO TO 8 3  
R 2 ~ 2 . 5 * A L O G ~ T A T D C l + C 5 1  
P=C.5-0.5*Rl*R2 
GO TC 8 4  
8 3  CONTINUE 
8 4  CONTINUE 
P-0.5 
U U = S P R T ( G A M M A * R * T E ) * A M E * l 2 ~ * S Q R f ( G )  
SIG3~S*AME2*SIGMA**0~33333+1. 
T R = T O * S I G 3 / S l  
GAMl=(GAHHA-1.  )*AME 
C DIFFERENTIATE  UITH  RESPECT TO ME 
DTEME=-TO*Z.*S*APE/(Sl*Sl) 
D A M E = S Q R T ( T O W * S / S l ) * ( l . - S * A M E Z / S ~ )  
D A S Q H E ~ t . * A * D A F E  
D T 1 7 P E ~ 1 . 7 6 * ( T E T W ) * * O . 7 6 * D T E M E / T U  
D B A M E = - 0 . 5 * B * D A S Q M E / ( A S Q * A S 4 )  
D S Q B N E = D A S P H E / ( A S Q * S Q a A ) - 0 . 5 * S C B A * D A S @ M E / ( A S O * A S Q )  
D A 2 B ~ E ~ ( 2 . * D A S P M E - ( f . * 4 S P - B ) * 2 . * D A S Q ~ € / B 2 4 ~ / S Q ~ A  
T I N = l . - ( A S B * A S B / B 2 4 )  
T I N S Q = S Q R T ( T I N )  
DARCWE=DA2B#E/TINSP 
D S Q T M E = - 0 . 5 * S T W E * D T E M E / T E  
D A A R M E = D A M E / S A P C - A * D A R C M E / ( S A R C S A R C )  
D R l M E = S C F * ( D S O T M E * U S T T + S T U E * G A A R M E )  
IF (CF3.LT.TORR)  GO T O  8 5  
D R 2 M E = 2 . 5 * O T ~ 7 ~ E / T E T ~ * * l . 7 ~ + ~ . 5 * D S Q T M E / S T U E  
D P M E ~ - O . ' 5 * R Z * O R l M E - O . 4 * R 1 * D R Z t t E  





G O  TC 86 




8 6  CONTINUE 
E 6 0 5 t E X P  I ( lO.-C52) 1 2 . 5 )  
D E L l O = D E L I l O .  
Y l = E 6 0 5 / T A T D  
I F ( Y l . G T . O E L 1 0 )   Y l m D E L l O  
DY=(DEL-Y1) /50 .  
M= 1 
N - 1  
77 DO 1 I m H r N  
97 
Y = Y 1 + ( 5 1 - I ) * D Y  
YD=Y/DEL 
P Y D = P I * Y D  
YDDC=YD**ASEA 
Y D S Q l S O R T   ( Y D D 1 )  
Y D D l = l o - Y D D C  
Y D S l = Y D S Q + l m  
ALGY=ALOG(YD)+Zo*(YDSQ-ALOG(YDSl)I/ASEA 
U b E S T = l . + 2 . 5 * R l * A L G Y   - P - P * C O S [ P Y D )  
UUE=Ql*S IN(UUEST*SA.RC)+Q2 
UUEZ=UUE*UUE 
Z = C l l + C 2 2 * U U E + C 3 3 * U U E 2  
Z l = l . / Z  
Z 2 = 2 1 / Z  
67O=UUEST*SARC 
D U S T f l E = 2 * 5 * S C F * A L G Y  * ~ D S Q T M E * U S T T + S T W E * D A A R f l E ) - D P N E * ( l m + C O ~ ( P  
1 Y D )  1 
DSINME=COS(B70)*(SARC*DUSTME+UUEST*DARCHE) 
D U U E f l E = D S Q B f l f * S I N ( B 7 O ) + Q l * D S I N n E + D B A H F  
DZM=(GAflHA-l . )*AME 
DZflE~DZH*GW+DZfl*~l . -GY)*UUE+DUUE+DUUEME*C22~DZfl*UUE~+2~*C33*UUE*DUU 
l E H E  
D U E S T U = O l * C O S ( 6 7 0 ) * S A R C  
DZULJE=C22+2.*C33*UUE 
DUSTCF=2 .5*USTA*Oo5*ALGY  /SCF-DPCF* ( l   .+COS(PYD)  1 
DULECF=DUESTU*DUSTCF 
DZCF=DZUUE*DUUECF 
R P I = Y D S Q / D E L  
DUUEDL=DUESTU*DUSTDL 
DZDL=DZUUE*DUUEDL 
G l K P r U U E  
GEKP=UUE2 
G l P = U U E * Z l  
G Z P = U U E Z * Z l  
DGlCFP=Zl*DUUECF-ZZ*UUE*DZCF 
D G t C F P = 2 . * U U E * C U U E C F * Z l - U U E Z * D Z C F * Z 2  
DGlDLP=Zl*DUUEDL-ZZ*UUE*DZCL 
D G l M E P = Z l * D U U E M E - Z 2 * U U E * D Z M E  
DG2HEP=2.*UUE*DUUEME*Zl-UUE2*DZtlE*Z2 
G l K = G l K + G l K P  
GZKoG2K+G2KP 
G l = G l + G l P  
G2=GZ+G2P 
D G l C F = D G l C F + D G l C F P  
DGZCF=DGZCF+DGZCFP 
D G l D L = D G l D L + D G l D L P  
DGZDL=DGZDL+DG2DLP 
D G l M E = D G l M E + D G l M E P  
DGZHE=DGZME+DG2MEP 
H G l K = H G l K + G l K P  
HGZK=HG2K+G2KP 
H G l = H G l + G l P  
hG2=HGZ+G2P 
H D G l C F = H D G l C F + D G l C F P  
D ~ S T D L ~ - 2 . 5 * U S T A * S C F * R P I - D P D L * ( l . + C O S ( P Y D ) ) - P * S I N ( P Y D ) * P Y n / D E L  
DGZDLP=2e*UUE*DUUEDL*Zl~UUEZ*DZDL*Z2 
1 C O N T I N U E  
98 
hDG2CF=HDGZCF+DG2CFP 
H D F l D L = H D G l D L + D G l D L P  
HDG2DL=HDG2DL+DGZDLP 
h D G l E E = H D G l M E + D G l H E P  
HDG2ME=HDG2HE+DGZHEP 
I F ( H . N E . 1 )  GO TO 11 
"2 
N - 5 1  
GO TO 77 
11 C O N T I N U E  
GlI=(Gl-0.5*HGI)*DY+O.5*Yl*GlP 
G ~ I = ( G ~ - O O ~ * H G ~ ) * D Y + O ~ ~ * Y ~ * G ~ P  
G ~ K I ~ ( G ~ K - ~ o ~ * H G ~ K ) * D Y + O ~ ~ * Y ~ * G ~ K P  
G ~ K I = ( G ~ K - O O ~ * H G ~ K ) * D Y + O . S * Y ~ * G ~ K P  
T H T A z G l T - G 2 1  
D E L S T A S D E L - G 1 I  
D G 1 C F I ~ ~ D G 1 C F - 0 o 5 * H D G l C F ~ * D Y + O ~ 5 * Y l * D G l C F P  
DG2CFI=(DG2CF-0.5*HDG2CF)*DY+O.5*Yl*DGZCFP 
DGlDLI=(DGlDL-G.5*HDGiDL~*DY+C.5*Yl*DGlDLP 
D G 2 0 L I = ( D G Z D L - 0 . 5 * H D G 2 D L ) * D G Z b L P  
DGlflEI~~DGlflE-0~5*HDGlt!E~*DY+O~5*Yl*DGlHEP 
D G Z f l E I ~ ( D G 2 M E - O o 5 * H D G 2 f l E ) * D Y + O . 5 * Y l * D G 2 f i E P  
D T H C F = D G l C F f - D 6 2 C F I  
D T H D L S D G ~ D L I - D G Z D L I  
D T H M E = D G l M E I - D 6 2 M E I  
D D S C F S - D G l C F I  
DDSMEX-DGlHEf  
D D S D L S - D G l D L I  
H = D E L S T A / T H T A  
AB=( (H+ l . -TP /TE) *TETY-1 . ) /1 .12  
I F ( A 8 . L T . O . )   W R I T E ( 6 . 7 0 0 )   A 8 9 H  
700  F O R M A T ( ~ X I ~ H A @ ~ ~ F ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ Z X D ~ H H ~ ~ F ~ O ~ ~ )  
I F ( A 8 . L T . O . )   U R I T E ( 6 , 7 0 1 )  G ~ I I G ~ I I D E L J D E L S T A , C F , D X  
701 F O R M A T ~ 5 X ~ 4 H G 1 I ~ ~ F 1 0 o 6 ~ 5 X J 4 H G 2 I 3 1 F 1 0 ~ 6 ~ 5 X ~ 4 H D E L ~ ~ F l O ~ 6 ~ ~ X ~  
~ ~ H D E L S T A = , F ~ O . ~ , ~ X I ~ H C F = ~ F ~ O . ~ , ~ X ~ ~ ~ D X = P F ~ O ~ ~ )  
A A = A 8 * * E 9 1 + 2 .  
A l=E91*AF! * *E92  / l o 1 2  
D T R D X = D M E * G A t l l * T O * ( S I G f l A * * o 3 3 3 3 3 3 - T R / T O ) / S l  
F R A C = ( ~ . - ~ ~ * A A ) * ( ~ . - Z O * A A ) / ( ~ . - ~ . * A A + Z . * A A * A A )  
H l r ( l . - A A * A A ) / ( 4 . - 2 . * A A )  
H Z = D E L / T H T A - H  
H Z K = G l K X / ( G l K I - G 2 K I )  






F F = ( H 2 + 4 . 2 ) * . 0 0 6 7  
GO TO 5 1  
50 C O N T I N U E  
C 
FF=0.0306*(H2K-3o0)**-0.653 
5 1   C O N T I N U E  
D U D X 1 = 1 2 . * S Q R T ( G * G A f l f l A * R )  






DHPDX~(FF-HP*CF/P . ) /THTA+H2* (H+ I ,? 'WU[ I )L IOD.  
D T H D X = C F / 2 . - ( H + 2 . - A M E Z ) * D U D X U  
I F ( A J . N E e O . ) D T H D X = D T H O X - T H T A * D R / R I )  
DTEDX~-TC*2.*S*AME*DME/(Sl*Sl) 








3 0  RETURN 
END 
DDSDl=DDSDL-l. 
TABLE 5-6: INPUT TO PROGRAM BLGRN 
2.82 10 + 1 3  TEETER 
0. 536.6  7 .  0.72  0 0169  0. 2
2.65  0 .0001  0 . 1 1. 1. 
3 .1  1. 
7. 4 .  
2.4514  2.4427  2.4187  2.403  2.3896  2.3802  .3648 
2 .65  2.708  2. 14  2.886  2.9542 3 .0018 3.08 
7. 4. 




TABLE 6: ~ INPUT  TO  METHOD OF ~ CHARACTERISTICS  PROGRAM I
10+13 FROH 2.G 
2.05 
2.82 1.4  24. 25.31 
O . O G O E G 1  0 . 0 0 1  0 . 0 0 0 0 1  0 .001  
0 47 I 0 0  0 
3.uc 0.001 0 . 0 0 1  
4. 3. 

















0 921  477 
0.91144 
0.9014 






















-10  . 
5.0 

















5 .  
-10. 


























































4.1 1. I. 
5. 








0 . 999 
0. 999 
0 . 999 
0.999 
0.999 
0 . 999 
0.999 






0 . 999 
Q o  999 
0.999 
0 . 999 
0.999 
998 






0.63984  9.024714 2.4495 c. 996 
101 
TABLE '7-A: PROGRAM MFLX 
PROGRAM HFLX(INPUTIOUTPUT.TAPE  5=INPUT.  TAPE  6=OUTPUT) 
C 
C 
C PROGGAH FOR COHPUTATION OF MASS AND HOHENTUH FLUX 
C 
C I N P U T  FORMAT 7F10.6 EXCEPT  CARD 1 
C 
C l  T I T L E ,  COLUMNS 1 - 7 2   H O L L E R I T H  
c 2  1 - 1 0  TO TOTAL  TEMPERATURE DEGREE R 
c 1 1 - 2 0  CR GAS CONSTANT(=53.3) 
C 21-31! AN NO. OF P O I N i S   I N P U T  
C 31-4C DY AVERAGE  INCREMENT  (INCH) 
C 4 1 - 5 0  RC R A D I U S  OF LOCAL CONE SUt?FACE(INCH) 
C 51-60 A I N  = P o  NO MORE JOa AFTEX THIS I N P U T  
c = l a  MORE JOB  AFTER  THIS INPU  
c 3  1-70 R RADIUS AN VALUES  ( INCH) 
c 4  1 - 7 0  EM MACH NUH3ER AN VALUES 
c 5  1-70 P S T A T I C  PZESSURE  AN  VALU S (PS IAJ  
DIMENSION EH(2OO) 9K(EOO),ROU(200) ,ROUU(EOO) 
CARD ( S I  COLUMNS 
DIMENSION P ( 2 0 0 )  
OIMENSION T I T L E f I E J  
I R E A D ( 5 r i 0 0 0 )   ( T I T L E ( J ) r J = l . l 2 )  
WRITE (6r200C) ( T I T L E ( J )  rJ=l.12) 
R E A D ( 5 r l O O )  TOICR.ANIOYIRCIAIN 
WJ?ITE(6,4008 TOIRC 
N=AN 
4 E A 0 ( 5 r 1 0 0 1  (i?(I) .I=l.NJ 
R E A D ( 5 r l O O )  ( E M ( I ) g I = l r N J  
R E A O ( 5 i 1 3 0 )  I P ( I J , I = l . N J  





DO 2 I f l r N  
A 1=1 
A=SQRT (TO J 
AB=SQRT(iCTJ 
T O T = I . + 0 . 2 + E H ( I ) + E H t I J  
R O U ~ I ~ ~ 4 9 ~ ~ 1 4 4 ~ * P ~ I ~ * E n ( I ) Z A B / o  
U=490*EH I I) + A /  AB 
R C U U ( I ) = ? C U [ I ) * U  
I F ( I . E P . 1 )  GO T O  20 ') 
R I U = 0 . 5 ' ( R O U ( I - I ) + ~ O U ( I ) )  
P. IUU=0 .5*   (ROUU( I - I )+ROUU( I ) )  






WSITE(6*2001 R ( I J  *EHlII rPLIJwSUHrSUN 
2 CONTINUE 
10FO FORMAT(12A6) 
2OOU FCRHAT( lHl r lGX* l2A6/ /J  
1 C O  FCRMAT (7F1006J 
2 0 0  FCSMATt l O X ~ F l O ~ 6 r 5 X ~ F l O ~ € ~ 5 X ~ F l U ~ 6 ~ 5 X ~ F l ~ ~ 6 ~ 5 X ~ F l 5 ~ 6 l  
3 G O  F C R H A T ( / I 5 K ~ l H R ~ I 5 X ~ l H H ~ l 5 X ~ l H P ~ l C X ~ 9 H ~ A S S  FCUXwlOX*8HHOH FLUX//) 
400 F O ~ ~ ~ A T ( / ~ O X S ~ H T O = ~ F ~ . ~ ~ ~ H  DEGREE R r5X14H RC= *FBoCr4H IN./) 
IF(AIN.EQ.I.1 GO TO 1 
END 
TABLE 7-B: INPUT TO PROGRAM MFLX 
M=2.82 










0 m 8  65 















Xz2.85 MASS FLUX 
53.3 70. 
0 0590 0.595 
0.625 0,630 
0.660 0 m665 
0.695 0.7CO 
0 0730 0.735 






2 440 2.440 
2.440 2.450 
2 -450 2.450 
2 -460 2 . 4 6 0  






1.795 1.7 95 
1.785 1.780 
a . 555 0.560 










































































































1.770 1.770 1.765 
1.750 1 740 1.734 
1.725 1.725 1.735 
2.150 2.160 2.170 
2.170 2 170 2.150 
X=2 988 HASS CHECK 
536 06 53.3 69 























































2 . 444 
2.444 
2.444 












































HASS FLUX CHECK 
53;3 63. 
0 635 '0.649 
0 e670 0 -675 
0 e705 0.710 




























2 . 444 
2 . 444 














2 . 220 
o .on5 
0 645 




0 .820  
0.855 
























































2 . 110 
2 170 








































































































2 . ~ 5 ~  
2 .260  
2.310 
2 . 3 7 @  
2 .255  
2.252 
2.252 










2 .305  
2 .265  
2 . 2 5 2  
2 .252  







2 .395  




2 .  262 
2 . 2 5 2  
2.252 
2 m252 













2 .252  
2 .252  









TABLE 8: INPUT TO PROGRAM ANAL 
S f C O N D  SHOCK H=2.82 1 0 + 1 3  
SLOT B L E E  D=O. 028 
2 .411   0 .037747  77599.4  
- 0  028 0 .  2. 
4 .5   33  . 
0.1225  1.0 0.5 
13. 
1 . 0 0  1. 00 2.3447 
1.072559 l.OG9497 2.32 
1.10013 1.013407 2.2993 
1.12647 1 .01676  2.293 
1.18140 1.0225 2.269 
1 .21767  1 .027933  2.259 
1.25758 1 . 0 3 0 5  2.248 
1.27935 1 .03575  2.244 
1.29749 1 . 0 3 6  2 .24  
1 .36279  1. 0447 2.234 
1.39907 1 .05027  2.230 
1.43535 1.05586 2.227 
























4 .010  
4. 018 
4 . 0 2  
4 . 0 4  
4 .08  









1 .775  
2 .290  
2.22G 
2.270 
2 .375  
2 . 4 0 1  
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